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SUL 17 1942 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

WiIscoNnsIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION. 

: Mapison, Wis., 1915. : 

To His Excellency, EMANUEL L. Puivipp, 

Governor of the State of Wisconsin: 

Sir —I have the honor to submit for publication, as provided by 

law, the Thirteenth Annual Report of the Wisconsin Agricultural Ex- 

periment Association, showing the receipts and disbursements the past 

year, also outlines for experiments, and addresses and discussions given 

at the annual meeting at Madison, December 18, 19, 1914. 

Respectfully submitted, 

R. A. Moore, 

Secretary.
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: CONSTITUTION : 

Article I.—Name. 

This organization shall be known as the Wisconsin Agricultural Ex- 

periment Association. 

Article I1.—Object. | 
| 

The object of this association shall be to promote the agricultural 

interests of the state: 

1st. By carrying on experiments and investigations that shall be 

beneficial to all parties interested in progressive farming; 

2d. To form a more perfect union between the former and present 

students of the Wisconsin College of Agriculture so as to enable them 

to act in unison for the betterment of rural pursuits in carrying on syste- 

matic experiments along the various lines of agriculture; 

3d. By growing and disseminating among its constituency new vari- 

eties of farm seeds and plants; 

4th. By sending literature bearing upon agricultural investigations 

to its membership, and 

5th. By holding an annual meeting in order to report and discuss top- 

ics and experiments beneficial to the members of the association. 

Article I1I1—Membership. 

Section I. All former, present and future students and instructors 

of the Wisconsin College of Agriculture shall be entitled to become 

members of this association. 
Sec. Il. Honorary membership may be conferred upon any one in- 

terested in progressive agriculture by a majority vote at any annual 

or special meeting of the association. 

Article [V.—Dues. 

A fee of fifty cents shall be collected from each member annually. 

Article V.—Officers. 

The officers of this association shall consist of a president, vice presi- 

dent, secretary, and treasurer, whose terms of office shall be one year 

or until their successors are elected. 

ix



Article VI.—Duties of Officers. 

Section I. It shall be the duty of the president to preside at all meetings 
of the society and enforce the observance of such rules and regulations as 
will -be for the best interest of the organization; to appoint all regular 
committees as he may deem expedient for the welfare of the association. 

Sec. II. In the absence of the president, the vice president shall preside 
and perform all duties of the president. 

Sec. III. It shall be the duty of the secretary to keep all records of the 
association; to report the results of all coéperative experiments carried 
on by its membership and the experiment station, plan the experimental 
work for the members of the association, and labor for the welfare of the 
society in general. 

Sec. IV. The treasurer shall collect fees, keep secure all funds of the 
association and pay out money on the written order of the secretary, 
signed by the president. He shall furnish bonds in the sum of two thousand 
dollars with two sureties, for the faithful performance of his duties. 

Article VII.—Amendments. 

This constitution may be amended at any annual meeting by a two- 
thirds vote of the members of the association present. 

Amendment No. 1.—Adopted Feb. 9, 1906. 

Any person residing within the state having completed a course in 
agriculture in any college equivalent to that given by the Wisconsin 
University, may become a member of this association under the same 
regulations as students from the Wisconsin College of Agriculture. 

Amendment No. 2.—Adopted Feb. 11, 1909. 

Any County Agricultural School within the state may be admitted 
to membership of the Experiment Association upon request by the prin- 
cipal of such school and the payment of an annual fee of $1.00. 

BY-LAWS. 

Article I. The officers of this association shall be elected by ballot at 
the annual meeting. 

Art. II. The president and secretary shall be ex-officio members of the 
executive committee. 

Art. III. This association shall be governed by Roberts’ Rules of Order. 
Art. IV. All members joining at the organization of this association 

shall be known as charter members. 
Art. V. The time and place of the annual meeting shall be determined 

by the executive and program committees. 
Constitution adopted and organization effected Feb. 22, 1901. 
x



Thirteenth Annual Report 

OF THE 

Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association 

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS 

J. P. Bonze.et, Eden. 

Fellow members, ladies and gentlemen: It gives me great 
pleasure to again address the large number of members and | 
friends of the Experiment Association who are assembled at | 
our thirteenth annual meeting. The past year has indeed 
been full of good things for the Wisconsin farmers and I trust 
that the members of our Association have not been over- 
looked. 

In reviewing the past year’s work of the Experiment 
Association, one of the most important things which I desire 
te call to the members attention is the somewhat lax business 
methods of some of our farmers. It is through the improper 
handling of the correspondence and the failure to answer 
letters and inquiries regarding seed grains that the officers 
feel that many valuable orders are annually lost to the 
Association in the sales of seed grains. 

Often when a member has sold out his stock of seeds, he 
fails to advise the Secretary of our Association of this fact, 
also when inquiries continue to come in he does not at once 
answer the letters and advise the party of other members in 
his county who may have seeds still on hand. The members 
need only take a few minutes’ time to drop a post card to the 
inquirer and inform him that they are out of seed but to 
write some other member who perhaps has seed grain for 
sale. It is a business obligation which every member owes 
not, only to himself but to the Association to give careful 
attention to such matters. 

I would also urge that the members of our Association 
make exhibits of their grains at the County and State Fair. 
These fairs are kept up and generously supported by the 
state principally because they are patronized and attended 

by the farmers. It is therefore to your interest to take
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advantage of these institutions which are given you and make 
of them a source of inspiration and good to yourself and 
neighbors. If we farmers would take more real interest in 
our fairs and make them truly exhibit places of the best 
products of the farms, most of the objectionable features which 
are now so attached to these fairs would be done away with. 

Especially is the average county fair lacking in the best of 
agricultural displays and you will certainly be doing the 
fair and yourself a great amount of good when you place some 
of the choice samples of the pedigree grains on display. It 
will also be a very effective way of advertising what you may 
later have for sale. 

Our State Fair could also stand a great deal of encourage- 
ment along this line and although we realize that the prize 
money offered on grains is small in comparison with what 
other state’s fairs give, yet if our members make a few more 
exhibits and address a few letters to the State Fair Board 
I feel sure that there would soon be a proper adjustment 
along this line. 

Another matter which I wish to speak of is the necessity 
of our members who have grains for sale having them in- 
spected so nothing but the best quality of seed grains will be 
offered for sale. If the members can maintain for their 
Association a high reputation for producing and selling 
grains of only good quality, then will we be doing the agri- 
cultural industry of the state a real service. 

Thousands of dollars are lost each year by the farmers of 
the state through planting inferior yielding grains, seeds 
mixed with weeds and grain of a doubtful germination. If 
we can so work to insure a high standard for all seed grains 
bought and sold on the market, through selling only the best 
ourselves and educating the public to appreciate and buy 
only good clean high quality of seed grains, then will much 
be done for Wisconsin’s Agriculture. 

And now just a word about harmony among the members 
of the Association. I feel that we are particularly fortunate 
in this organization in maintaining a wholesome and friendly 
spirit toward each other. In societies of a similar nature 
it is very easy for factions to spring up and quarrels over 
seemly trivial matters disrupt the good work which might 
be carried on.
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We must always realize that there are two sides to every 

question and although we are thrown into an unusual amount 

of competition in our work we should not let anything arise 

but the most friendly feelings toward each other. To guard 

against this and protect the usefulness of the Wisconsin 

Agricultural Experiment Association as a powerful agency 

for better agriculture in Wisconsin, let us all endeavor to 

work in harmony and coéperation and stamp out the first 

indications of impending disorder which may spring up. 

In closing I wish to urge all to take an active part in 

our meetings for we are assembled here to aid in the building 

up our state’s greatest industry and any results you have 

gained, no matter whether they came by way of success or 

failure will no doubt be invaluable to many of us. 

SECRETARY’S ANNUAL REPORT, 1914 

R. A. Moore, Madison 

; It again gives me great pleasure to bear evidence of the 

rapid strides made by the Experiment Association. We 

/ are now passing the thirteenth year since our organization, 

and each year advance steps have been taken to further 

advance the great cause of the dissemination of pure bred 

seeds. ’' Through the efforts of the loyal membership of the 

state association and its county auxilliaries, scrub grains 

and scrub methods of growing the same are rapidly being 

relegated to the past. The pedigree seeds are now every 

where known throughout our state, and farmers are able to 

secure them at a nominal figure and are no longer dependent 

upon seeds such as were formerly sold which had nothing to 

commend them but the name and a few unreliable testi- 

monials. 

PURCHASING UNDESIRABLE SEEDS 

Canvassers travel the state each year visiting the farmers 

with beautiful catalogs and samples of seeds. Many 

thousands of dollars are wheedled out of the farmers in this 

way for high-priced seed annually for seed that has no breed- 

ing behind it whatever, when goodépedigree seeds of corn, 

oats, barley, rye and wheat could have been secured from a
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member of the Experiment Association backed by a breeding 
and yield record of from 10 to 15 years. The farmer may 
say that the sample from which he purchased looked better 
than the pedigree stock. He should remember that it is 
not always the best looking grain or animal that is able to 
win out in the test of production, and seeds that have many 
years’ performance record behind them are the ones to 
purchase. 

A great many farmers have purchased seed oats and barley 
by sample during the past year from traveling salesmen and 
paid four and five times as much for scrub seeds as they could 
have purchased the pedigree seeds for directly from a farm 
boy in their own county. This practice of panning off scrub 

} seeds with high sounding names on the unsuspicious farmer 
should be condemned and reported immediately wherever 
found to be in practice. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The membership of the association has gradually advanced 
in number until at the present time we have a paid-up ° 
membership of 1,511. 

As the above represents only those who have paid their 
fees to date of annual meeting it would be a safe estimate 
to say that the Experiment Association has a bona fide 
membership of 2,000. 

COUNTY ORDERS 

Ten new County Orders were formed since our last annual 
meeting. We now have a total of 47 counties under organ- 
ization. These county orders have a membership of not 
less than 3,000, all interested in the pure bred seed move- 
ment—and in the banishment of scrub grains from the state. 

WORK OF THE COUNTY ORDERS 

The County Orders are doing a great work in the way of 
building up a pride in the dear old farm home. No factor 
in the state has done a greater work in placing farming upon 
a higher plane. The work of the County Orders in assisting 
in the selling of farm products has been of great assistance 
to the membership. Lists of seeds and stock for sale by
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each member are issued each year and distributed by letter 

or at public meetings so that persons in need of such seeds or 

stock will know where it can be purchased. No one factor 
gives a farmer greater pride in his farm or occupation than 

to know that everything that he grows or has for sale on the 

farm finds a ready market. The writer remembers during 

his boyhood days upon the farm the chagrin and humiliation 
of taking sheep, calves, and even loads of hay to town and 

then being obliged to cart them back home for the want of 

finding buyers. The Experiment Association is solving this 
great question of marketing which means so much to its 
membership and to the farmers in general throughout the 

state. c 

EXHIBITING AT THE STATE FAIR 

County Orders made displays and were awarded premiums 
at the State Fair, The Sauk County Order was awarded first 

honors, Marathon County second, St. Croix County Order 

third. 
The plan of exhibiting at the State Fair is commendable | 

and should be encouraged in every way. 
The work of the County Order in the way of securing corn 

schools, farmers’ institutes and other educational factors 
for the uplift of agriculture in general is great. A systematic 
organization as the County Order can be instrumental in 

doing things for a county that an individual could not accom- 
plish. The encouragement given the membership at each 
annual meeting is an important point of the work of the 
County Order and is instrumental in placing the occupation 

of farming on a higher plane. 

SEED INSPECTION 

The inspection of seeds on individual farms was attended 
to by Mr. Garland. Several secretaries of the County Or- 
ders and members of the Agronomy Department assisted with 
this work where it was found convenient. The work was 
satisfactory from every standpoint and is undoubtedly a 
move in the right direction. A total of 151 farms were 
visited and the seed grains inspected. The members having 
seeds that came fully up to standard were placed in the list
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of inspected seed growers, and members were allowed to use the association tags for the shipment of the inspected seed. The inspection of seeds by the Association should not be confused with the state seed inspection by members of the association. The state law in regard to the sale of seeds is rigidly enforced; every one selling seeds and all legal require- ments in regard to the marking of shipments should be closely adhered to. A very large percentage of the inspected seed was sold and in many instances brought better prices than that which was not inspected. This fact leads me to believe that the purchaser first looks for quality and is willing to pay a good price for seed providing it is backed by good quality. 
The Association is always willing to defend seeds of good | quality and the members that use quality as their watchword will always find a good market for their seeds, 
The following bins or lots of grains were examined and number of rejections made. 

72 lots barley inspected, 6 rejected. 
80 lots oats inspected, 15 rejected. 
45 lots No. 12 corn inspected, 7 rejected. 
35 lots No. 7 corn inspected, 5 rejected. 

7 lots No. 8 corn inspected, 1 rejected. 
5 lots No. 11 corn inspected. 
3 lots No. 1 corn inspected. 
9 lots wheat inspected. 

21 lots clover inspected. 
2 lots timothy inspected. 

The total number of bushels of grains inspected were— 

OS oe ssrsstsreese++380,480 bushels. Ontario ee ttrssessesssssessee45,205 bushels, | Comms Nos 12.0 cdocecsce tosses 4,905 bushels, i Corn, No: 7.5.0.5... sities sessessseese 3,920 bushels, Com Nose ink sie ssrseesseeseeeee 305 bushels. Gorn Noni e oo sos: 140 bushels. Corn, No. Becca icin ll oo 1,470 bushels. Corn, No. 13......... teeta aa seaesasee ee 45 bushels. eee iene, eee 573 bushels. WW oe sseeee 715 bushels. PROC rcs pate ORS 70 bushels. RYE... Titties 265 bushels,
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EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTS FOR 1915-16 

1. Wider dissemination of Pure Bred Grains, special 

emphasis on winter wheat and rye. 
2. Experiments on lateness of planting of fall grains and 

methods of seeding. 

3. Use of Sudan grass and its adaptability. Dissemination 

of seed. 
4. Soy beans for forage and soil improvement in sandy dis- 

tricts. 
5. Use of phosphates for early maturity of seed corn and 

better yields. 

6. Use of complete fertilizers for greater yields of seed corn. 

7. Alfalfa experiments: Northern and southern grown seed 
and different varieties. Causes of failures. Methods 
of getting stands. Cuttings and Seedings. 

8. Demonstration plots of Pure Bred Seeds with County 

Agricultural Advisors. 

REPORTS FROM MEMBERS OF THE EXPERIMENT ASSOCIA- 

TION ON THE YIELDS OF PEDIGREE 

GRAINS GROWN IN 1914. 

Sttver Kinc AND GoLDEN GLow Corn 

Number of members reporting.................:0:-000+ Sige ae eam 

Average yield Silver King Corm...................0.:c:ceenee coe DU. 59.8 

Average yield Golden Glow Corn.............. See eee ne ereraseeecn As OOo 

Average yield of corn for Wis. (State Bd. of Agr. Rept.)................bu. 42.3 

Average yield of corn for U. S. (U. S. Agr. Outlook).....................bu. 25.8 

PEDIGREE BARLEY 

Number of members reporting.......................-. scene Peer 3 

Average yield Pedigree Barley...............,...:....:ss:eseccnsesseecneesnoess bu. 33.3 

Average yield of barley for Wis. (State Bd. of Agr. Rept.)............bu. 31.2 

Average yield of barley for U. S. (U. S. Agr. Outlook)...................bu. 25.8 

PEDIGREE OATS 

amiber of members repertin gs... 5c. iene Bccseedie scape ect eessvectnsnsessn AD 

Average yield Pedigree No. 1 Oats.....0...00. 000.00 eeeteeeeeeee bu. 37.1 

Average yield Pedigree No. 5 and Swedish Select............................bu. 33.7 

Average yield of oats for Wis. (State Bd. of Agr. Rept.)................bu. 20.5 

Average yield of oats for U. S. (U. S. Agr. Outlook)........................bu. 29.7 

Ag.Ex.A.—2
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PEDIGREE RYE 

Number of members reporting..........0.00.000cccccccccssscesseses Cie eeeee ae 
Average yield Pedigres Bye. 0 200.c5.5:05sso-stssesnsehconccscetes ricco DE DBA 
Average yield of rye for Wis. (State Bd. of Agr. Rept.))..:. <..22.cbu: 198 
Average yield of rye for U. S. (U.S. Agr. Outlook)........................bu. 16.8 

YIELDS OF BARLEY ON FALL AND SPRING PLOWED LAND 
FROM MEMBERS’ REPORT 

Fai SPRING 
PLOWED PLowED 

LE es cscs pacsoccteeictero sath ee Ree cll eee ate 
MN yt eaten operetta Powe escent 
LON oxcrcpicseeeaeennei eR OR De ore tese Son scsdghutes bss, CAO bu. 
Avorn yield scsi SGA. cicccchicnrastecrncenerceeereesscar SO DO 

| ! Difference in favor of Fall Plowing 4.2 bu. 
| | On a 25 acre field, with barley selling at 62c. per bu. this means $65.10 

I to the farmer. 

YIELDS OF OATS ON FALL AND SPRING PLOWED LAND 
FROM MEMBERS’ REPORTS 

FALi SPRING 
‘ PLOWED PLOWED 
i DN ese arers sve neetad eee ot ee, oe IS bu. 

BOTS foe ete ae POR ee Oe OB a. 
DA rapes choses teres COROIDOS Cao aia ay 

PN NBC. 55 ciesserysc ee 7 EOI ot eth incday AAD 
Difference in favor of Fall Plowing 5.4 bu. 
On a 25 acre field, with oats selling at 30c. per bu. this means $40.50 to 

the farmer. 

REESE ENE TRIE eee 

IN MEMORIAM 

i Joun L. Lipsy 
1| 
i In the recent death of John L. Libby of Madison, the 

Experiment Association loses one of its staunchest friends 
and ablest members. For many years Mr. Libby has been 
deeply interested in the work of the Experiment Association 
and was a faithful attendant at its meetings. He has also 
contributed much from his rich experience as a careful and 
intelligent farmer to advancing the cause of better agricul- 
ture in this state.
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Mr. Libby was a man noted for his sterling integrity and 
upright Christian character, and to know him was but to 
admire him. He was prominent in the church and business 
affairs of the community in which he lived and his neighbors 
will greatly regret the loss of such a broad and capable man. 

Mr. Libby for many years was a trustee of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church at Syene. He was also a member of the 
town board of supervisors and a member of the school board 
a number of terms. For several years he was a representa- 
tive of the state at the National Farmers’ Congress and was 
president of the local social order. 

The members of the Wisconsin Experiment Association 
unite in extending to his grief stricken relatives and friends 
their sincere and heartfelt sympathy. 

WaLTER G. Hooper 

We regret exceedingly to chronicle the death of our loyal 
member, Walter George Hooper. Especially is it sad when a 
member, so young, so full of promise and awake to the life 
before him is taken from us. 

Walter G. Hooper was born near Palmyra, Wisconsin, and 
was 22 years, 7 months, and 22 days of age when he sud- 
denly passed away. He graduated from the high school at 
Palmyra and later spent two years at Lawrence College. 
At college he was active in the athletic sports and popular 
with his teachers and fellow students, receiving many 
coveted honors for his remarkable abilities in his studies 
and athletics. Beries, 

He was prominent in the(y.M.c.A) and a faithful attend- 
ant to the other religious duties which so often young men 
so popular and ambitious fail to observe. 

That he might better fit himself for the noble profession 
of agriculture which he had chosen for his life work, he 
attended the Agricultural Course at Madison, entering the 
Short Course in 1912. While at the University he quickly 
gained the friendship and good will of all the instructors and 
his fellow students by his splendid character and personality. 

It is indeed unfortunate that one who has so well prepared 
and fortified himself to fight life’s battles, should be cut off : 
so early in his career.
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The Wisconsin Experiment Association extends its sincere 
sympathies to the sorrowing parents, relatives and friends 
of this splendid young man. 

LEANDER D. WILKE { 

Once again has the grim reaper touched our Association 
and taken from its ranks one of our faithful workers and 
members. How sad to see the young farmer just firmly 
established in his chosen work, full of hope and encourage- 
ment, surrounded by friends and everything that this life 
holds dear, cut off as a branch in full bloom! 

| Leander D. Wilke was born in the town of West Bend on | | December 17, 1875. He received a good education at that it place and grew up to manhood respected and admired by 
all who knew him. 

! To further widen his knowledge along the agricultural 
lines, he attended the Agricultural College at Madison where f he stood high in the estimation of all his teachers. Mr. oi Wilke completed the two-year Short Course and graduated )! with the class of ’96. : 

He took a deep interest in the work of the Experiment 
Association and by his industry and careful study of the 
best agricultural methods soon made his farm one of the 
most productive in the county.. He early adopted the Pure 
Bred Standard for the grains and stock of his farm thus 
showing his excellent business Judgment and insight for the 
future. 7 

But alas, “We are like the grass of the field which to-day 
' is and tomorrow is cast into the fire.” To the heartbroken H | wife, sorrowing friends and relatives, the Wisconsin Agri- | ‘ cultural Experiment Association extends its deepest and f most sincere sympathies in their hour of sadness. 

OER CELA Sm ame re Ae
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WHEAT IMPROVEMENT AND CULTURE 

A. M. Ten Eyck,* 

AGRICULTURAL AGENT, WINNEBAGO Co., ILL. 

Wheat is the world’s greatest cereal crop, but in the 

United States corn ranks first in productiveness, wheat 
second, and oats third by weight. The relative total yields 
of these grains in the United States in 1914 is given as 
follows: 

Corn —2,672,804,000 bushels. ; 
Wheat— 891,017,000 bushels. 

Oats —1,141,060,000 bushels. 
This wheat crop is nearly one-fourth of the world’s crop 

and one of tle largest yields ever produced in the United 
States. It is‘reported that a larger acreage of winter wheat 
was sown last fall than in former years, and if the spring 
wheat ‘seedings are normal and the season favorable, the 
total production for the United States in 1915 promises to 
be even greater than 1914, and this is well, because the 
prospects indicate that the world’s crop in 1915 outside of 
America, will be less than usual, and there should be a 

strong demand for our surplus wheat at good prices. 

VARIETIES TO PLANT 

There are several hundreds of named varieties of wheat 
but only a few varieties are really best adapted for growing 
under the particular climatic and soil conditions of a cer- 
tain state or locality. This has been proven by the testing 
of a large number of varieties at the experiment stations in 
several states. The first step in wheat improvement there- 
fore, is to choose a variety for planting which is well adapted 
to the local conditions, and it is well for the grower to keep 
in touch with his State Experiment Station in order to secure 
the best seed of the best variety for growing in his locality. 

The Wisconsin Experiment Station is doing some good 
work with wheat, and I observe that only three varieties are 
strongly recommended for planting as follows:
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Pedigreed Kharkof winter wheat for northern Wisconsin. 
Improved Turkey red winter wheat for southern Wis- 

consin. 
Blue Stem spring wheat for general planting. 
“Spring and winter wheat have given about equally good results at the Ashland Branch Station, but for central and southern Wisconsin winter wheat seems more desirable.” 
I might discuss wheat varieties and their qualities and adaptations for an hour and give no more actual information to the Wisconsin wheat growers than is contained in the few sentences quoted above. I have carried on a large amount of work in wheat improvement while connected with the Kansas Experiment Station, but those tests and results do not apply i to Wisconsin conditions. However, the method of wheat || improvement practiced in Kansas may be helpful to Wis- hy consin farmers, and I shall refer to this later. 

' 
GOOD SEED 

Planting good puré seed of well-bred wheat of the type or ut variety best adapted to the local conditions is one of the | most important factors in successful wheat culture. It is | advisable to clean seed grain of all trash and very light kernels. Heavy plump seed germinates quickly, grows more vigorously and gives greater assurance of a regular stand and a large yield. However, carefully graded shriveled grain of a hardy, adapted variety may often be preferable for planting to well-developed seed brought from a different ; climate. _ 

' WHEAT IMPROVEMENT 

| The best varieties of wheat are strains that have been continuously and carefully selected and thus adapted to the tf soil conditions and acclimated in the climatic belt in which they are grown. The Turkey wheat owes its hardness and adaptation for growing in the western plains largely to the training which it has received on the steppes of Russia and Turkestan, where it has been grown for centuries. High- yielding varieties of wheat from moist climates generally give lower yields in dry climates than acclimated or native sorts, and vice versa, when the conditions are extreme, but
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the quality of hard wheat in the more humid sections may 

be improved by planting seed grown under drier climatic 
conditions. Such changes of seed to a moister climate should 
generally be made from a dry area in about the same latitude 
or lying north rather than south of the moist climate section, 
because of the later maturing season of the southern grown 
seed. 

HEAD-ROW METHOD OF BREEDING 

The more valuable new varieties of cereals that are now 
being introduced have resulted from the careful multipli- 
cation of seed from selected individual plants. In the im- 
provement of small grain, these plants are selected by a pro- 
cess of testing and elimination known as the ‘“Head-row” 
method of breeding, similar to the “‘ear-row” method of 

breeding corn. A large number of the choicer heads of a 
high-yielding, well-adapted variety are selected from the 
field. Many of these heads which are inferior in points of 
structure, yield, and quality, may be discarded, but the 
grain from the better heads is saved and planted in indi- 
vidual rows in the breeding plot. The growth of the plants, 
hardiness, yield, and quality of the grain produced by each 
head is thus determined and the seed from the best yielding 
“head-rows” may be used to plant “increase rows” and the 
next year “‘increase plots’’ and so on until enough seed is 
secured to plant a large field with the new or pedigreed 
strain. 

This may be accomplished in a relatively short period of 
time. In the experience of the writer the seed from a single 
head of wheat containing 30 kernels planted in the breeding 
row has produced a pound of good seed for planting the next 
season. If this pound of wheat is planted, and its product 
planted the next season and so on, and multiplied at the rate 
of 30-fold each year, it will produce 30 pounds of wheat the 
first year, 15 bushels the second year, 450 bushels the third 
year, or enough grain to plant 450 acres. Thus a single 
head of wheat planted in 1915, and its product planted each 
succeeding year, may produce enough seed in 1918 to plant 
several acres of the pedigreed strain. 

This method of improving the cereal grains depends 
simply on discovering the great individuals which are present
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in every well-adapted variety, and making them the pro- 
genitors of a new or superior strain of that variety. Its 
practice and application is giving remarkable results. It is 

. particularly valuable for securing rapid adaptation of a new 
variety. The old method of improving crops by natural 
selection was slow because the field elimination process ; 
allows many of the weaker plants to persist and bear seed 
each year. The néw method discovers the few hardy indi- 
viduals at once and eliminates the weaker types so that 
the increase may be only from the hardy high-producing 
type. 

CROP BREEDING THE WORK OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION 

| The average grain grower may not take the time to make ii “head-row” tests to improve his seed grain but this work 
should be carried on at every state experiment station and the 
pedigreed seed increased and distributed to farmers, who 
should grow it separately, keep it pure and sell the crop for 
seed to their neighbors, thus rapidly increasing and distrib- 

1 uting the improved seed throughout the community and 
i throughout the state. Your Experiment Association makes 

i it possible to carry out such crop improvement work in this 
\ state with the greatest efficiency and dispatch. 

MAINTAIN PURITY AND QUALITY OF IMPROVED SEED WHEAT 

| Farmers who are growing improved wheat should take | care to keep the seed wheat pure in order to continue the 
il distribution of the good seed and to maintain the yield and 

quality of the grain grown on their own farms. One of the 
he principal factors which causes deterioration in wheat is the 
wt crossing or mixing of different varieties or strains. Common 
vw sources of mixing are from volunteer wheat which occurs 

when fields are reseeded to wheat from year to year, or mix- 
ing may occur in the harvesting or threshing where two or 
more varieties are grown on the same farm or on neighbor- 
ing farms. Careless seedsmen and dealers also often allow 
the varieties to become mixed in grading and handling so 
that under present conditions it is quite difficult to maintain 
purity in seed grain.
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COMMUNITY SEED 

The breeding and introduction of pedigreed strains will 
eventually lead to the establishment and growing of one of 
the best producing pure bred varieties of each cereal grain 
in each community or in each locality or section which has 
a different climatic or soil condition. And thus may be 
established “community seed’’ which will be planted by all 
the farmers in that community. This will be a great advan- 
tage over the present conditions in which the rule is for every 
farmer to grow a different variety than his neighbor. At 

present much grain is grown which is not well adapted to 
the local conditions and there is a great mixture of types 
and varieties and because of the want of uniformity in type 
and quality, all of the grain sells on the market at a rela- 
tively low price which is fixed by the average quality of the 
crop, rather than by the best grain which the locality pro- 

duces. The general planting of “community seed” would 
reverse these conditions and would result in larger yields 
and better prices and a greater prosperity for every farmer. 
The farmers in each community should get together and 
organize and adopt a ““community seed.” 

THE SOIL 

Generally speaking wheat requires a rather heavy strong 
soil. Light or sandy soils are better adapted for growing 
rye, but soft wheat succeeds well on lands of a loamy tex- 
ture. 

To produce the best quality of wheat requires fertile soil, 
land well-supplied with nitrogen and rich in mineral ele- 
ments of plant food. The soil should be well-balanced in 
fertility. Soil which has an oversupply of nitrogen, as by 
heavy manuring or after growing alfalfa, is likely to cause 
too rank a growth of straw which may lodge and fail to fill, 
resulting in light shrunken grain. 

THE SEED BED 

The seed bed for wheat and other small grains should be 
mellow at the surface, but firm and well-settled below the
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depth at which the seed is planted. This provides the best 
conditions for supplying the moisture, air and heat to the 
germinating seed and the young plant. Deep plowing 
should be encouraged, but timely, so that the soil may settle 
and fill with moisture, and such cultivation should be given 
after plowing to secure a favorable condition of the seed bed. 
The use of a packer is essential on late plowing. The disk 
harrow by setting the disks straight and weighting the 
harrow may be used as a substitute for the packer. It is 
advisable to weight the common harrow in order to cause it 
to stir the soil deeper, and prevent the slicking effect which 
is apt to result from light harrowing. A smooth, finely 
pulverized surface as left by continuous light harrowing is 

; likely to shed heavy rains, and the surface often becomes too 
I fine and compact, preventing the proper aération of the soil 
W and producing an unfavorable seed bed. During the early 

cultivation of the seed bed it is often advisable to use the disk 
harrow in order to keep the surface of the soil open and mel- 

/ low and likewise to pulverize and firm the deeper soil in a 
' plowed field. An ideal seed bed may be prepared after corn 
Mt or potatoes without plowing, by disking and harrowing, and 
f wheat succeeds well in such a rotation. ' 

; ROTATIONS FOR WHEAT 

Wheat should be grown in rotation with other crops. It 
; is a fault with most wheat producing sections that the land is 
' cropped with wheat too continuously. And this has always 

| proved disastrous to the soil fertility in the course of years. 
| Fertile land which has been cropped with wheat for a long 

time becomes “wheat sick.” Continuous grain cropping 
i! not only reduces soil fertility but it infects the soil with plant 

diseases and injurious insects which prey upon the crop and 
reduce the yield and impair the quality of the grain. 

To secure the largest yields and the best quality of wheat 
requires a proper rotation of crops which will serve to aérate 
the soil and free it of weeds and infectious diseases and 
injurious insects, and at the same time renew the supply of 
organic matter and nitrogen in the soil.
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ROTATION PLANS 

In planning rotations four general classes of crops should 
be provided for if conditions will allow: 

1. A “money” crop, or crop to be sold, which may remove 

from the soil considerable quantities of plant food. 
2. A leguminous crop ‘to return nitrogen and organic 

matter to the soil, and also by its deep root sytem to collect 

subsoil phosphorus, potassium and lime. 
3. (a) A crop for feeding farm animals, the plant food of 

which is largely returned to the soil in manure, or (b) a crop 
to plow under for green manure in case live stock raising 
is not a part of the farming plan. 

4. An intertilled crop for destroying weeds and improving 
the physical and sanitary conditions of the soil. 

The arrangement or order of crops in a rotation system 
should follow as far as possible these rules: 

1. To alternate shallow and deep rooted crops. 
2. Crops which furnish organic matter should alternate 

with those which favor its rapid decomposition. : 
3. Use at least one leguminous crop in the rotation in 

order to increase the supply of plant food-in the soil. 
4. Crops in rotation should vary in time of planting, cul- ; 

tivation, and- harvest season as much as possible, and in 
amounts and kind of their plant food requirements. 

5. (a) Commercial fertilizer if used should be applied 
to the special crop which will be most benefited by its use, 
such as wheat, clover, or alfalfa. (b) Manure should be 
applied to the hardy, more vigorous growing crops, such as 
corn and forage crops, or grasses and clover, which should 
precede wheat. 

The kinds of crops in the rotation will depend upon the 
climatic and soil conditions, the market requirements and 
the kind of farming. In the humid climate areas ideal 
rotation systems are not difficult to plan and execute. Wis- 
consin Bulletin No. 233 gives several rotation plans which 
are practicable and adaptable to the different farming 
conditions. 

If commercial fetilizers are used in growing wheat' they 
had best be applied directly to the wheat crop at seeding 
time by the use of a fertilizer drill. Manure may be applied
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directly to wheat preferably as a surface dressing after seed- 
ing and often with good results. The writer increased the 
yield of wheat 33 per cent on upland at the Kansas Experi- 
ment Station by applying ten tons of well-rotted manure as 
a surface dressing to fall wheat. Coarse strawy manure 
should not be used for this purpose. A better plan is to 
supply the necessary plant food for the wheat crop by 
manuring or fertilizing other crops in the rotation. The 
manure may be profitably applied to corn, clover or grasses. 
And clover and grasses respond well also to phosphate and 
limestone. 

An experiment in manuring in wheat rotations carried on 
+ for 20 years at the North Dakota Experiment Station 

demonstrates the accumulative effect of manuring. Only 
4 six loads of well-rotted manure was applied per acre to the a corn or millet in a four year rotation with wheat. The 

oe percentage increase in yields of wheat from manuring com- 
i pared with the same rotation without manure is given in 
} Table II. 

| ; TABLE I. 
= INCREASE IN WHEAT YIELD DUE TO FARM MANURE BY PERIODS OF FIVE YEARS (1892-1906). 
} i Bul. No. 100 N. D. Experiment Sta. 

| Agsiel te Ist. period | 2nd period | 3rd period | 4th period | Average 

Copel Os a i aegis 9.3 21.5 12.55 12.2 GRE sal hier 6.1 10.1 33.0 30.2: 19.3 
Average ccccccccccscseee 58. (99° |ooms 21.38 16. 

' §Three years only. 

The average annual increase in wheat yields was nearly 
: 16 per cent, due to the application of only one and one-half 
' loads of manure per acre each year, and this was on the 
f fertile wheat lands of the Red River Valley. 

: GREEN MANURING 

An experiment in green manuring in wheat rotations at 
the North Dakota Experiment Station indicates that as the 
supply of organic matter decreases the benefit from green
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manuring increases. This experiment has been carried on 

for 20 years, a crop of field peas or millet being plowed down 

every fourth year. The results of green manuring on the | 

succeeding yields of wheat compared with the same rotation | 

in which the peas and millet crops were harvested is given 

in Table III. 
TABLE III. 

SHOWING THE INFLUENCE OF GREEN MANURING UPON WHEAT 
YIELDS BY PERIODS OF 5 YEARS (1892-1906). 

Bulletin No. 100. N. Dak. Exp. Sta. 

a 

Green Manured eee foe adie 

we Ist period | 2nd period | 3rd period | 4th period | 5th period 

Field Peas.........:..0.-..- -9.6* | -6.9* +33.2 | +17.6 + 8.6 

Walle elect 8 =710* | 4100 | 410.5 | + 3.5 

eet 2 t [ecegiew is am) cea eo] 484k de oa 

Sips erat) a 
eee 

*Decrease. 

The negative results during the first two periods are more 

than offset by the positive increase in yields in the last two 

periods. It should be remembered also that this North 

Dakota soil, (the typical Red River Valley wheat lands) 

is richer in organic matter than the average soil. 

The danger from green manuring is that the seed bed will 

be left too loose the first year with a tendency to dry out and 

injure the crop. Also the wheat is apt to produce too rank 

a growth of straw, the first crop after green manuring. 

These objections may be in part overcome by early plowing 

and frequent cultivation in order to hasten the decay of the 

organic matter, conserve the soil moisture and secure a firm 

well-pulverized condition of the seed bed. 

There are a number of other subjects related to successful 

wheat culture which I should like to discuss, such as seeding, 

harvesting, stacking, threshing, and marketing, but time 

and space will not permit. 

*The writer is the author of “WHEAT,” published by the Campbell Soil Culture 

Company, and in preparing this paper he has quoted frequently from his book.
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THE RELATION OF THE COUNTY ORDERS TO THE 
STATE ASSOCIATION 

Pror. J. A. JAMEs, Madison. 

The Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association was 
organized nearly fourteen years ago with a charter member- 
ship of 187. These members were persons who had received 
agricultural training in the Wisconsin College of Agriculture, 
particularly the Alumni of the Short Course. No one of the 
charter members would have dared suggest such great results 
as have been accomplished up to the present time. The 
association membership, composed of Wisconsin’s best, has 
now reached the fifteen hundred mark, but however phe- 
nomenal its growth may have been, it is insignificant in : 
comparison to the wonderful agricultural uplift that the 
state has experienced in the same period. From her sta- 
tion as a minor state, Wisconsin has risen in the scale until 
she stands second to none in pure bred seed production. 

The Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association has 
been a vitally important factor in this growth. 

Six years ago Fond du Lac county members of the state 
association organized for the pupose of promoting the agri- 
cultural interests of the county through codperation with the 
state association in the growing and marketing of seed grains, 
through annual association exhibits at fairs and other yearly 
meetings of the members where topics of interest to the 
members would be discussed. 

In this way the efforts of the county order are directed 
upon the special problems, and a community codperation 
is made possible for the production of larger quantities and 
a better quality of pure bred seed grains. The local organ- 
ization also makes possible the community advancement 
along lines of local agricultural interests. The benefits of 
such organizations were realized, and to-day there are about 
forty in the state with a total membership perhaps greater 
than the state association. The relation of these county 
orders to the state association is the subject given me for 
discussion. 

: In the first place the purpose of the two organizations is 
the same, to promote the agricultural interests. The
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membership plan is slightly different. All students of 

agricultural colleges may become members of the state 

association while the membership of the county orders 

consists of anyone who is interested in pure bred grains and 

live stock or in progressive farming. By attending meetings 

of the State Experiment Association members may receive 

inspiration for the work of the future. I feel that it is their 

duty to carry the inspiration to the brethren of the county 

order who have been unable to attend the state meeting. 

This organization makes it possible for every farmer of the 

state to receive the benefits of the pure bred seeds developed 

at the Experiment Association and disseminated by members 

of the state order to members of the county orders. The 

county orders then produce it in quantities large enough to 

supply the remainder of the state. 

It is not the purpose of the county order that it consist 

entirely of members eligible for state membership. Such 

ideals have caused some county orders to sleep on in self- 

satisfaction as to their own righteousness. We must remem- 

ber that we grow through helping others. That is the mis- 

sion of the county order. The work of the state association 

is that of leadership while the county order should carry out 

the plans of the superior order. The state order tests out 

the pure bred grains and corn and when demonstrated a 

success by them, the county orders produce them in quanti- 

ties for extensive distribution. 

The educational values of both orders are of great impor- 

tance. Programs are arranged in each case to give instruc- 

tion and inspiration and the corn and grain shows give 

opportunity for comparison of types. A couple of weeks 

ago a man in attendance at a Bankers’ Corn and Grain 

Show asked the agricultural instructor where he might see 

Golden Glow corn true to type. He was referred to the 

state show here this week. The visit gives him the oppor- 

tunity of studying the judged samples of the particular 

variety which he produces and by so doing he may see his 

own mistakes in selection. The forty county order corn and 

grain shows give additional opportunities for this educational 

part of the plan. Members of the state order exhibiting at 

the county order grain show must place before the members 

of the local order samples conforming as near as possible
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to the type and thus bring all to a realization of the proper 
type for the grain or corn. Only through a general knowl- 
edge of the types and characteristics of the grain as well as 
methods of culture, shall we be able to keep our seed reliable 
and pure. It is up to the members of the state order to 
demonstrate to the county order so that the gospel of good 
seed may reach all corners of the state. 

The success of an organization depends upon the codpera- 
tion of the members, but more particularly upon the leader- 
ship. Great credit is due Professor Moore and the men of 
the Agronomy Department for the success of the Wisconsin 
Agricultural Experiment Association. These men have been 
elected to positions of responsibility and in spite of the 
demands of other work they have performed the tasks. 
Some county orders do many times more work than others. 
This may often be traced to leadership; not that they lack in 
ability or willingness but that the press of other duties makes 
it impossible for them to do justice to their offices. At least 
one officer, preferably the secretary-treasurer, should be 
chosen because of his interest, training and willingness to 
perform the duties. The office is not one of honor but of 
labor. : 

In every county there are men available who can secure 
the codperation of the members and who are capable of 
assuming the !eadership. In the counties where county 
schools are located it is desirable that some teacher assume 
the responsibility. Such a school should hold the same 
relation to the county order as the Agronomy Department 
of the College holds to the state order. The county repre- 
sentative is also a desirable man. Some of our best county 
orders have the leadership of the county superintendent whose 
interest in agriculture in these cases assures success to the 
order. In one I find a high school instructor of agriculture 
who was hired for the year and who was capable and willing 
to aid in the work. In other cases, men of the farm have 
the time to do this work and under such conditions they are 
the desirable ones. Leaders, the men with push, are neces- 
sary. The success of the county order as in the state order 
depends upon the officers putting their shoulders to the 
wheel. 

The question is often asked by the farmer, ‘Where can I
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get seed true to type?” The answer should be, “Buy of a 

member of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Associa- 

tion.” I wish that this were always true but in the past two 
years in buying nearly $3,000 worth of pure bred seed I have 
found it necessary to send back seed because it was not the 
type and quality that Wisconsin Pure Bred seed demands. 
I am reminded of the words of our secretary who stated 
in one of his reports as follows: “Honesty, uprightness and 
strict integrity in growing and selling pure bred seed corn 
will gain the day for Wisconsin and our Wisconsin Agri- 
cultural Experiment Association.” We must keep the 
high ideals of our leader ever in mind and uphold our repu- 
tation as a state. This is a responsibility shared equally 
by members of state and county orders. 

Members of the state order have every opportunity to 
receive instruction at the state meeting. First of all, they 
are responsible to the state in keeping the standard because 
of their education and advantages. If they fall down where 
shall we look? They must hold up the standard and bring 
with them the members of the local order. Only in so doing 
will they be shouldering the responsibility placed upon them. 
Inspectors and seed laws are without avail if we lack the 
spirit of our leadership and fail to help. 

For several years the Farm Inspector, an officer of the 
county order, inspected farms in the county where pure bred : 
grain was grown. In Canada, Iam told that grain is in- 
spected in the field, and again after threshing, and the 
inspector seals the sacks. I am sure that with our state 
inspector, the assistance of the officers of the county order, 
the seed inspection law and the coéperation of the members, 
the quality of Wisconsin seed should continue to advance. 
The county order must keep in mind the high standards 
set by the state order. All must work together if we pro- 
mote the best agricultural interests of Wisconsin. 

SEED GRAIN INSPECTION 

Noyes Raesster, Beloit. 

One of the first questions which a prospective purchaser 
of pure bred seed will ask is, “How am I assured that this 

Ag.Ex.A—3.
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is really pure bred seed, free from foul seed and disease?”’ 

If the grower has had both his fields and bins of threshed 

grains examined by ani official inspector, has sent in a sample 

of each lot of seed to the seed testing department, he has 

done everything in his power to present the actual facts to 

the purchaser. 

If his name has been placed on the recommended list and 

he is allowed to use the Experiment Association shipping 

tags it will certainly place him in a position whereby he can 

sell his seeds to a much better advantage and price than the 

grower who fails to have his seeds examined or who handles 

them in a careless manner, thereby getting a low germina- 

tion and purity test. 

As our seed inspection is divided into two parts I will 

speak of each one separately. 

FIELD INSPECTION 

During the three years in which I have carried on this 

work I have kept close watch of the farms where our mem- 

bers of the County Order live. It is surprising how fast a 

patch of Canada thistles and quack grass will spread if left 

alone. Also how smut will grow worse in untreated grain 

from year to year. 

. Quite a number of farmers were surprised when they 

were advised to treat their grain whether it contained smut 

or not. Some of these failed to treat it thinking the work 

unnecessary. The same season I found smut present in 

ninety per cent of the untreated fields. 

Another common mistake is the mixing of grains. Three 

years ago I found less than a dozen fields of pedigree barley 

that was all strictly six-rowed. There was considerable 

wheat in the oats and a rather bad mixture of bald and 

bearded heads in the winter wheat. By calling the farmer’s 

attention to these mistakes the trouble has been eliminated 

in most cases, and the result has been a decided increase in 

the amount of seed this county has placed on the market each 

year. 
BIN INSPECTION 

When we stop to think of the rigid inspection carried on 

by the State of Wisconsin on nursery stock and consider
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which is added to the soil each year this crop is grown.
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the enormous wealth represented by the cereal crops com- 
pared to the fruit crop, we get some idea of the importance of 
seed inspection. By examining the bins of threshed grains 
and selecting a sample himself, the inspector is enabled to get 
a true idea of the condition of the entire crop. In some 
cases this has been the means of preventing the spread of 
wild oats and other troublesome weeds which were present, 
unknown to the farmer who grew the seed. 

Bin burning and mould, so injurious to the germination : 
and vitality of seed is often overlooked by the grower and a 
word of caution by the inspector may save the crop, from a 
seed standpoint. 

Advice in proper handling grain intended for seed, such 
as grading and storing, is gladly given by the inspector. In 
short, the farmer should feel free to ask the inspector any 
questions relating to seed grains, he happens to have in 
mind. If the inspector cannot answer them, he will no 
doubt find some means of getting the desired information. 

THE SOY BEAN—CULTURE AND DISSEMINATION 

Proressor E. J. DELwicHe, Green Bay. 

The soy bean is a plant of comparatively recent intro- 
duction which promises of great economic importance for 
the Wisconsin farmer. While this plant has been grown 
for many centuries in oriental countries, its introduction in 
the United States only dates back to 1829, and not until 
some 17 years ago when the Experiment Station began 
experimenting with it, did it become at all known. In 
China and Japan, and other eastern countries, it is exten- 
sively grown and is used to a great extent as human food. 
The oil is extracted and this as well as the cake are exported 
to European countries. In composition it closely approaches 
flaxseed and therefore its uses in the arts and as feed for 
animals may become similar to that of the latter plant. 

: Tests with soy beans made at the Branch Stations and 
cooperative trials with farmers have shown the crop to be 
well-adapted to Wisconsin conditions. It can be used for 
many purposes. As a hay crop it is equal in feeding value
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to alfalfa, and when grown for this purpose it will produce 

from one to three tons of cured hay per acre, the differ- 

ence in yield being dependable on weather conditions, soil 

, fertility, etc. Soy beans can be grown on land which is too 

poor to grow clover, alfalfa, and other hay crops. It is a 

splendid crop to plant on new breaking as tests made with 

the crops at the branch and demonstration stations have 

shown. It is a good substitute for clover when either by 

drought or through some other cause the latter has failed 

to make a catch. It will withstand more heat and drought 

than the common clovers. In dry hot seasons it is about 

the only sure hay crop for our light sandy soils. 

The growing of soy beans for seed to supply the seed 

market offers plenty of opportunity. The seed is in good 

demand as the merits of the crop are getting to be recog- 

nized, particularly for sandy lands. As a concentrate for 

feeding to dairy animals it is about equal to linseed oil 

meal as the analysis shows. Feeding tests at different 

stations, such as Indiana, Massachusetts and Tennessee 

have shown the crop to be superior to cotton seed meal. 

When used as a concentrate, however, it should not be fed 

alone but in combination with corn or other feed of less 

feeding value. 

TABLE I, AVERAGE DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN SOY BEANS AND 
OTHER CONCENTRATES 

a ty bed Se ad Le AR IRI Ce Bl Diao, eee AE 

‘ Total Digestible Nutrients in 100 Pounds 
Feeding Stuff dry matter, |}—————___—________— 

nines pies | tearates poe 

Soy hank cee es oh eed 23.3 14.6 
Cotton seed meal (choice) 92.6 35.8 23.2 8.0 

Linseed meal (old process)| 90.2 30.2 320 6.9 

See eee ‘hs 49.3 13 
Harleys eee 89.2 8.4 65.3 1.6 
Dent corn................ se 89.4 7.8 66.8 4.3 

eee ee DS SE eee ee RS ses eerste Ae eee 

It seems to me that this crop has a place on dairy farms 

to be grown for feeding purposes in order to lessen the amount 

of money spent for concentrated feeds. 

Soy beans are also of value as a hog feed. The crop can ‘ 

be hogged-off, and the trouble in harvesting in this manner 

will be avoided. When fed with’ corn it makes a very good 

combination for growing pigs.
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The crop may also be grown with corn for ensilage or it 
may be grown in a separate field and mixed in with the corn 

at the time the silo is filled. 

The soy bean is a splendid crop to grow for improving 
soils when planted in drills about 18 to 20 inches apart and 
then given a few cultivations. It makes a rapid growth 

even on real light soils. When fully matured the crop may 
be turned under and the supply of nitrogen and humus in 
the soil greatly increased. It should not be inferred from 
what has been said that soy beans can be grown only on 
poor sandy soils. The fact of the matter is that while 
they will do better on light soils than almost any other 
legume crop, it is also true that the best yields are obtained 
on good land. On light soil 20 bushels per acre is considered 
a good yield while on rich loams, yields of over 40 bushels 
per acre are not uncommon. 

Land may be prepared for soy beans in much the same 
manner as for corn with the exception that manuring is not 
considered necessary as a rule. The crop may be planted 
from the middle of May to the middle of June and even 
later if intended for hay. Soy beans may be planted before 
corn since the seed germinates at a lower temperature and 
the young plants are also more resistant to frost. 

Inoculation is a necessity on land which has never grown 
soy beans. Several methods may be used. As a rule, soil 
inoculation gives the best results. An easy method is to 
mix in a little soil with the soy bean seed. The soil should 
be carefully sifted, however, so as to remove all stones and 
rubbish; otherwise there will be trouble in seeding. The 

seed and soil should be kept well mixed. When this method 
is followed about 100 pounds of soil per acre is sufficient. 
A better method is to drill in the soil at the time of planting, 
with a fertilizer attachment. Where plenty of soil is avail- 
able, new fields may be inoculated by spreading the soil 
by broad-casting before soy beans are planted. In this 
case the method would be similar to that followed in inocu- 
lating for alfalfa. 

Benefits derived from inoculation are striking, par- 
ticularly on poor soils. Not only is the yield increased from 
40 per cent to 100 per cent, but the benefits derived from 
the soil through inoculation are greatly increased. Professor
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Bullock of the Marinette County Agricultural School has 

been carrying on coéperative tests with the station and he 

observed that where soy beans are not inoculated they 

freeze much more readily. This is undoubtedly due to the 

fact that the plant, not being properly fed, possesses less 

vitality. 

When intended for grain soy beans should be planted in 

drills from 24 to 36 inches apart. The grain drill can be 

used for this purpose by stopping up the spouts. We like 

to plant in double drills 6 inches apart. This can be easily 

done with the grain drill by allowing the two center spouts 

and the two outside spouts to seed, and then turning the 

seeder as in sowing small grain. Seeds should be dropped 

from 1} to 2 inches apart. 

When intended for hay soy beans should be planted 

closer together. On light soil, a space 18 to 20 inches should 

be left between double drills so as to permit of a few culti- 

vations early in the season. On strong soils when soy 

beans are grown for hay they may be sown in solid drill as is 

done with field peas. 

It is best to cultivate early in the season on light soils so 

as to conserve moisture, although in seasons of abundant 

rainfall good results have been had by sowing in solid drill 

without cultivation. 
The amount of seed required varies. When planted in 

drills from 3 to } bushels is needed. If planted in solid 

drills where it is not intended to cultivate, about 15 bushels 

of seed is needed. 

Soy beans grown for seed are harvested with the mower 

with a windrowing attachment. If the windrowing attach- 

ment is not used the seed should be forked out of the way 

of the team every round; otherwise the crop will be greatly 

wasted by shelling. The same method is here used as em- 

ployed in harvesting peas. The binder has also been used 

in cutting soy beans for seed. When cut for hay the method 

used does not differ from that followed in cutting clover. 

Soy beans are threshed with the ordinary grain thresher 

using the precautions followed in threshing peas. Concaves 

should be removed and blanks inserted. The speed of the 

cylinders should also be lessened. By using a large pulley 

on the opposite side of the cylinder the speed of the separator
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may be kept up so as to clean well. Cracked beans are of 

no value for seed but they may be used for feeding purposes. 

Considerable experimental work with soy beans has been 
done with the object of producing pure line strains and find- 
ing out the best varieties for the different conditions. Ex- 
tensive work along this line is in progress at the Spooner 
Station where over 50 strains and varieties are on test. 
Some of these are from hardy types which came directly 
from Siberia and northern Manchuria. This seed was 
secured through the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 

For the southern part of the state, Ito San is recom- 
mended. In the northern part of the state, the Wisconsin 
Early Black is recommended for seed as it is several weeks 
earlier in ripening. A considerable amount of pure bred 
Early Black soy bean seed is now available. Several codpera- 
tors in northern Wisconsin grew soy beans during the past 
season, and while reports are not all in, I think it is safe to 
say that several hundred bushels of Early Black soy bean 

seed are available for seed. 

Centers for the growing of soy beans have been started 
in Marinette, Lincoln, Burnett, Washburn, Barron, Portage 

and Oneida counties. A list of these seed growers will be 
compiled at an early date and copies of it furnished to the 
Secretary of the Experiment Association. This will 
enable members to secure pure bred seed of Early Black 
strains. We have experimented with soy beans on the 
sandy lands of northern Wisconsin for the last nine years 
and we feel safe in recommending their culture for the 
purposes enumerated. We think they are a coming crop for 
the Wisconsin farmer. Their value as a hay crop, as a 
concentrate for dairy cattle, and other live stock, and as a 

soil improver, has been amply demonstrated. 

OFFICE OF COUNTY REPRESENTATIVE 

F. G. Swosopa, Antigo. 

“How can I be of largest service to the people of my coun- 
ty?” is the question which every County Representative 
asks himself as he enters upon his work. He realizes full
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well that a man’s capacity for accomplishment, in whatever 

line of endeavor, is limited when working single-handed. He 

appreciates too that it is only as he can summon to his 

assistance the united energies of a large number of indi- 

viduals that his efforts begin to tell in a large way. 

It is a fact that the County Representative in going into a 

new field of work is obliged to overcome considerable preju- 

dice toward his position. Too often instead of being viewed 

as an agency for service, the position is considered the real 

“white man’s burden” and the representative anything but 

the real “white hope.” Under such conditions as these he 

looks with favor upon any real live organization that he 

can tie to. The County Order of the Experiment Associa- 

tion if one exists in his county he is fairly safe in assuming is : 

made up of the real live wires of the county. The mem- 

bers are of the type that he can best work with. By proper 

methods of approach they can all be gotten to codperate in 

any campaign for better agriculture. 

The county order while it may not include all the best 

farmers of the county in its membership, does include many 

of them. 

Under the Wisconsin plan the County Representative 

does not come into a county with an established organiza- 

tion known as the County Farm Bureau, as is the case in 

Illinois and other states. Each representative must sur- 

round himself with groups of individuals with whom he can 

work and through whom things can be accomplished. To 

render his county the greatest service, he must bring to his 

help such organizations as the Cow Testing Association, 

County Potato Growers’ Association, County Order of the 

Experiment Association and County Breeders’ Association. 

Of the eleven Wisconsin counties which now have County 

Representatives, seven have county orders. Letters recently 

sent to these men reveal that the county order is being 

effectively used. Those who haven’t one in their county 

have in mind to get one started the present winter. The 

men are unanimous in considering the county order an 

organization fraught with great possibilities for good. 

They are using it in various ways. Some merely to stimulate 

interest in the planting of pure bred seed grains and corn, 

others have added pure bred potatoes to the list and are
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making the great movement for standard potatoes which | 

is sweeping over the state, a legitimate part of the work 

of the county order. One or two have even gone further 

and are making it include live stock. 

One reply received, characteristic of the spirit of all of 

them to the question, ““What has the County Order done 

to further the interest in Pure Bred Wisconsin Seed Grains 

and Corn?” follows: “It has established a standard in 

the county, in that seeds that are not of the pure bred 

pedigree varieties are outlawed.”’ Our order has undertaken 

not only the pure breed seed line but also the various 

breeds of potatoes and live stock. As a result of the order, 

varieties of potatoes are disappearing in the county and ; 

are largely being grouped under two varieties; Rural New 

Yorker and potatoes. Inquiries are now coming in regard- | 

ing seed oats for next year. Farmers are becoming corn | 

breeders. Some of the representatives have secured the 

free seed from the College and distributed same, later 

assisting the farmers to sell this same grain to other farmers. 

Local grain shows have been held by some of the county 

men. These have done much to enlarge interest. Dis- 

semination of Wisconsin bred seeds like the sale of certain 

well-known brands of soap of high per cent purity, much 

relished breakfast foods or comfortable suspenders, is 

largely an advertising proposition. The County Repre- 

sentative can make the County Order an effective agency 

for this very thing. 

How valuable the representative may make himself in 

this cause for better seed was clearly demonstrated at the 

recent Potato Growers’ Convention held at Grand Rapids. 

Thoroughly roused to the situation by the Secretary of the 

Association, Prof. J. G. Milward, practically all of the county 

men were present with exhibits from their counties. That 

they were in strong on the winnings is shown by the following 

summary: Out of a possible 85 prizes; County Representa- 

tive Counties won 59, out of a possible 13 first prizes, they 
won 10; out of a possible 13 seconds, 10 also; and 9 out of 

13 thirds. 

As is well-known the State Potato Growers’ Association is 

working towards the standardization of the potato crop, 

that this is being best accomplished in counties where there
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is a man continually driving home the arguments was also 

shown in the winnings at the state show. On Rural New 
Yorker one of the two leading varieties and the largest 
class in the show, there being eighty-four entries, thirteen 
out of a possible fifteen prizes, including first, second and 
third went to county representative counties. The same 
was true of Green Mountains, Triumphs and Irish Cobblers. 

These facts are mentioned not to speak boastfully of the 
work of the County Representative, but to demonstrate the 
possibilities of the position in the cause of better seed. 

I am a little fearful, however, that a look at the grain 
display in the Agronomy building would reveal no such 
creditable activity in pure bred seed grains and corn as 
in potatoes. So far as corn goes, the county representative 
counties are somewhat removed because of geographical 
location from the sphere of possible successful competition. 
Not so with grains, however. Experts on grain growing 
concede to northern counties the ability to grow grain of 
exceptionally fine quality. When these counties are thor- 
oughly aroused to their possibilities, when the pure bred 
pedigreed grains have become well-established and perhaps 
properly acclimated, then it will be necessary for the Bon- 
zelets, and Kreugers and Wests of the central and southern 
counties to look well to their laurels. - 

To have a few of the prizes scattered in the northern 
counties would be a mighty boon to the pure bred seed 
business in our northern country. The representatives will 
consider it a part of their duty to get them there. ‘ 

It must be remembered that the county men are for the 
most part new on the job. Of the eleven counties which 
have men, one county has had such a man but three years, 
three two years, one sixteen months and six less than one 
year. If the County Representatives stir up the same 
interest in better grains that they have in better potatoes, 
and if this county representative movement continues to 
spread over the state as it has started, then Wisconsin will 
in the near future bear the same relation toward her present 
self in the pure bred seed business as a certain man of 

whom I once heard. 
Along about dusk one late summer day, this man went to 

look at a house in a thinly settled section of the town with
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a view of renting it. The shadows were falling as he walked 

up the grass grown path from the road. The man took in 

the surroundings from the front with the careful eye of a 

prospective renter and then walked around the side of the 

house to get the other view. As he rounded the farther 

corner suddenly came upon his attention a spooky object | 

garbed in white. A ghost he thought at once, turned ab- 

ruptly in his tracks and started down the road at a Ford 
clip, the ghost in pursuit. After hitting it up at top speed 
for several blocks he dropped in the road from exhaustion. 

In a few minutes he came to, roused himself and began to get 

up. As he did so he became conscious of something sitting 

astride of him. “Been running, have you?” said the spook 

» in ghostly tones. -“Yep,’ answered the man, “but watch 

me now,” and even before he had finished he was off down 

the road like a Blitzen Benz. 

I believe that as yet our northern counties do not appre- 

ciate their possibilities for producing high class grains. In 

my limited experience of less than two years in the northern | 

country, I have seen grains of very superior quality and 

have heard of many phenomenal yields. These conditions 

plead eloquently for greater effort on the part of the county 

men to develop a more general interest in better seeds. 

Whether the County Representative should serve as an 
officer of the County Order, offers a difference of opinion 
among the county men. Some feel that the position of 
secretary is his legitimate sphere. With office facilities 
it is easier for him to attend to the necessary correspondence, 
get out printed matter, notices, etc., than it would be for 

some farmer member. In his regular work the representative 
is here, there and everywhere over the county, he is always ; 

in touch with conditions over the county and can as a 
regular part of his work help along the movement. A 
very few years of this activity will revolutionize conditions 
in a county. This wider interest should drive the glib- 
tongued seed house representatives out of the state. con- 
cerns who now find easy money in abundance, especially in 
newer sections, selling ordinary seeds at extraordinary 
prices on the strength of a very roseate verbal guarantee as 
to big yields, and further tempting inducement of easy 
payment deferred to time of harvest. Payments are made
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secure, however, by the signing of a paper innocent in 
appearance, yet powerful in its innocence, for it is virtually 
a promissory note. 

Many hundreds of dollars are taken out of many northern 
counties each year by these parties. Five hundred dollars 
was the toll of two sparsely settled townships in one northern 
county and then all the farmers didn’t bite. 

With the county thoroughly awakened to the needs of 
better seeds and educated to the value of the Wisconsin 
bred for production varieties, and this no one is in a better 

position to do than the County Representative, it will be 
impossible for these out of the state seed house representa- 
tives to reap rich harvests of Wisconsin farmers’ hard earned 
dollars on overpriced seeds. These men have for years had 
easy picking in many of our northern counties. Some of 
them have exacted tolls in excess of fair profits many times 

* the county’s share of the County Representative’s salary 
and with one-tenth the groans evinced at taxpaying time by 
some of these same fleeced individuals because of the need- 
lessly high expense. 

Last May there came to my office a young farmer from 
Marathon county. He lived just across the line from Lan- 
glade. His tale of woe was eight bags of oats, one of barley 
and a two bushel box of potatoes. The lot meant an ex- 
penditure to him of better than seventy dollars. It was 

bought apparently under the hypnotic influence of the agent, 
for the man seemed able to give no other explanation. The 
purchase price in the beginning did not seem so enormous. 
With the time to pay at hand, however, the buyer would 
have been glad to have found a way out. But the inevit- 
able little paper made this impossible. 

: To inform this man that he could have purchased the 
: same number of bushels of oats, barley and potatoes grown 

right in our own county and of superior quality was not 
easing the burden, though it did serve to strengthen the 
lesson. 

This man was only one of a large number in one northern 
Wisconsin county whose hard earned cash went to pay 
abnormally high commissions, not state controlled. So 
long as farmers are not awakened to the value of Wisconsin
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well attended and certainly a success. 
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Grain Show, grown and exhibited by Geo. Leonard, Jefferson, Wisconsin.
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bred seeds these seed house representatives of out of the state 

concerns will find ready buyers. 

The County Representative will find in his county order an 

effective weapon for combating this very thing. Whatever 

steps need be taken to make the work of the order effective 

should not go untried. Special recognition in county fair 

premium lists, experimental plots, seed dissemination, in 

fact every possible movement should be utilized to entrench 

the Wisconsin bred grains and corn, not only in the counties 

having County Representatives, but in all the counties of the 

state. 

FARM CONTEST, ITS MEANING AND RESULTS 

Pror. D. H. Or1s, Madison. 

Success in farming is the result not only of growing the 

Fj best grains; breeding, feeding and handling the best live 

stock or the production of the best fruit, etc., but it is also : 

dependent upon how the manager integrates, organizes, and 

manages his farm work so as to make the entire farm show 

the best results. 
Our work in farm management shows great variations in 

the net income obtained on different farms. These varia- 

tions are being studied with a view of discovering the factors 

that contribute either to success or failure. We believe 

the time is ripe to give some attention to the successful 

management of farms, and to recognize the men who have 

both the knowledge and the skill to organize and conduct 

their farms so as to make them financially successful and 

at the same time contribute to the health, happiness, and 

uplift of those who live on the farm. 

To this end we inaugurated a farm contest in which recog- 

nition is given for fertility, home life, health of herd, and 

general appearance, as well as managerial income. 

For encouragement in this work, we are indebted to Ex- 

Governor Hoard of Hoard’s Dairyman for his liberal offer 

of $300 annually to be used as prizes and to be awarded to ; 

the farms that score the highest, all points considered. 

One of the important features of this work is the bringing 

of farmers face to face with the business conditions existing
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on their farms during the year. We realize, of course, that 
conditions may exist that make it impossible for a good farm 
to pay out each year, and for this reason we hope to continue 
this work until we shall have several years’ records to study, 
and we hope that sufficient encouragement may be given 
the work that we may enlarge the contest and have a three, 
five, and even a ten-year contest. 

SOME OF THE RESULTS 

One hundred and fifty farms have competed in this con- 
test during the past year. We have the data of these farms 
showing the capital invested and its distribution; the re- 
ceipts and the factors contributing thereto; the expenses 
and their distribution, which enables us to figure the net 
results obtained on the farm. We have conducted contests 
in eleven counties and in each of these we have held a local 
meeting in which we have shown those in attendance the 
average results obtained in the county and state. Each 
farmer in the contest has been given a statement of the re- 
sults obtained on his farm and along with this statement is 
a comparison showing the average results of the county, the 
average of the state, the best ten, and the poorest ten. In 
this way each farmer in the contest has been brought face 
to face with the conditions upon his farm, and he has been 
able to see what are his strong points and his weak points. 

In considering the results and the difference that exist 
between farms and the reasons therefore, we have listed 
thirty-three factors contributing toward the results. We 

have found that some factors which we had assumed were 
very important, were really of minor consideration, and 
other factors upon which we laid comparatively little stress 
we have found to be rather important factors. The prin- 
ciples at the bottom of this work and upon which success 
seems to be dependent may be brought out by the discus- 
sion of three groups of ten farms each, which may be con- 
sidered as representatives of different classes of farms and 
methods of farming comprising the farm contest. These 
farms we have labeled, ““Above the Average,” “The Aver- 
age,” and “Below the Average.’ For reasons that are not 

pertinent at this time we have not included all of the farms
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that have shown the highest managerial income in the group 

“Above the Average,” but the group does contain the farms 

that have won out in the farm contest. 

The group “Below the Average” contains some good 

farms, and the low results for this year are due to the con- 

ditions for which the farmer is not entirely responsible, and 

we expect a number of these to make a much better if not 

a satisfactory showing for next year. 

We realize that in sizing up the situation on the farms 

that conditions may exist that make it impossible for a farm 

to make a satisfactory showing in a given year due to pecul- 

iar or exceptional conditions. On the other hand, a farmer 

may be exceptionally fortunate one year and may make a 

showing that he cannot expect to maintain for a series of 

years. And in the discussion of these results these points 

must be borne in mind and due allowance given for them. 

Some of the problems apparently underlying success may 

be stated and discussed as follows: | 

SIZE OF FARM : | 

This is a question that is frequently raised and by a good 
many would seem to have an important bearing on the 
results. We are discussing it here, not because it seems to | 
have a particular bearing, but in order to answer a question 

that is frequently raised. 

There appears to be no indication that the results are co- 
incident or codrdinate with the size of the farm as measured 
in acres. In all three groups are both large and small farms, 

and the net results or managerial income was not connected 
with farms of any particular size. It will be interesting to 
know that the average size of the farms in Group I, is 188 
acres; in Group II, 170 acres; and in Group III, 185 acres. 
Practically the same relative condition exists in regard to 
the acres in crops. 

It will also be interesting to know that a similar condition 

has existed in all the county contests except one, and that 
apparently the number of acres, between certain extremes 

either way, has very little to do with the managerial income.
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TOTAL CAPITAL 

Total capital undoubtedly has something to do with the 

results on farms. We find that in the first group the average 

total capital amounts to $34,494. In Group II, (the average) 

it amounts to $21,825, while in Group III, (below average) 

the total capital amounts to $25,091. This would indicate 

that the total capital has but little influence between the 

average and the poorest farms, but apparently it does have 

some, if not considerable, influence upon the better farms, 

as there is nearly $10,000 increase in this group over that 

of Group III. - 

OPERATING CAPITAL 

Operating capital on the farm is a variable quantity and 

is subject to more frequent and sudden variation than is the 

fixed capital. Undoubtedly the amount and judicious use 

of operating capital has an important and direct bearing 

upon the financial success of the farm. It is, therefore, im- 

portant to know not only the amount but what relation, 

if any, the operating capital bears to the fixed capital, and 

to what extent it influences the managerial income. 

In Group I, we find the operating capital amounts to 

$9,337; in Group II, $4,905; and in Group III, $5,474. 

Here we find a somewhat similar relation to that found in 

total capital, but the differences are perhaps more striking. 

The per cent of operating capital to total capital in Group 

I, is 27.06; in Group II, it is 22.6; and in Group III, it is 

21.8. It is significant that on practically all the farms that 

we have studied we have found that those farms that make 

the best success have from 25 to 35 per cent, or above, of 

operating capital, and on those farms where the operating 

capital falls below 15 to 20 per cent usually you can count 

on poor results. 

On the farms before us we find that the per cent of oper- 

ating capital in Group III, is almost as much as in Group 

II, but there is 5 to 6 per cent more operating capital in 

Group I, than in the other groups. My studies lead me to 

believe that the per cent of operating capital is more closely 

connected with the financial results on the farm than any 

other factor connected with the capitalization of the farm.
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It is important and interesting to study the factors which 

constitute the operating capital, and if possible, discover the 

relative value of these factors. Table II throws some light 

on the situtation. 

CROPS 

As indicated in Table II, the number of acres seems to 

have little to do with the net results. It is interesting, 

however, to notice that the results from crops vary consid- 

erably in the different groups. 

In Group I, the sales and increased inventory amount to 

$1,762, or 21.9 per cent of the total income of the farm. In 

Group II, to $975, or 26.3 per cent of the total income, and 

in Group III, to $564, or 24.6 per cent. It is also interest- 

ing to note in this connection that the yield of barley in 

Group I, is 31 bushels per acre; Group II, 23 bushels per 

acre; and in Group III, 19 bushels per acre. 

The yield of corn for Group I, is 59 bushels, Group IH, 52 

bushels, and in Group III, 41 bushels. 

The yield of oats for Group I, is 48 bushels, Group II, 43 

bushels, and Group III, 46 bushels. 

It will be noticed that the largest receipts from sales and 

increased inventory seems to be coincident with the mana- 

gerial income of the various crops, although the difference 

in yields per acre between these are not as great as one might 

naturally expect. 

Apparently there is little or no relation between the man- 

agerial income and the yields of hay and silage per acre. With 

alfalfa, Group I, has 20 acres per farm that yielded 3.2tons 

TABLE II—DISTRIBUTION OF OPERATING CAPITAL 

| Group I | Group II | — Group III 
Amount | Per | Amount | Per | Amount | Per 
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per acre; Group II, 15 acres per farm that yielded 2.5 tons 
per acre; Group III, four acres per farm that yielded 3.75 
tons per acre. While the yields of alfalfa are not coérdinate 
with the managerial income, the number of acres per farm 
seems to be. With other hay crops and with silage there 
seems to be no relation either between the number of acres 
and the yield per acre. i 

LIVE STOCK 

The number of horses on the farm in all the groups ranges 
from five to six horses per farm, and no relation seems to 
exist between the number of horses and the managerial in- 
come. There seems to be, however, a relation between the 
efficient management of the horse equipment and the net 
results as is shown by the fact that in Group I, the receipts 
per horse, which included both sales and increased inventory, 
amount to $18; for Group II, $7.71; and for Group III, 

$3.88. 
It is significant to note that the number of cows seems to 

have an intimate and direct bearing upon the net results of 
the farm. In Group I, we have an average of 28.4 cows per 
farm; in Group II, an average of 17.6 per farm, and in Group 
III, an average of 11.6 cows per farm. Comparing the num- 
ber of cows with the managerial income, there seems to be 

a very close connection. 
Not only is there a close connection between the number 

of cows but along with it is the interesting results of receipts 
from the sale of live stock and live stock products. In Group 
I, the receipts from the sale of live stock amount to $3,329, or 
41.4 per cent of the total receipts for the farm; in Group II, to 
$1,291, or 34.9 of the total receipts for the farm; and in 

Group III, to $1,085, or 47.4 of the total receipts. 
The receipts from live stock products, which are milk and 

cream, in Group I, amount to $2,761, or 34.3 per cent of the 
total receipts; in Group II, $1,214, or 32.8 per cent of the 
total receipts; and in Group III, $598, or 26.1 per cent. 

Not only does the total income from live stock show up 
well, but the income from milk and cream per cow. In 

Group I, this amounts to $91; in Group II, to $66; and in 
Group III, to only $42. In like manner the receipts per cow 
from the sale of live stock in Group I, amount to $87 per
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cow; in Group II, $42; and in Group III, $32. The num- 

ber, the income from milk and cream per cow, and the income 

from the sale of live stock per cow, all indicate that the three 

factors are intimately connected with the net results on the 

farm. 

TOTAL RECEIPTS 

The volume of business as expressed by the total receipts 

seems to have a close connection with the managerial income. 

We find that in Group I, the total receipts amount to $8,034, 

in Group II, $3,696, and in Group III, $2,288. 

The above factors seem, from our study in this contest, to 

be the leading factors in the results on Wisconsin farms, 

which, of course, are largely dairy farms. Other factors, 

such as the number of ewes, the number of sows, the average 

number of men kept, miscellaneous receipts, receipts per 

ewe and per sow, crop acres per man, animal units per man, 

crop acres per horse, do not, from the results that we have 

obtained on the farms this past year, seem to be connected 

to any large extent with the net results of the farm. 
We feel, however, that this study is only a tentative one 

and that further study extended through a longer period of 

years may throw greater light upon our problem. 
I wish to state in this connection that the farm contest 

during the past year in Wisconsin has been made possible 

through the hearty codperation and good will of the farmers 
entering it. I wish to commend in a hearty manner the most 
excellent spirit and coéperation that we have received in 
our work and study of these problems. I hope it will be the 
means of forming a close link between the farmers and the 
college. I am sure that as far as we are concerned it has put 
us in closer sympathetic touch with the farmers and the farm 
community. We have a clearer conception of the farmer’s 

needs and the difficulties that he has in so organizing his 
work as to make everything work out satisfactorily. On the 
other hand, we believe that it has been beneficial to the far- 

mers in opening up their eyes to some of the problems they 
have upon their own farms. They have been led to feel the 
need of applying business methods upon their farms and 
many of them have requested us to furnish them with some 

method of keeping farm accounts so that they can know
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what they are doing. Farmers have told us that next year 
they expect to keep closer account, that they are going to 
study their business, and believe that they can make a better 
showing next year than during the past year. It is this 
spirit of codperation that makes us feel encouraged in tak- 
ing hold of this work and pushing it. We believe it has a 

great future before it. 

THE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL 

F. J. Srevers, Wauwatosa. 

Superintendent Milwaukee County Agricultural School. 

There are at the present time seven county agricultural 
schools in the State of Wisconsin. These schools have 
been established by and receive their support from the state 
and county and have had a comparatively hard fight, in 
that they inaugurated something new in our established 
educational system. They were misunderstood and often 
times were not managed so as to meet the demands of the 
community. i 

I dare say that no thinking person will question for one 
moment the fact that this kind of education is essential 
and desirable. Evidence to substantiate this statement 
is being brought to us at the present time more strikingly 

than ever before, in that the farmer has never seen a period 
of greater prosperity, while the labor conditions in the 
larger cities are such that it has become necessary in some 
instances to establish free “soup houses.” Such lack of 
equilibrium certainly indicates that there is something at 
fault with our social life and I am satisfied that I am safe 
in saying that part of this fault is due to the shortcomings 
of our educational system. We have just recently begun 
to feel that agriculture deserves a place in our public school 
curriculum. The peculiar thing about introducing agri- 
culture in our public schools, however, is that the advo- 
cators of this kind of education seem to feel that agriculture 
is simply meant for the farm boy, with the result that the 
city trained boy has no conception of the details pertaining
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to the greatest industry in the world. At our school we 

see things from an entirely different standpoint. From 

observations and experiences so far, we have come to the 

conclusion that the county agricultural school in particular, 

and agricultural education in general, is primarily intro- 

duced in our school system for the benefit of the city boy. 

It is he that needs the help, information and encouragement 

necessary to convince him that the country is a better 

place for him to live. If by means of this system of edu- 

cation our state and nation will be instrumental in getting 

more people to leave the city to become established on 

farms, the effect will be most desirable. The outgrowth 

of this rearrangement of affairs would relieve the congested 

conditions that exist among factory laborers at the present 

time and give many of those people now without employ- 

ment in the city, a place where they could at least make 

their own living on the farm. On a conservative estimate 

based on business conditions, it is safe to assume that 

there are 20% more laborers in the city than the city is 

able to employ. This condition is brought about by the 

large demand made by the cities for laborers at a time when 

business is booming. This attracts a large percentage of 

farm boys to the city while the same percentage of city 

labor is not attracted by the country during a “hard time” 

spell. We in Milwaukee county feel that our main work 

lies in the direction of establishing a sane social equilibrium 

and all our plans are made with this in mind. 

There are several ways in which a city boy can be in- 

duced to become interested in the country and we try 

not to lose track of any of these. In the first place agri- 

cultural courses must be given and so arranged that they | 

will furnish sufficient instruction in practical agriculture 

to aid the individual in determining his fitness for the | 

occupation of farming. 

2nd. The desirable and undesirable features of the farm 

occupation must be pointed out to him in the greatest 

detail so that he will not choose his life’s work with a false 

impression. 

3rd. Due to the great demand for labor on the farm, 
a city boy with comparatively little training may secure a 

position on a well-managed and up-to-date farm at almost
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any time.. In order, however, to make the individual feel 

that it is not necessary for him to lower his social standards 

in order to take up practical farming, the school makes 

every effort to raise the social standing of the farmer to 

such a plane that it will meet the demands of the average 

intelligent city prospect. To accomplish this, extension 

work is carried on in the following ways: 

1st. By holding farmers’ meetings throughout the county 

and organizing, in connection with these meetings, local 

farmers’ clubs. These clubs, having for a center the local 

schoolhouse, will carry on, in codperation with the school, 

social and educational programs. 

2nd. By giving a course in the city for the purpose of 

explaining and pointing out to city residents who are 

already interested in agriculture, the possibilities of this 

line of work, as well as giving them aid in backyard gar- 

dening methods. 

3rd. By conducting contests for the improvement of 

agricultural products. At the present time plans are 

being made for a general crop growing contest, with an 

annual exhibit at the school; a calf raising contest and a 

corn growing contest with possibilities of some compet- 

itive work along the poultry line as well. These contests 

are carried on under the supervision of some member of the 

agricultural school faculty for the purpose of inaugurating 

better agricultural methods and also to point out to the 

farm boy and girl what the opportunities for development 

along these different lines are, and thereby inducing them 

to remain in the country. 

Ath. By direct aid to the individual in furnishing him 

such information as will help in solving his problem. 

After the boy or girl is once interested in choosing farm- 

ing as his or her life’s work, it is a comparatively easy 

matter to point out to them the value of special training 

along that particular line. By comparing farming to any 

of the trades, it is easy to show the necessity of an agri- 

cultural education for assured success in farming. Let me 

illustrate. The average tradesman who has served an 

apprenticeship of a few years knows only too well that he 

reaches his greatest earning capacity at a time when he is 

able to do most efficient work with his hands. This holds
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true with every tradesman unless he should at some time 

become an employer. This, I dare say, is not possible for 

more than a few per cent. On the other hand the farmer 

will reach his stage of greatest efficiency and financial | 

return at a time when he has partly retired, as far as his 

physical activities are concerned. I am referring to the man 

above the age of 50 or 55 years. Consequently the success- 

ful farmer knows only too well that he is not making the 

greatest financial success from his physical labors but that 

there is much more to be expected from the returns due to 

successful management. Such being the case, would it 

not be reasonable to suppose that it would be profitable 

for a farm boy, as well as for a boy who comes from the city, 

to take a course in agriculture which would put him in a 

position where he could get his experience in less time and 

thus make it possible for him to assume the responsibilities 

of an efficient manager on either his own or somebody 

else’s farm while he is still in the prime of life? We must 

not lose track of the fact that every farmer must have 

some ability as a manager because he is the “boss” over 

the labor of his family at least, even though he may not 

keep a hired man. His occupation is different from any 

other in the fact that a man not only finds employment 

here for himself, but for his whole family. There is no 

other occupation where all members of a man’s family 

work together for a common purpose. For this reason 

an individual with some managerial ability can take ad- 

vantage of the labor of the members of his family in such 

a way that it will furnish him a financial return, and at 

the same time be good healthful recreation and training 

for his children. The tradesman does not have this factor 

| to contend with and consequently does not need as much 
training along lines of management. Therefore, when we 
consider that it is absolutely essential that an individual 

taking up any one of the different trades should have a 

training along his particular line, is it not justifiable to 
suppose that the farmer, who has only very recently been 
given consideration in our education system, deserves a 
training along his line as well? 

I am satisfied that the county agricultural school system 

when it is once thoroughly understood and properly con-
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nected up with the rest of our education work will be a 
wonderful success and I will predict that the time will 
come when every county in the state of Wisconsin will 
have a similar institution. 

SUMMER SEED FARM INSPECTION 

J. J. Gartanp, Madison, 

Experiment Association Seed Grain Inspector. 

At our meeting last year a report was rendered on the 
winter inspection of seed grains on the members’ farms and 
the work of the Association’s Seed Grain Inspector dis- 
cussed. At this time I wish to speak concerning another 
sort of inspection, a summer farm inspection, which was 
made on a number of the members’ farms last July and 
August. <A review of the conditions found on these farms 
may be of some interest and possibly benefit to those of 
the Association who are here to-day. 

The speaker’s connection with the Association is quite 
recent as compared to the length of membership of some 
of our growers. So perhaps some of his ideas on how a 
pure bred seed farm should be run are a little hazy or 
impractical. One would therefore expect a sort of dis- 
appointment should come to the inspector, and one did. 
It is not necessary then to confess that he received a shock 
when some of the Association’s seed grain farms were visited. 

The inspector used to think that the Association members 
must be about the best farmers in the state, that an 
Experiment Association member didn’t need a sign in 

| front of his place to let the travelers know who lived there. 
All that anyone had to do to pick out an Association mem- 
ber was to drive along the road until he came to the best 
looking farm to be seen and that sure must be the place. 

, Not that the Association members were expected to have 
the finest houses or the largest barns but another quality 
or characteristic which does not depend on capital or invest- 
ment in dollars and cents. A neatness or order about a 
farm, the repair and paint on buildings and fences, the 
absence of weeds and brush along the fences and in the
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fields are more quickly noticed than a thousand dollar silo. 

The rather indifferent success which Prof. Stone has 

been having with the members in getting them to run 

experiments in weed eradication, was attributed to the 

fact that the members didn’t have any weeds on their 

farms to experiment on. This next year the inspector 

hopes to hear of a large number of the Association mem- 

bers codperating with Prof. Stone in this weed eradication. 

A number can well afford to have a cropping or clean culture 

system planned, which will rid their farms of not only the 

common weeds but such noxious ones as wild oats, quack 

grass, and thistles. 

How members can‘ consistently try to grow clean seed 

grains and have their farms filled with all manner of noxious 

weeds is more than the inspector can understand. Especi- 

ally since “Quality and Purity of Seed Grains” has been 

Prof. Moore’s motto ever since the Experiment Association 

was organized. 

On none of the farms visited had the owner recently 

moved so we can hardly excuse any of them on that ground 

for weedy farms. Most of the owners had been there for 

ten years or more and it was about time the weed problem 

was being settled. 

After visiting quite a number of farms, the inspector 

came to the conclusion that some of the members are try- 

ing to farm too much land to produce the best quality of 

seed grains. It takes a little more than the ordinary care 

to keep our grain fields free from weeds and see that no 

mixture of varieties occurs in the threshing or handling. 

Where the farm is too large or too much land is in grain 

these important things are apt to be neglected in the hurry 

and rush of spring and fall work. 

The Wisconsin farmer’s season ‘is all too short so he 

doesn’t have time to do all the things he would like. With 

haying, cultivating and a few more things that have to be 

done coming on all at once, it is impossible for the ordinary 

man on a large farm to properly keep things in shape for 

high quality seed production. On such farms we find the 

barley full of oats, the oats full of wheat and weeds in 

everything and the grower trusting to the fanning mill to 

correct all the mistakes.
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Some of the young men in the Short Course who are 

looking forward towards a farm of their own, don’t need 
to wait until they can buy a “160” or more. If they start 
in on a small farm which is in a fair condition of fertility 
and do a little intensive farming, it won’t be long before 
they can buy the “160” if one is wanted. 

But don’t get the idea that all the small farms are well- 
managed and kept in an ideal condition. The inspector 
found one small farm less than 50 acres in a worse condition 
than any of the larger farms in regard to the presence of 
weeds and smut. 

During a recent trip in a southeastern county, the in- 
spector drove by a large farm and saw a “For Sale” sign 
on the fence. The place looked rather badly run down 
as far as the buildings went but the location was good and 
the soil looked fair. Later on the inspector inquired from 
a neighborhood farmer about the price of the place and 
was told that it was worth about $25 less than was asked 
for it. And the figure it was held at didn’t seem high either 
as compared with what good farms were selling for in such 
a locality. But because this place was so foul with all 
kinds of weeds and it was known, the value of the farm 
had been sacrificed. 

You all know of such farms in your own counties and how 

weeds play such an important yet generally unrecognized 
part in the valuation of a farm. 

When out examining grains if the inspector fails to find 
weed seeds in the grain or a weedy field and remarks of the 
unusual cleanness of every thing, there is certainly a tone 
of pride in the grower’s voice when he says, “Well I guess 
you'll find this farm pretty free from weeds. We have 
tried to keep it clean and are rid of most of them.” 

On some members’ farms, the weed question is overlooked 
as well as the maintaining of the purity of our standard 
varieties. Where two or three varieties of corn are grown 
in the same field there is no use of the member trying to 
save pure seed. 

Ever since the first report of the Association came out 
the easy mixing of varieties has been preached and ham- 
mered on. No one can expect to maintain pure bred seed
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corn and grow two varieties side by side. Surely growers 

can’t conscientiously sell seed from such fields as Pure Bred. 

Every member of the Association has had it told him 

time after time in the classroom of the agricultural school 

and in the discussions and papers at these meetings that 

pollen from one cornfield will easily cross and mix with 

another field close by. This pollen from the tassels can 

be carried in the air easily a quarter to a half a mile if there 

are no obstructions such as buildings or woods between 

the fields. If any of our members expect to grow more 

than one variety of seed corn he must plant the different 

varieties at a considerable distance from each other. It is 

often said that one variety will mix easier than another. 

For instance, if a neighbor is growing a scrub yellow corn 

it won’t pay to grow a white variety as they'll mix too easily. 

The grower then plants a yellow variety so they won't 

mix. But they do mix just as easily as if they were of the 

same color only one doesn’t see all the damage which is 

done. 

It is in fact a most dangerous mixing of varieties for it 

can’t be detected except by poor yields and reduced quality 

and the Pure Bred Seed gets the credit of being no good. 

It is even better to have a cross between white and yellow 

corn for then it can be often detected and the cause of the 

poor seed known. 

The officers of the Association have been asking that 

the Pure Bred Seed Grains be kept absolutely pure. It 

has taken years of breeding and selection to stamp on these 

grains a certain quality and definite characteristics. The 

growers should go on improving and advancing these grains 

in value and yields or at least they should not lose what 

has been given them. 

We don’t hear of a dairy man or beef cattle breeder 

stopping after he has gotten together a herd of pure breds. 

Why he has just reached the state where he feels that he 

can accomplish something when the barn is full of such 

animals. And it is just as true with every farmer that is 

growing any of the Pure Bred Grains on his farm. His 

work of improvement and selection of his grains will be 

evident ten times quicker than his work on animals.
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On one medium sized farm of a member, there were 
found growing six different varieties of corn. When the 
farm was visited after the seed had been selected three of 
the varieties were found so mixed they couldn’t be recom- 
mended for seed. 

It is doubtful if growers realize how much damage is 
really done when they sell mixed grains for pure seed. 
The purchaser gets disgusted with the member, the grain 
and the Association. Not only does he generally with- 
draw from the ranks of better seed growers but he can 
influence many others against purchasing the Pure Bred 
Seeds. Many buyers are naturally critical against the 
Pure Bred Grains for they imagine their introduction to be 
more or less of a book-farming idea. Even though the 
yields may be satisfactory yet poor or mixed seed will make 
the increased yields forgotten. 

A short summary will now be given of the conditions 
actually found on some of the farms visited last summer 
by your inspector. 

The first farm we will take up had three different varieties 
of yellow dent corn growing side by side. The grower 
has been selling seed from two of these varieties as Pure 
Bred Corn and expected to continue. It isn’t very doubtful 
that the seed he has is far from being pure bred. There 
were a few wild peas in the barley, also a little smut. It will 
therefore be necessary for this farmer to get a pure start of 

corn, try and clean his barley seed a little better next 
year and treat it with formalin. 

At another farm a few miles away the grower had a field 
of No. 7 and 12 corn quite close together. Also a neigh- 
bor’s field of corn was so near that it couldn’t help but 
mix. When this farm was visited at the winter inspection 
the No. 7 corn was found badly mixed with the yellow and 
was unfit for seed. The barley field had quite a large amount 
of oats in it which could hardly be cleaned out well enough 
lo make it good seed grain. 

The third farm visited that day was badly contaminated 
with quack grass. It was in a nearby solid mass along 
the lane up to the house and extended into the fields on 
each side. The member had been living there only ten 
years so wasn’t quite ready to fight this dangerous pest.
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The next day two large farms were visited and found 

to be in excellent condition. Except for a trace of oat and 

barley smut there was nothing else of danger in the fields. 

The cornfields were isolated from all others so there was 

no chance of foreign pollen visiting them. 

The next place visited seemed to be one of those places 

where too much land was trying to be farmed for the pro- 

duction of a very high quality of seed grain. The extremely 

weedy condition of the fields made it evident that proper 

care wasn’t taken with the fields, and as the buildings 

didn’t show any great degree of repair the inspector felt 

certain that something was wrong somewhere. Of course 

the inspector realizes that his opinion will probably have 

not the slightest influence on the size of any of the farms 

but it is not a bad guess that the owners would be making 

just as much off a fewer acres better farmed. Unless 

there is plenty of help under a good manager large amounts 

of grain can’t as a rule be handled properly to insure the 

best quality of seed. 

At another farm near by an abundance of wild oats 

was found in the fields. This member explained that 

they came from a neighbor’s field. It is no doubt extremely 

hard to maintain clean fields when weeds from an adjoining 

farm continually come across the line. The only remedy 

seems to be that of getting the neighbor interested in a 

general weed eradication campaign. 

A few miles from there, wild oats were again found in 

the oat fields in large numbers. The cornfields were well 

isolated but a field of wheat was thoroughly filled with 

cheat and also had some vetch. 
All these farms spoken of were found in one county and 

the owners were quite prominent members of the Associa- 

tion. In considering these farms along with a few more 

visited, one is astonished to find such a small percentage 

of clean well-managed farms. 

In another county a member’s farm to all outward 

appearance looked to be a model of cleanness and order, 

but appearances are deceiving. The oat field had 20 to 30 

per cent of smut and nearly ruined the Inspector’s suit 

when he walked through it. In the barley field was found 

large areas of nothing but quack grass. The Inspector
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was assured that quack could be easily cleaned out of 
the grain by the member’s fanning mill. If such is the case 

there seemed less excuse than ever for the badly infested 
fields. When the fields of a member are in such shape as 
on this farm, and the owner is selling large amounts of seed 
grains each year, it looks like something should be done 
to preserve the good name of our Association. It is to 
the best interests of every member of the Association who 
is making seed grain selling an important part of his farm 
operations to take great care in keeping the fields of pedigree 
grain absolutely clean and pure. 

The Inspector visited a few farms in each of the following 
counties: Dodge, Fond du Lac, Green, Jefferson, Rock, 
Walworth and Washington, a total of 27 farms being 
inspected about the time the grains were heading out. A 

: comment on each farm will not be made for there is not 
enough difference except here and there a_ particularly 
good place or a bad one. 

From the typical examples which have been given in 
detail it will be seen that things are not in a very satis- 
factory way on some of our so-called best seed grower’s 
farms. There is absolutely no excuse for the conditions 
such as were found on some of the farms and it is time the 
Association awoke to a need of cleaner farms on which 
to produce grains of a high quality. Members who persist 
in letting noxious weeds crowd out the good grains should 
be dealt with in a manner that will bring them to time. 

However, there is coming on a lot of young seed growers 
who are going to clean up their farms and it will only be 
natural that they should get the business of supplying the 
increasing demand for Wisconsin’s Pure Bred Seed Grains. 

Another inspection of farms was made last summer in 
the western part of the state by the secretary of a county 
order. He visited 20 farms in his county and the report 
of his inspection is not very encouraging either. 

Parts of the report read as follows: “Farm No. 1 had the 
No. 7 and No. 12 corn too close together and only a few 
bushels of seed could possibly be saved. The oats were 
a little smutty and the pedigree barley was mixed with 
another strain.
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Farm No. 2 had the cornfields well located. The oats 

were clean having been treated that spring. Barley also 

free from smut and weeds. 

On farm No. 7 oats were badly mixed in the barley field, 

also quack grass and smut were present. 

Farm No. 15 had Silver King and Gold Glow corns but 

fields were widely separated. Oats were treated last year, 

no smut seen. Pedigree rye and another variety of oats 

clean and pure. This is a good farm, the noxious and 

common weeds are well attended to.” 

Altogether twenty farms were inspected in the county, 

yet from only eight of that number could seed grains be 

safely purchased. It was also noted that on five member’s 

farms no Pure Bred grains were being grown. On another 

five farms no seed of any kind was for sale. On three 

other farms which might have had good seed, the weeds, 

smut and mixture of varieties were so bad that grain could 

not be recommended. 

This report of only one county could hardly be called 

flattering and doesn’t prove that the western part of the 

state farmers are any better than those on the east. 

In summing up the results of the summer inspections, 

it is quite evident that a great many of the Association’s 

members should give more attention to ridding their farms 

| of weeds. That smut is coming back quickly into our 

fields if the seed is not treated at intervals with the formalin 

solution. The members should reduce the number of varie- 

ties of grain grown on one farm. To raise only one kind 

of pure bred grain and keep it pure is much preferred to 

raising three or four varieties and having them mixed. 

It seems that a rule limiting the number of varieties grown 

on one farm could well be adopted for those members 

making seed growing such a prominent part of their farm 

operations. 

The fanning mill cannot be used to correct all the results 

of poor farming. The Inspector has never seen a fanning 

mill which can separate two badly mixed varieties of grain 

well enough to use the grain for seed production purposes. 

The majority of one variety of seed can probably be removed 

but not the last few kernels which will still serve to keep 

the variety impure. The fanning mill and grader should
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assist all good farmers but they cannot take the place of 
careless farming. 

The production of seed grains is now a specialized indus- 
. try and to produce good seed grains calls for more than 

ordinary care and attention. The membership of the 
Experiment Association was limited years ago with the 
idea of keeping this Association for men trained in the 
agricultural schools so a better quality of grains could be 
produced and the varieties sent out kept clean and free 
from mixtures. If membership was open to everyone, then 

there might not be the high regard for the experimental work 
that there now is, and it would be more difficult to keep 
the grains at a high standard. It is therefore necessary 
for every member who is thoroughly interested in better 
grains and who hopes to help supply the demand for the 
best types of the Pure Bred Seeds, to heartily codperate 
with the officers of the Association by maintaining clean 
weedless farms and giving reasonable care to seed produc- 
tion. 

COOPERATIVE SILO CONSTRUCTION FOR MEM- 

BERS OF WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT 

ASSOCIATION 

Pror. F. M. Wuire, Madison. 

Silos grow like weeds. There are approximately 47,000 
silos in this state to-day. Any prediction of the number 
of silos to be built during the coming summer could be but 
a guess. Last year silo-service for members of the experi- 
ment association was started on a plan similar to that 
already adopted by the Agricultural Engineering Depart- 
ment of the College of Agriculture, which has been in 
successful operation for four years. The object of this plan, 
as explained last year at the annual meeting of this associa- 
tion, was to enable the association members to secure a silo 
form for building concrete silos at a reasonable cost, and 
thereby to build a permanent type of silo at a very low cost. 

The first member to avail himself of the splendid oppor- 
tunity of securing a form for building a concrete silo was 
Oscar Hitt of Alma, Wisconsin. Mr. Hitt wanted to build
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two silos and paid thirty dollars for the use of the forms. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Hitt was unable to get help. This pre- 

vented his completing his work until it was too late to send 

the forms to other applicants. Mr. Hitt finds that his silos 

give excellent satisfaction and he states that the keeping ' 

quality of silage in them is about perfect. Mr. Hitt makes 

the following statement regarding his silos: 

“The only difference that I can see between all the types of silos lies 

in their cost and lasting qualities. I would not pay anything for an air 

space in a silo wall as this seems absurd and a poor sale argument. Our 

silo has no roof over it this year and I have no trouble with frozen silage 

which is caused only by the careless man taking it out and not wanting 

to use the grub hoe in chopping away the inch or so of frozen silage next 

to the wall before taking out from the middle. Silage next to the wall t 

freezes only after passing it and not before. Very soon we will build 

another silo also of concrete, as I think that material is the best for per- : 

manent construction. Our silos are 14 feet in diameter and 42 and 43} 

feet high.” 

Mr. Hitt further says that he will build much higher, say 

50’ or 60’ next time as he has found that the silage in the 

bottom is the best. I think his are excellent: examples of 

good silos. 

Many members of this association have no silo. I think 

every man who has many cattle realizes the value of silage. 

If you are going to build and wish to codperate in the use 

of the Wisconsin Experiment Association forms consider 

the requirements of a good silo. 

The requirements of a good silo are an air-tight wall, 

round and smooth walls perpendicular from top to bottom. 

Two important features for every silo builder to consider 

are permanent construction, which means low cost of main- 

tenance, and fireproof construction. The solid wall con- 

crete silo embodies these desirable points. Our farms are 

not equipped with fire fighting apparatus and therefore 

every precaution must be taken to build a construction 

which will not be affected by fire. Solid wall concrete 

silos are simple to construct and will last indefinitely. I 

have no record of the oldest concrete silo in this state, but 

I do know of one silo that has been in use for sixteen years 

and it shows no evidence of disintegration. The concrete 

silo on the University Farm is giving equal satisfaction 

with the other types of silos. 
Ag .Ex.A.—5
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Concrete materials are found in all parts of this state. 
Many of you have concrete materials on your own farms. 
Why not make use of what is otherwise a useless material? 
A gravel pit is going to be the gold mine of the future. 

If you desire to use these silo forms write to the Agri- 
cultural Engineering Department for an application blank. 
There will be a big demand for silo forms this year and if 
you desire a form for the coming season you should put in 
your application at once. 

MARKETING PURE BRED SEEDS 

Henry MicuHets, Malone. 

While the business of the pure bred seed dealer differs 
widely in many respects from the ordinary mercantile 
enterprises, with which we come in daily contact, the funda- 
mental factors which must be considered in marketing are 
the same. The seller, first of all must realize that it is 
necessary for him to have the kind and quality of goods 
that the prospective purchaser wants, and second, he must 
have a systematic way of letting him know of it. 

An advertising campaign that is not backed by.a depend- 
able grade of goods is bound to be a failure. Therefore 
the first efforts must be directed toward securing a select ' 
stock of seed. While persons who are not members of this 
association may legitimately sell No. 2 seeds as such, 
those who are members are morally and legally bound to 
handle only the highest quality. 

The chief object of the Association is to increase the 
. yield of the various crops grown in the state and elsewhere. 

The first step in attaining this object is the dissemination of 
improved varieties of seeds among its members. These 
seeds are given free, not because the members are an espe- 
cially favored class, but because they agree when they join 
the Association, to do certain things in return. The next 
step is the sale of the progeny of these seeds by the mem- 
bers to farmers outside the Association thus bringing about 
the general distribution of the choicest seeds and elimination 
of the scrub stock. In order not to defeat the obiect of
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the Association, the member is under the strictest obligation 
to sell only seeds of the highest quality. Failure to do this 
is not only defrauding the purchaser but also the Associa- 
tion without the help of which the sale would have been b 

impossible. Too often members forget that the Association, ql 
either directly or indirectly, is responsible for every sale 
that is made and upon the member rests the responsibility 
of furnisning a grade of goods which fully comes up to the 
standard of the Association. 

Even without the enforcement of restricting laws mem- 
bers are still obliged to sell only the very best if permanent 
success is to be attained. A purchaser can force a seedsman 
to refund money paid for poor seeds, but the loss to the 
seller does not end there. There is no more powerful 
advertiser than a dissatisfied customer. By conversation, 
by telephone and by mail he spreads news of an act of bad 

| faith over an incredibly large territory. It is true that 

some customers expect too much and will complain without 
reason, but it is business policy immediately to quiet dis- 
satisfaction by having the seeds returned without asking 
the customer to stand any loss whatever. The “money 
back” policy has enabled the mail order houses to build 
up their tremendous business. If it has paid them, there 
is no reason why it should not be profitable for seed dealers, 

large or small. 

I firmly believe in giving the broadest kind of a guarantee. 
Pardon me for giving the results of my own experience of 
six years along this line. Ina prominent place in my catalog, 
I give a guarantee that all seeds are true to name, free from 
noxious weeds and of high germination, and that money will 
be refunded for any seeds that are unsatisfactory in any way. 

It has cost us practically nothing to live up to this guarantee. 
Out of several hundred orders shipped each season, there 

are usually one or two complaints. Some that we have 

received have been entirely justifiable as mistakes were 
made in filling orders, and we would much rather correct 
such mistakes than to have a dissatisfied customer. Even 
when we do not consider a complaint justifiable, we never 

have refused to refund money a customer has paid, since 

we are put to no loss other than freight charges. In many 

instances these people will give us their orders the next year.
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We realize that a prospective customer is much more likely 
to send us his order if he can judge for himself whether or 
not he has received full value for his money. People natur- 
ally hesitate to send money to a perfect stranger unless 
they have good assurance that he intends to give them a 
square deal. The average buyer is honest and reasonable 
and anyone treating him as he has a right to expect to be 
treated, need have no fear. 

The publicity end of the seed business is one that merits 
the closest attention of the members of this association. 
When the association was in its infancy, the available 
supply of seeds was so small that more orders came in to 
Prof. Moore than could be filled. Now, however, there 
are approximately 1,500 seed growers, and while there is 
a market for their seeds, it is entirely beyond the capacity 
of the officers to find buyers for all of them. The members 
themselves must now find customers for the bulk of their 
seeds. 

While a considerable portion of seeds may be sold in the 
grower’s immediate neighborhood without selling expense, 
by far the larger portion must be sold through the mails, 
and the first problem that presents itself is to get in touch 
with people who want to buy. The proper way to do this 
is through advertising in agricultural journals. It should 
not be the object to secure orders directly from an adver- 
tisement. This would necessitate giving a great deal of in- 
formation which would take up large space and its cost 
would be prohibitive. Comparatively very few farmers out 
of the many thousands who read a paper are interested in 
any one advertisement. To try to tell all of them what only 
a few care to know is therefore a needless expense. What 
an advertisement should do is merely to get the names of 
the few who are interested. 

An agricultural paper is to be preferred to a general news- 
paper as its entire issue goes to farmers. Farmers of all 
classes whether live stock raisers or grain growers are in 
need of seeds every year so there is perhaps little to choose 

: between a general agricultural paper and one that is de- 
voted strictly to live stock. In the case of newspapers, not 
only does a large percentage of the edition go to city people 
who are not interested in seeds, but a prospective pur-
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chaser knows that he can get in touch with the man who 

has what he wants more surely through a farm paper which 

caters to the farmer’s needs in particular. There may be 

instances where economical results can be obtained by using 

the home newspapers, but judging from my own limited 

experience, I would say that such cases are rare, and that 

such advertising, even though the rate per line or per inch 

is low, is expensive when the proportion of sales to adver- 

tising expense is considered. The particular farm paper or 

papers to use would depend largely upon the nature of the 

seed to be sold. In general I would say, “Try to get in touch 

with Wisconsin people, by using Wisconsin papers.” Wis- 

consin farmers buy more improved seeds than do the farm- 

ers.of other states because the work of the Association has 

brought them to realize their superiority more fully. Also 

farmers will generally prefer to buy in their own state to 

save freight charges. Choose a paper which has a large cir- 

culation in the territory which you wish to reach. For in- 

stance, if you have Clark’s Yellow Dent seed corn place 

your advertisement in the paper that has a large circula- 

tion in the southern part of the state. It would be needless 

waste of money to send thousands of advertisements into 

the northern part of the state for farmers there do not grow 

this late variety. If the same article is advertised in several 

papers, each one should be keyed so the advertiser may 

know which is bringing the business. The simplest way for 

a farmer advertiser to key an advertisement is to give a 

different route number or box number as part of the address 

in each paper. For instance, an advertisement in the Wis- 

consin Farmer might give the address as Route 1; in the 

Wisconsin Agriculturist as Route 2; in Hoard’s Dairyman 

as Route 3. The source of all inquiries which are received 

addressed to Route 1 must then be credited to the Wiscon- 

sin Farmer; those addressed to Route 2 to Wisconsin Agri- 

culturist and to Route 3 to Hoard’s Dairyman. At the end 

of the season, the record will show which paper brought 

the most inquiries and which, if any, failed to bring a return 

in proportion with the money spent. If desired, this sys- 

tem of checking can be carried a step farther and records 

made as to the number and value of orders resulting from 

advertisements in each paper. The proportion of orders to
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inquiries is not always the same. Especially is this true 
when out of state papers are compared with home publi- 
cations. The former will usually bring a smaller number of 
orders from the same number of inquiries. In all cases the 
values of the different papers used must be calculated on 
the basis returns per dollar expended, and not per inch of 
space used. 

Having obtained the names of parties who are interested 
in seeds, the next step is to induce them to become custom- 
ers. The reply to an inquiry may be made either in the form 
of a written letter or printed circular, or both. The reply 
should give the prospective customer all the information 
he needs in regard to breeding, productivity, germination, 

; purity and prices. The seller must claim for his goods all 
they will stand but no more. Unreasonable boasts or bluffs 
never get a customer. Every statement must be clear and 
easily understood so the reader gets the impression that he 
is about to deal with a square man. 

Samples should be sent in all cases whether they are 
asked for or not. The sample must represent the actual con- 
dition of the seed as it will be shipped out. If it is better 
cleaned or in any way superior to the seed sent, it will result 
in a dissatisfied customer and a permanent loss of trade 
from that customer and all others with whom he communi- 
cates. The sample need not be large. One which can be 
mailed with the letter without necessitating extra postage 
is usually large enough. Of course, if a large order is in sight, 
a liberal size sample sent under cover of a separate mailing 
envelope will do no harm. Sample ears of corn should not 
be sent. It is as impossible to convey a correct impression 

: of a lot of corn by sending one ear as it is to form an idea of 
the quality of a sack of barley by examining one kernel. It 
is harder to accurately sample corn than other seeds espe- 
cially if the sample be small. 

In carrying on a correspondence, neat letterheads should 
be used and the writing carefully done. A typewriter is not 
an absolute necessity but it is very desirable. It permits 
greater speed in writing. A typewritten letter has a neat, 
businesslike appearance; its writing is clear and distinct and 
leaves no chance for errors in reading. One of its best points 
is that carbon copies can be kept of all correspondence.
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As a matter of convenience and also economy, I prefer the 

use of goverhment stamped envelopes. They can be bought. 

in lots of 500 or more with sender’s name printed thereon 

at a cost but slightly higher than the stamps. Envelopes 

spoiled in addressing will be redeemed. at full stamp value. 

The seller should always bear in mind, that a person who 

is in the market for any considerable quantity of seed usually 

addresses inquiries to a number of parties, and the one who 

finally gets the order is the one who the customer believes 

will give him the most satisfactory deal. 

It is of utmost importance that all correspondence be 

taken care of promptly. There is little excuse for not an- 

swering a letter by return mail. If letters are left to lie 

around for several days until a number have accumulated, 

the answers are likely to be written hastily, penmanship 

will be careless, explanations be inadequate, and in general 

the prospective customer will be given the impression that 

| you do not care enough about his business to give it your 

thought and time. A buyer so slighted, usually does and is 

entirely justified in giving his order to some one who gives 

him better treatment. We must never lose sight of the fact 

that successful marketing of seeds requires just as careful 

methods as the marketing of any other commodity, and 

that, other things being equal, the man who is the most 

careful in looking after the smaller details is the one who 

gets the business. There is no other mark which betrays 

carelessness so surely and so quickly as the failure to give 

all matters prompt attention. If a correspondent has to 

wait a week before he gets an answer to an inquiry, he is 

fully justified in believing that the shipment of his order 

will be delayed still more. 

After receiving an order, the earlier seeds can be shipped 

the better. In the early part of the season when seeds will 

not be needed for some time and when orders are not com- 

ing in fast, it is permissible in most cases to delay the ship- 

ment for a few days, but later in the season shipments must 

be made at once as customers are then in a hurry and will 

worry about any unaccounted for delay. In all cases a cus- 

tomer must be notified by return mail of the receipt of his 

order and the amount of money it contained. If shipment 

is not made immediately, he must be told at what date it
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will go forward. The bill of lading should be mailed imme- 

diately after the shipment is consigned. It is not enough to 
merely send a card saying that goods have been delivered to 
the railroad. I have found by my own experience that this 
is not conclusive evidence. I had bought seeds and had re- 
ceived notice by return mail of receipt of the order and that 
shipment had been made, only to find by examining the 
freight receipt when the goods finally reached me that de- 
livery to the railroad actually was made two weeks later 
than had been stated. I have even known of shippers send- 
ing a false bill of lading and that the waybill covering the 
consignment was dated much later than the date borne on 
the bill of lading. Such acts of bad faith on the part of a 
shipper are easily discovered. They are inexcusable and are 
sufficient reason for the customer to refuse to patronize 
him further. 

Shipments should be made in substantial packages. Bur- 
lap sacks are hardly suitable for shipping seeds. They are 
likely to be torn in shipment, and they are almost useless to 
a customer after he has emptied the seed from them. We 
make all our shipments in new 16-0z. cotton grain bags and 
charge market value for them. Packages should be made to 
look as neat and attractive as possible, but an artistic ship- 
ping tag and fancy box will not make up for a deficiency in 
quality but rather serve to set it off. 

It may seem unnecessary to call attention to the law 
which requires shippers to state name of variety, purity 
and germination percentages on shipping tags, but I know 
it to be a fact that some of our members fail to do this. Not 
only is this a violation of the law punishable by a fine, but 
it inspires a distrust in the customer and his future orders 
are likely to be sent to a law abiding seedsman. 

The duty of the shipper does not end with the delivery of 
the seed to the railroad. He must be willing to help trace 
delayed shipments for a customer, and in case of loss or 

damage he is the man who should file the claim for damages 
against the railroad as he is more familiar with the steps 

necessary to take than his customer. 

Finally the shipper must stand ready to promptly refund 
money to any customer who is not satisfied even though it 
may seem that he expected too much. In short, the entire
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treatment of the customer from the time that his inquiry 
is received until after the seed has been delivered must be 
such that he will order again. Besides one word which he 
may say in your favor to a neighbor or a friend of his who 

is in the market for seeds, will do more for you than the best 
circular you can get out or the most convincing letter you 

can write. 

Neither a seed business nor any other business can ever 
be made a permanent success if a new customer must be 
found for every sale that is made. If it be true that a new 
sucker is born every minute, it is just as true that every one 
that is caught makes enough of a splash about to serve as 
an effective warning to all others who may be within hear- 
ing distance. As hearing distance is very great in these days 
of telephones and fast mails, the fishing soon becomes very 
poor for the man who does not give a dollar’s worth for every 

dollar received. 

Before closing, I would like to take this opportunity to 
touch upon a matter which I have been trying to agitate for 
several years. It is the codperative buying and selling of 
clover seeds within the Association, direct from the pro- 
ducer to consumer. There are districts in the state which 
annually raise large quantities of seed, while others raise 
less than they need and have to have it shipped in. As clover 
seed is ordinarily handled, it goes through many hands on 
its way from the producer to the consumer. The ordinary 
course is from producer to local dealer who recleans the 
seed. He sells to a wholesaler in the producing district. It 
is resold, often through a jobber to a wholesaler in the con- 
suming district. Then to a retail dealer who finally sells to 
the consumer. Each man who handles it must have a profit 
which, together with the freight charges, is added to the 
original price until the cost to the consumer is often 50 per 

cent higher than the price paid the producer. 

I can see no reason why a member living in a producing 

district should not collect the seed grown in his neighbor- 

hood, reclean it and ship it direct to a representative of a 
body of consumers in a nonproducing section. Codperative 

marketing associations are being talked of everywhere, and 
I feel certain that it would be as easy to make a success of 

4
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it with clover seed as with any other line. It is a work in 
which county orders could well take a hand. 

The details of such transactions would have to be worked 
out by the principals, but I should like to make a few gen- 
eral suggestions as to the general plan that might be fol- 
lowed. The matter should be taken up at the annual meet- 

ing of the county order. Before the meeting, the secretary 
should inform the holders of seed that the Association pro- 
poses to buy and invite them to send samples each marked 
with purity and germination tests and prices. The samples 
are to be on exhibition at the place of meeting and mem- 
bers desiring to purchase are to give their orders to the sec- 
retary, making a small deposit at the time. The amount 
should be about twice as much as is needed to pay the freight 
charges on the seed. Ordinarily this would be about $1.00 
per cwt. At the close of the meeting the orders will be for- 

warded to the sellers together with one-half of the deposit 
with orders when to ship. Before the seed arrives the buy- 
ers will deposit the balance of the cost with the secretary. 
The seed will be shipped to the secretary with sight draft 
for the amount of the order less the first payment attached 
to the bill of lading with the privilege of examination be- 
fore paying the draft. Upon arrival the secretary will take 
samples of the seed and if they are considered inferior’ to 
the sample first submitted should be sent to Madison at 
once for test. If the test shows the seed to be below grade 
it should be refused and returned to sender. If the seed is 
of grade equal to sample the secretary will pay the draft 
and hold the seed until the proper parties call for it. The 
secretary or any other member who may be the representa- 
tive of the buyers should be given a small commission of 
perhaps 25 cents per cwt. for his work. : 

The handling of any considerable quantity of clover seed 
involves a large amount of money, but by a system like 
this, the interests of all parties are safeguarded and pay- 
ment made only upon delivery of a satisfactory article. The 

: _ first deposit which the members are asked to make is for 

the purpose of making their order binding. The half of the 
deposit sent to the seller is to give him assurance that all of 
the buyers are acting in good faith and is to be retained by 
him to pay freight charges one way even if the seed be re-
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‘ fused. If members fail to claim their seed without reason, 
the entire deposit should be sent to the seller. I fail to see 
any reason why such coéperation should not prove satis- 

factory and profitable to all concerned.
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ALFALFA SESSION 

Given Under Auspices of the Alfalfa Order of the Experiment 

Association 

PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS 

ALFALFA GROWERS ACTIVE 

Suggestions for Improvement 

James B. CHEESMAN, Racine. 

During the year just closed alfalfa growers all over the 
land have proved their usefulness in extending a knowledge 
of the great value of alfalfa. We know beyond doubt, that 
the alfalfa plant once firmly entrenched in the soil, will do 
more for its permanent improvement than any other plant 
grown. Alfalfa improves the soil in every detail; in that it 
first increases its humus, improves its mechanical texture, 

its absorptive capacity for gathering and retaining water, 
and maintains a temperature control unknown under any 

other condition. Its action in all these phases promotes the 
accumulation of nitrogenous matter and enables the soil to 
grow abundant yields of the crops which follow. 

Kansas is perhaps the best illustration of the value of 
alfalfa, since all the world knows what a prolific crop of 

wheat was grown after the disastrous experience of 1913. 

Much of the work done during the past year in our own 
state may be described as reénforcing. Many of the state 
growers who had not before practiced liming and inocula- 
tion were induced to practice both in 1914, with the general 
result that a better and stronger root system was estab- 
lished and good stands were more general than had been 

found before. 
The great improvement recorded in every county by 

farmers who have grown alfalfa for the first time, and by 

those whose acquaintance with it is more than a year old 

is the most encouraging note of last year’s experience. The
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experience of live stock growers, and of dairymen in par- 

ticular, is suggestive and convincing. When we remember 

how our meat animals are being reduced and how slowly 

the number of dairy cows are increased we may well ask 

ourselves what is to be the future of the milk industry in 

the United States. 

Wisconsin’s experience has been phenomenal in that it 

has had the rare advantage of settling much raw land, and 

| alfalfa, common clover, creameries, and calf raising have 

worked for the well-being of our state farmers. We do well 

to pause here and ask what is our standing in relation to the 

food supplies of the future. i 

Do we realize that only within the last twenty years have 

the eastern states awakened to the economic phase of dairy- 

ing? In 1890 New York state had nearly one and a half 

million cows. In the ten years following the aggregate in- 

crease was only sixty-one thousand, and during the next 

ten year period the increase was less than eight thousand. 

Pennsylvania was worse off, while in the New England group 

of states the shrinkage was enormous. It is encouraging to 

learn that New York increased the value of its dairy cows 

twenty-one millions of dollars. 

Now what are the facts respecting the areas around Chi- 

cago? In what is called the northeast and west central 

groups of states we had in 1910, or five years ago, about sixty 

per cent of the dairy cows of the United States. Let me 

state roughly that while the great state of Illinois had over 

a million cows in 1910 her increase in ten years was but 

forty-two thousand. Indiana had two-thirds of a million 

and increased only fifty-nine thousand. Michigan had three 

quarters of a million, and had an increase of two hundred 

and three thousand; while Wisconsin recorded a cow popu- 

lation of one million four hundred and seventy three thou- 

sand five hundred and five, and our increase was four hun- 

dred and seventy-five thousand one hundred and eight. 

Let us not get elated over this fact but keep in mind the 

enormous increase in the demand. We are called upon to 

supply other states with dairy cows. We have to maintain 

our status as the first dairy state in the country. We go on 

producing more and better animals everyzyear;}Michigan 

and Wisconsin have grown more cows because of their large
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areas of leguminous plants of which clover has been the 
most conspicuous. 

It is rapidly becoming known that alfalfa will do more 
for agriculture, and the live stock industry in particular, 
than any of the clovers. No small part of this increase of 
nearly half a million cows may be credited to the new coun- 
try, or upper Wisconsin. Seven years ago there were fifteen 
million acres of new lands there; to-day there is only half 
that amount seeking a market. To Wisconsin farmers be- 
longs the privilege of leadership in all that makes for pros- 
perity in agriculture. The name of the state is known 
throughout the world as a dairy country. 

Do we realize that to us is committed the opportunity to 
make this state the greatest and strongest in every phase of 
farm practice? In this state more than in any other the 
function of codperative work has reached its highest devel- 
opment. To the administrative work done in the depart- 
ments of Agronomy, and Animal and Dairy Husbandry may 
be traced the high attainment of the state’s agriculture. It 
has been the good fortune of the Alfalfa Order to have been 
an active factor in the Agronomy work. 

As each individual grower-learns more of alfalfa he will 
the more earnestly appreciate its place in farm practice, 
and will be better able to measure the value of the plant 
and its relation to the permanent fertility of our soil. Just 
now our country is passing through a period of trial. The 
more than five billions of dollars worth of American crops 
have already enabled us to cancel the trade balance against 
us in Europe. If it is correct that our total indebtedness to 
foreign lands exceeds two billions of dollars, let us learn in 
the face of plenty to be thrifty, to save more,. to raise our 
standards of value and to face the future with reliance on 
the farmer as the greatest asset in our ledger account, and 
alfalfa as one of his most available aids which offers the 
quickest, the most profitable return, and which provides the 
greatest addition to farm capital.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT AT THIRD ANNUAL MEET- 

ING OF THE ALFALFA ORDER OF THE 

WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EX- 

| PERIMENT ASSOCIATION 

L. F. GraBer, Madison. 

This is the third annual meeting of our Wisconsin alfalfa 

growers’ association—the Alfalfa Order. Our membership 

has increased until we now have over twelve hundred 

codperating in this work of determining the difficulties, 

the advantages, and the disadvantages of alfalfa growing 

in Wisconsin. It is undoubtedly true that alfalfa has its 

place as an exceedingly important forage crop on many 

farms but there are conditions where the advisability of 

attempting its growth is doubtful. In those sections of 

the state where clover grows luxuriantly and bounteous 

yields of this great crop can be easily and cheaply obtained, 

alfalfa should not be too greatly emphasized, especially if 

its establishment is difficult, costly, and uncertain. Alfalfa 

in many ways and places is a better crop than clover and 

in many ways and places clover is better than alfalfa. In 

some sections of the state clover grows with such certainty 

and a stand is so easily secured that unless alfalfa is likewise 

not difficult or costly to establish and does not suffer from 

winterkilling, it may not be nearly so profitable a crop as 

clover. On the other hand, where trouble is experienced 

with growing clover, and liming and special cultivation 

is necessary, alfalfa is particularly valuable. These treat- 

* ments make ideal conditions for alfalfa growing and where 

alfalfa can be successfully grown it excels all other hay 

crops in yields per acre, in feeding value, drought 

resistance, and soil enrichment. The farmer can well 

afford to take special care and go to reasonable expense in 

getting a stand of alfalfa but he must know alfalfa before 

he can grow it. The beginner should try only a small 

patch and study the crop in reference to his local conditions. 

It is one of the particular objects of our association to 

secure the results of these trials on alfalfa and make this 

information available to all our members. In this way all
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alfalfa growers can profit by the experience of others, 
whether it be success or failure, and a healthy sentiment 
creating confidence in the possibilities of alfalfa growing 
in Wisconsin is brought about. 

It is not the purpose of our organization to enthusiastically 
encourage alfalfa growing under all conditions. We are 
endeavoring to obtain information, through the experiences 
and experiements of the members, to determine under 
what conditions alfalfa growing is advisable as well as the 
important problems connected with the growing of this 
crop, for the benefit of all growers in the state. a 

Success in growing alfalfa is reasonably certain with the 
man who carefully studies the crop in reference to his 
local conditions but where the farmer “takes a chance” and 
fails to test his soil for sourness, inoculate, and has not 
studied the best Wisconsin methods of seeding, alfalfa is 
often a sore disappointment. It is these things which have 
been so forcefully called to your secretary’s attention in the 
reports on alfalfa failures sent in by the members. We are 
now arranging to send each member direct information 
along these lines so as to decrease the errors and resulting 
failures of alfalfa in the state. 

WHY ALFALFA FAILS 

During the past three years over one thousand reports 
on alfalfa growing throughout the state have been received. 
These reports clearly show that the principal reasons for 
alfalfa failures in Wisconsin are as follows: 

1. Lack of inoculation . 
The importance of inoculation is often not fully appre- 

ciated and in most places here in Wisconsin it is very 
essential. It is not a difficult matter to provide the soil 
with the proper bacteria for alfalfa growing, and yet this 
simple matter is often neglected and poor stards result. 

Spread a ton of soil taken from a successful alfalfa field 
or from the roadside where sweet clover is growing, on each 
acre of the land you are to seed to alfalfa. Do this just 
before sowing the alfalfa seed and harrow it in. Then you 
have introduced the proper alfalfa bacteria in the soil which
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are so essential in securing a healthy, vigorous growing 

alfalfa crop. 

All farmers are advised to mix a quart of alfalfa seed per 

acre with the timothy and clover seed when seeding down, 

as this will get a few alfalfa plants established in the field 

_ which will become bacteria distributors and thus inoculate 

the soil for future crops of alfalfa. 

A fair inoculation can be obtained by securing some 

alfalfa soil direct from the Experiment Station or from some 

good alfalfa field and then mix two parts of soil and one 

part alfalfa seed by weight. Sow the soil and seed mixture 

by hand. For limited areas of one or two acres this method 

of inoculation is practical. 

In some instances cultures for inoculating alfalfa seed 

previous to sowing have given good results. These can 

be secured free, by any farmer if he will merely write 

| Professor Karl F. Kellerman, Bureau of Plant Industry, 

Washington, D. C. 

2. Sour soils 

Alfalfa will not do well on sour or acid soil. Before grow- 

ing alfalfa the soil should be tested with blue litmus paper 

which can be secured from a druggist. Take a handful of 

moistened earth from a few inches beneath the surface 

of the ground and press into a ball. Break this mud ball 

into halves and place a strip of blue litmus on one of the 

halves and cover with the other. After five minutes examine 

the litmus paper and if it has changed in color from blue to 

pink or becomes spotted with pink spots the soil is acid and 

needs lime for successful alfalfa growing. Lime and alfalfa 

growing are closely associated. Alfalfa is a lime loving plant 

and the presence of a goodly supply of limestone in the soil 

helps to insure a good stand. 

3. Poor preparation of seed bed 

Alfalfa requires a rather firm seed bed with a fine, loose 

surface of only one or two inches. Too often when the 

alfalfa is seeded with anurse crop the land is plowed rather 

deeply just prior to seeding time. This makes a loose seed 

bed which is not favorable to the alfalfa or the nurse crop. 

Rolling should be practiced under these conditions. Fall 

plowing, except on light soils and hilly lands, is generally 

Ag. Ex.A—6
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preferable to establish a firm seed base. The surface soil 
should always be worked into a fine state of tilth. pre 

4. Weeds 
Heavy growths of weeds have often crowded out promising 

stands of alfalfa. In its early stages alfalfa is a tender 
plant and especially if seeded with a nurse crop its develop- 
ment is easily checked or stunted, if weeds are in abundance. 
With a weedy soil the best policy is to put the land through 
a careful weed killing process by frequently harrowing the 
soil, as previously described, up to the middle of June or 
July before seeding the alfalfa. This not only cleans the soil 
of ordinary weeds but makes an ideal seed bed for the alfalfa. 

5. Too thick seeding of the nurse crop 
Alfalfa in its early stages of growth will not stand crowd- 

ing. When seeded with a nurse:crop, such as barley or oats, 
only one bushel of the grain should be sown. Oats should be 
cut for hay when in the milk stage, to prevent too much 
shading and stunting of the alfalfa. Barley ripens from one 
to two weeks earlier than oats and does not dry out the 
soil so badly and may be cut for grain without danger to the 
alfalfa. 

6. Late seeding 

Alfalfa should not be seeded in Wisconsin later than the ~ 
fifteenth of August. Before the first frost in the fall alfalfa 
should have a growth of at least six or eight inches to afford 
sufficient winter protection. 

7. Late cutting 

Cutting alfalfa later than the first week in September has 
resulted in serious winterkilling with many good stands of 
alfalfa. If cut late sufficient growth is not made in the fall 
before freezing to withstand the winter weather. Often, 
if the first or second crop has not been cut at the proper stage, 
the third crop will not be ready for harvest the first week in 
September. Two or three weeks later, however, the alfalfa 
will begin to blossom and the farmer often cuts this tempting 
crop, late as it may be. This will frequently result in a total 
or partial winterkilling of the field as well as a serious 
weakening of the plants which may survive. Blue grass will 
rapidly develop in the thinned stand the following spring and
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the weakened plants will soon be crowded out by this natural 

grass, due to late fall cutting. Farmers who wish to maintain 
a good stand of alfalfa are strongly advised not to cut the 

third crop later than the first week of September. 

8. Pasturing > 

Alfalfa should not be pastured if good stands are to be 
maintained. Late pasturing is especially disastrous. 

9. Poor soil 

Alfalfa is a great soil enricher but it requires¢at least a 
medium fertile soil. Poor soils should be well manured. 

10. Low, flat, poorly-drained soil 
Alfalfa requires a well drained soil. On flat, heavy loam 

or clay soils, which hold the water from melting snows and 
heavy rains in the early spring, alfalfa may be heaved out of 
the ground by alternate freezing and thawing weather. A 
sloping field which will provide ample run-off for surface 

water is better adapted for alfalfa growing. 

« 11. Like clover and timothy, alfalfa may winterkill 
Open winters and much alternate freezing and thawing 

weather in the spring are climatic conditions which cause the 
killing of alfalfa plants. Too often, however, improper 
methods of growing the crop so weaken the plants that they 
succumb regardless of weather conditions. To grow alfalfa 
in Wisconsin is to know alfalfa. The best soil and cultural 
conditions should be afforded the crop to give it a good 
strong, healthy growth which is so essential for the plants to 

withstand our winter conditions. 
These are important factors every alfalfa grower should 

. carefully consider and especially beginners in alfalfa culture. : 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK OF THE ALFALFA ORDER 

ON RATES OF SEEDING ALFALFA 

A matter of much recent discussion has been in reference 
to the best rate of seeding alfalfa in Wisconsin. In general 
twenty pounds per acre has been recommended but many 
have claimed that ten pounds is sufficient. In fact, parties 
from outside the state have freely advocated the ten pound
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rate for Wisconsin. In the arid sections of the west as little 
as two to five pounds per acre are seeded with good results, 
and it is theoretically true that with perfect seed, perfect soil, 
and perfect weather a five pound rate of seeding will produce 
a very thick stand (about 26 plants per square foot if every 

i seed developed into a strong healthy plant). In fact, with 
fields over two years old ten good, strong, healthy, vigorous 
plants per square foot will make a good stand. While from 
a theoretical standpoint all this is very much in favor of the 
lighter rate of seeding alfalfa, the experience of 180 members 
of the Alfalfa Order who have tried out both ten and twenty 
pound rates during the past two years has very emphatically 
shown that under average Wisconsin conditions fifteen to 
twenty pounds of seed per acre should be used. With our 
humid climate light rates of seeding are not practical because 
of the rapid thinning of stands due to winterkilling, weeds, 
blue grass and numerous other woes to which the young 
alfalfa plant is subjected. 

With these 180 tests on ten and twenty pound rates of 
seeding in all parts of the state the following conclusions may : 
be drawn. 

‘ No.1. That weeds and particularly blue grass cause 
greater and more serious difficulty with the ten 
pound rate of seeding. 

No. 2. That the twenty pound rate gives the best 
quality of hay. 

No. 3. That the ten pound rate will probably produce a 
somewhat taller alfalfa than a thicker rate of 
seeding. 

No. 4. That the twenty pound rate gives the thickest 
and best stand. 

No. 5. That the twenty pound rate gives the best yield. 

No. 6. That with the best conditions such as weed free, 
not acid, inoculated and carefully prepared 
soil a lower rate of seeding (15 to 20 lbs. per 
acre) will give good results. However, only 
12% of all replies were in favor of the ten 
pound rate, against 88% who declared in favor 

. of fifteen or twenty pounds as the best rate with 
these ideal conditions.
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SUMMARY OF REPORTS BY MEMBERS OF THE ALFALFA ORDER 
ON TESTS WITH TEN AND TWENTY POUND RATES OF SEEDING. 

REPORTS RECEIVED OCTOBER, 1914. 

ee 

Started Started Average 

Questions asked mem- 1912 1913 1912 and 1913 

bers who conducted Replies soe ee 

this test {i 
No. | Per | No. |" Per | No. | Per 

Cent Cent Cent 

1. Did ths weeds oc biue|Yeus....-|, 32; 163’, |) 35. | 20 | ee | 70 
grass cause greater . 
frouble with 10 Ib. | No..........| 18 | 39 9 | 20 | 27 | 30 
rate? 

2. Which alfalfa gave the | No differ- 
best quality of hay? ence...... 4 10 5 13 9 11 

Orbe. | eas [OO 2 5 6 8 
20 Ib..] 32 | 80 | 31 | 82 | 63 | 81 

Nodiffer- 
3. Which grew taller?.....| ence...) 17 | 40 | 13 | 32 | 30 | 36 

101b.....| 17 | 40 | 17 | 41 | 34 | 40 
20 Ib... 9 | 20 | 11 | 27 | 20 | 24 : 

Nodiffer- 

4. Which gave the thick- ence...... 4 10 5 12 9 11 

est and best stand? | 10 Ib.......| 3 7 1 2 4 5 
opp | os [as 1 a7 | 86 b 70. | a6 

Nodiffer- 
5. Which ene the best ence...... 4 10 6 14 10 12 

yield’ 10 Ib...| 3 8 1 2 4 5 
20 Ib} 32 | 82 | 35 | 84 | 67 | 83 

6. Which is the best rate 
of seeding alfalfa on | Nodiffer- 

weed free, not acid, ence...... 3 6 o oO 3 3 

inoculated andcare- | 10 lb......... 5 10 4 8 9 9 

fully prepared soil? | 15Ib.....| 20 | 42 | 18 | 37 | 38 | 40 
30 Iba] 20 | 42 | 27 | 55 | 47 | 48 

7. What is the best rate 
for seeding, where | 101Ib........) 1 2 0 0 1 1 
alfalfa is seeded for | 15 1b........| 2 4 4 8 6 6 

the first time on soil | 20 Ib.........) 45 90 47 92 92 91 

fairly well prepared | 30 Ib......... 2 4 0 0 2 2 

butsomewhatweedy? 

No.7. That under average conditions where alfalfa is 

seeded for the first fime on soil fairly well 

prepared but somewhat weedy the 20 Ib. rate 
is undoubtedly best. Only 1% of the reports 

declared in favor of the ten pound rate under 

these circumstances while 91% were in favor 

of the twenty — rate, 6% for the fifteen 

pound rate, an 2% for the thirty pound rate 

of seeding alfalfa in Wisconsin. 

This data is very conclusive that the heavier rates of 

seeding are best for Wisconsin. Land that has previously 

grown alfalfa and is thoroughly inoculated and in good tilth 

will of course require less seed and occasionally good stands 

are secured even with as little as ten pounds per acre. But
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under average conditions and especially where alfalfa is 
seeded for the first time the twenty pound rate is best. Blue 
grass establishes itself with the lighter rates of seeding much 
more quickly than with the heavier rates and crowds out the 
alfalfa plants more rapidly. These results coincide very 
closely with the tests made on the Experiment Station Farm. 

ALFALFA PLANTED BY MEMBERS OF THE-ALFALFA ORDER 
IN THE SPRING OF 1912 HAS NOT WINTERKILLED BADLY. 

The alfalfa seed planted by the members in the spring of 
1912 has now passed through two winters and is just entering 
the third. Last year two hundred and forty reports showed 
that there were about ten to twelve per cent failures due 
to winterkilling and other causes the first winter. Two 

: hundred and one reports this year on this same seed show that 
last winter there were twenty-three more failures due to 
winterkilling from late cutting and pasturing and severe 
winter weather. This makes the total winterkilling for the 
two years about twenty-three per cent. Considering the fact 
that last winter was an open one, with much alternate 
freezing and thawing, this alfalfa in general has stood through 
two winters very well. Fifty-six per cent of these fields are 
still in good condition while twenty-one per cent have been 
partly winterkilled but were good enough to give fair yields 
of hay. : 

REPORTS RECEIVED SUMMER OF 1914 ON ALFALFA SEED 
PLANTED BY MEMBERS OF THE ALFALFA 

ORDER IN THE SPRING OF 1912 

In answer to the question ‘Has this alfalfa winterkilled?” 
201 replies were received, as follows: ; 

ee eee 

No. of Per Cent. 
Reports. 

None winterkilled 25 113 56 
Partly winterkilled.....0..........csscesscssssssesessessssses 41 21 
Badly winterkilled ............cccccesccsescooccssesessessasesees 47 23
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The 88 cases of partial and serious winterkilling were 

distributed between the winters of 1913 and 1914 as follows: 

SS 

No. of Per Cent 
Reports. of Total. 

Winterkilled during the winter of 1912-13......| Partly — 26 13 
Badly — 24| 12 

Winterkilled during the winter of 1913-14......| Partly — 15) 8 
Badly — 23) ll 

ea a fee Mee ese el eae ee 

The same percentage of winterkilling occurred the second 

year. This is seldom the case, as alfalfa generally kills out 

worse the first year. However, last winter was a severe one 

for alfalfa fields—in fact, much more so than the previous 

winter. 

REPORTS ON ALFALFA PLANTED SPRING OF 1913 

The winter of 1913-14 was a severe one for alfalfa. The 

open weather with the fields devoid of a protecting snow 

cover and the alternate freezing and thawing in early spring 

worked havoc with many fields. Out of 314 reports received 

there were 93 cases (30%) of bad winterkilling and 56 cases 

(189%) of partial winterkilling. This is very serious and 

represents the highest percentage of winterkilling so far 

reported by the members of the association. It is fortunate, 

however, that our association is so organized that we can 

learn how well alfalfa succeeds year after year. We should 

know when, where and how this winterkilling occurs and 

endeavor in some way to eliminate these difficulties in as 

far as possible. It requires some time to determine just what 

relation winterkilling has to the weather, soil, seed, cultural 

and harvesting practices. Through the codperation of our 

membership these factors are being determined as they could 

be in no other way. 

The greatest winterkilling (as before stated) generally 

occurs the first year the alfalfa has been seeded, and unless
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same has been properly planted under the best soil conditions 
it is very apt to winterkill if an open winter obtains. This 
high percentage of winterkilling strongly indicates that if we 
are to grow alfalfa successfully in Wisconsin we must pay 
attention to all details. The beginner in alfalfa growing 
should study the crop, inquire into the best methods of 
seeding and not take chances on “any old method.” It is 
true that with the best of care alfalfa may winterkill, but 
when seeded under the best conditions the chances for winter- 
killing are undoubtedly much less. 

REPORTS ON ALFALFA PLANTED BY MEMBERS OF THE 
ALFALFA ORDER SPRING OF 1913 
= 

Total replies received: 314 as follows: Number. Per Cent. 

None winiterialled 0.510024. Se, 165 52 
Partly winterkilled......0.0....ccccecSsscccssecsssesssecooes 56 18 
Badly winterkilled............0...cccccsccssstessssesssesceeeees 93 30 

ee ed, ee 

WHY ALFALFA WINTERKILLS 

Out of all the reports received last summer (1914) 307 
gave the following reasons for the winterkilling of alfalfa. 

—————— 

Cause. Number. Per Cent. 

Linele oF aw C0Web cic ccccccte ss ccccenstsocdscaceceah 82 27 
Freezing and) thawing. ...0:..:..sisss.secscscecsescess0...04 47 15 
Heaving (due to PBORAEEMEY, oes sscascs cocccsetsichd 18 6 
Poorly drained flat land.........ccecccecccccccceesssseeees 32 10 
Lack of imocubation.(....c.--scccsesscosssssssscesss 25 . 8 
WOU sce A eg Oe eres 24 8 
bate seeding S655. ok ddl Oe Bo. 18 6 
Too thick nurse Crop........ccccscccsssssecseesesesscecssseoes 13 4 
DO IE os care sete tesececssiae aes 14 5 
PN re eae! 9 3 
EMD OE tierce ssncintnonsaigbliisiciovsciicd 8 3 
Comte wilbnow 55 | 17 5 
a ee Ra
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Other causes for failure to get a good stand are here given 
which were mentioned one or more times in the reports. 
Figures in parentheses indicate number of times mentioned 
when more than once. 

White hard clay soil (2) 

Heavy clay soil (2) 

Seeded on loose, dry spring plowing seed bed (3) 

Pocket gophers and moles 
Sowed with red clover (2) ‘ 
Snowdrifts 

Died out after nurse crop was removed (2) 

Manure coating 

Northern slopes killed worse than southern (5) 

Grasshoppers (3) 

Cutworms 

From the above we can make a rough inference that 
about fifty per cent of the winterkilling of alfalfa is probably 
due to severe climatic conditions and about the same per- 
centage can be ascribed to improper methods of seeding and 
harvesting and unfavorable soil conditions, which weaken 

the alfalfa plants so that they may be killed out even with 
the best winter climatic conditions. 

SOUTHERN VS. NORTHERN ALFALFA SEED 

Just what effect the kind of seed has on the winterkilling 
of alfalfa stands is an exceedingly important problem which 
is now being worked out by the members of the association. 
Southwestern grown alfalfa seed has generally been con- 
sidered less hardy than that produced in the more northern 
states where winters are more rigorous. While sufficient 
work has not been carried on to definitely determine this 
matter, reports and experiments conducted so far seem to 
indicate that Kansas and Nebraska and other southern seeds 
may be adapted to our conditions. Excellent seed can be 
secured from the southwest and in dry years when there is 
a big crop it sells for from two to four dollars less than the 
northern grown strains. If southwestern grown seeds are 
hardy here in Wisconsin, it is of great importance that our 
alfalfa growers should know it. In view of this, a year ago 
two pounds of Oklahoma grown seed were sent to a number 
of the members, for growing and comparison with northern
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grown alfalfa seed. Sixty-two reports on this seed are 

summarized as follows: 

REPORTS ON SOUTHERN GROWN ALFALFA SEED PLANTED 

SPRING OF 1913 BY MEMBERS OF THE 

ALFALFA ORDER JUNE, 1914 

Onestions asked members who con-| Answers. | Number. | Per Cent. 
ducted this test. 

Has the Southern alfalfa winterkilled?| Slightly.... 5 8 
Wesoncc3 9 15 

NOs 25-55 43 aT 

Has the Northern grown alfalfa seed] Slightly.... 4 a 

beside it winterkilled?..............0...] Y@S....00- 7 13 
ING rzicd <4 43 80 

No dif....... 29 54 
Which looks most vigorous?................| Northern.. 18 33 

Southern... - 13 

No dif....... 29 52 
Which gave the thicker stand?............| Northern.. 17 30 

Southern.. 10 18 

Which is the leafier and healthier| No dif....... 30 56 

DONG ig? oo scents boleesisateeesieeneeet sete | ES ES 18 33 
Southern... 6 11 

No dif....... 27 49 
Which is the taller?.........0...0.0.....4..-] Northern.. 17 31 

Southern . il 20 

No dif. 

apparent 35 64 

From your experience with this test,) Superior 

what do you think of Southern| to North 8 15 

grown alfalfa seed for your locali-) Slightly 

BYP ila enshiunbnemen ities gf ON 
to North! 8 15 

Notice- 

ably in- 

ferior....... 4 a 

Nore—Five persons reported total failures of both varieties; hence 

were not included in this summary.
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In analyzing this data it is clear that for the first year 
there was little difference in the winterkilling of the southern 
and northern grown seed and we should remember that the 
open winter of 1913-14 was especially disastrous to alfalfa 
fields in general. So that the southern seed at least has stood 
one severe winter quite well. In these tests it will be noted 
that fifteen per cent of the southern alfalfa winterkilled in 

comparison with thirteen per cent of the northern; not a 
wide difference. About thirty-two per cent declared the 
northern seed seemed to have given a more vigorous, 
healthier, thicker, leafier, and taller alfalfa than the southern, 
but about fifty-two per cent reported they could see no 
difference in these respects, and sixteen per cent declared 
the southern seed excelled in these points over the northern. 
This surely indicates there was not a wide variation between 
the two types of alfalfa and in fact, on the Experiment 
Station Farm, little difference could be noted. 

In answer to the question: “From your experience with 
this test, what do you think of southern grown alfalfa seed 
for your locality?” sixty-four per cent declared they could 
see no apparent difference. Fifteen per cent declared the 
southern alfalfa superior to the northern, and fifteen per 
cent declared the northern alfalfa slightly superior to the : 
southern. Seven per cent stated the southern alfalfa was . 

noticeably inferior to the northern. 

These reports indicate that for the first year there is not 
wide difference in the hardiness and character of the southern 
alfalfa compared to the northern. But we cannot base our 
conclusions on a one-year test. This alfalfa will have to 
pass through at least two or more winters before we are able 
to determine definitely its hardiness. It is safe to say, how- 
ever, that the indications so far are that the southern grown 

alfalfa seed may be adapted to our conditions. 

TESTS WITH KANSAS, NEBRASKA, DAKOTA, MONTANA AND 
GRIMM ALFALFA SEED 

To further test out the northern and southern seed last 
year over three hundred and twenty-five tests comparing 
Kansas, Nebraska, Dakota, Montana, and Grimm alfalfa 

seed were arranged. The data from these experiments will be
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available year after year and should be sufficient to decide 
the value of these different strains of alfalfa here in Wiscon- 
sin. It is such work as this that our association can carry 
on which will be such a valuable source of information 
that could be secured in no other way. Our membership 
has increased until it now numbers over twelve hundred. 
We do not wish a larger membership, as our funds and ex- 
penses are such that we cannot well accomodate a greater 
number. Expenditures for postage, stationery, printing of 
reports, etc.,.are not covered by the small membership fee 
of 25c. We feel proud of our organization and believe it 
stands as one of the leading alfalfa growers’ associations in 
the United States. Let us keep up this work and gain all 
the information necessary to place the alfalfa industry of 
Wisconsin on a firm and lasting basis. 

; ALFALFA IN WISCONSIN 

Jos. E. WING, 

Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 

From my studies of alfalfa in various states of America, 
I believe that the essential thing of most use to Wisconsin 
farmers at this time is a knowledge of varieties adapted to 
their soil and climate, knowledge of the limestone and phos- 
phorous requirements of the soil and knowledge of how and 
when to cut and save the crop when they get it. Let us take 
up first the question of varieties. 

There were imported ‘into the United States last year four 
million pounds of Turkestan alfalfa seed. This seed has 
been sold and sown, some of it probably in Wisconsin and 
certainly much of it along the Atlantic seaboard and prob- 
ably pretty widely distributed over all the central western 
states. This is a calamity and nothing less, since Turkestan 
alfalfa never reaches any great size or yield in the humid 
states of America. It is adapted only to certain dry regions 
like parts of the Dakotas or possibly some parts of Montana 
and Arizona. It is not at all adapted to Wisconsin condi- : 
tions. In Europe where it has been tested in almost every
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country, in some tests it yielded only half as much as the ; 

other alfalfa and in Italy it yielded only one-third as much. 

On Woodland Farm it yielded about two-thirds, perhaps, as 

much as the other alfalfa but showed marked inferiority in 

almost every respect and we discarded it a year ago although 

we were among the first to give it field tests. Its character- 

istic is to grow short and slowly, making ordinarily but 

two cuttings where an ordinary alfalfa would make three ; 

and sometimes possibly four. Turkestan alfalfa seed can 

be bought cheaply by seed dealers and it seems to seed very 

heavily in Turkestan and has recently become a source of 

much revenue to the farmers of that region. I hope we will 

cease to import it into the United States or at least when we 

do import it that it will be sold for what it is. 

The very best alfalfa for Wisconsin, I believe, is the 

Grimm; the only difficulty being that at present the seed 

is a little high priced and short in supply. In a few years 

there will no doubt be plenty of Grimm seed on the market 

because it is being grown more and more in the Dakotas 

and in Montana for both hay and seed production. The 

Grimm was produced in Minnesota from seed brought from 

Germany and from the effects of very hard winters of Min- 

nesota every tender plant was destroyed and finally only 

the ironclad, hardy ones were left so that as nearly ironclad 

in absolute hardness as a plant can be, the Grimm is. : 

There is another variety called the Baltic, originated in 

Dakota, from an accidental seedling of a very hardy nature. 

This is very much like the Grimm, probably has similar 

_ blood lines and probably fully as good. It is also in short 

supply and the seed is high at this time. 

However, I believe that any alfalfa seed produced in the 

Dakotas or in Montana or even in Nebraska will give good 

results in Wisconsin. We are distributors of alfalfa seed 

and I suppose we retail more than anyone else in America. 

We have to be very careful where we get the seed; for re- 

cently we have discovered that even Kansas seed is not 

hardy every year in the north, and so we have had to dis- 

j criminate against Kansas seed for our northern customers. 

Seed from Oklahoma or Arizona or California would be 

very dangerous, I am sure, for Wisconsin. Get it from the 

Dakotas and from Nebraska and Montana for there is
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plenty coming from there now and I am sure your plantings 
will be safe. 

Next is the matter of limestone. The more I study alfalfa 
the more I am impressed that its permanent success is a 
matter of having an alkaline condition of the soil, that con- 
dition brought about by the presence of plenty of carbonate 
of lime. The remarkably good alfalfa in many parts of Wis- 
consin is due to the very large amounts of limestone found. 
There are a good many regions in Wisconsin abundantly 
supplied with limestone in the form of pebbles in the sub- 
soil, small pieces of carbonate brought there by the glaciers. 
These regions will always grow alfalfa markedly well and 
will contribute mightily towards keeping Wisconsin the 
great live stock and dairy state that it is. There are other 
large regions in Wisconsin, however, without this lime in 
the subsoil and I believe unless a man is able to buy the 
lime and put it on, that he had better not sow alfalfa. 

The best kind of lime to use, we have found is the un- 
burned lime, finely ground or ground as coarse as corn meal. 
It is just the limestone rock powdered up in some form. Some- 
times one can buy it in the shape of screenings used by con- 
crete workers, getting it for a very low price and although 
it may be a little coarse it will all go into the soil in time. 
Sometimes on one’s own farm he can find ledges of lime- 
stone that he can pulverize up with a machine right on the 
spot. This is being done more and more in many states of 
the Union, notably in Tennessee, Kentucky and Ohio. 
There are machines now designed for this work that give 
very efficient service. 

As to rate of application: an acre is a large place and to 
treat the soil and subsoil of 160 square rods of land, one 

should supply at least four tons of ground limestone, and 
if he can get it easily and cheaply, by pulverizing it per- 
haps on his own farm or by shipping it a short distance by 
rail, he can well afford to use even larger amounts than that. 

When there is an abundance of limestone in the soil the 
alfalfa is so markedly vigorous that it can withstand win- 
ters and weeds and insect enemies and blight and yellow- ; 
ness and all these other things that come to trouble alfalfa, 
and will live for many, many more years than it will on a 
lime deficient soil. The truth is that the lime is needed for
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the little bacteria that grow on the roots and gather nitro- 

gen from the air and store it up for the alfalfa plant. And 

so when one is sowing lime over the soil it is very much as 

though he were sowing nitrate of soda on the land. It has 

even better and more permanent results than the nitrate 

of soda would, because the limestone can be used year after 

year, being lost from the soil at the rate perhaps of 700 

pounds per annum through the leaching of the rainfall and 

the absorption of the plant roots. That means only that 

we must restore a ton once in three years. It can be har- 

rowed in with a spring tooth harrow and thus the lime bal- 

ance of the field can be restored. That makes me think of 

the subject of cultivation of alfalfa. 

Many men ask me whether we cultivate our fields much 

and I reply “No,” that we cultivate very little, usually once 

a year and seldom, almost never, more than that and some 

fields not at all. But when foxtail grass comes in it must 

be cultivated yearly or the alfalfa will suffer very much. 

The best type of cultivator that we have found is a spring 

tooth harrow made purposely for alfalfa growers with stiff 

springs and sharp points that will dig up the weeds and 

grass and not harm the alfalfa plants. The best type that 

I know of is made in Canton, Ohio, although I believe 

other manufacturers are now taking up and making a 

similar tool. This harrow, by the way, is useful for many 

other purposes about the farm wherever hard ground is 

required to be loosened up. I have said that we do not 

always cultivate at all. The reason why in some fields we 

do not find it necessary to cultivate, I will now tell. 

When conditions are right alfalfa itself is about as vigor- 

ous a plant as there is in the world. That means when it 

has plenty of limestone and good drainage under it and has 

plenty of phosphorous and potash in the soil. When it has 

these things it will spring up rapidly and outgrow weeds 

and grasses. And so we have learned that since we have 

been applying phosphorous to the land and maintaining 

the full phosphorous need of the alfalfa plant and giving 

sometimes a little potash as well, that there is no longer any 

need of cultivation for the eradication of foxtail grass or any 

annual weeds or grasses. The alfalfa is so strong and vigor- 

ous that it quite smothers them all out and only Kentucky
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bluegrass or such perennials as that will be able to encroach 
upon it. Since we have learned this fact we now regularly 
apply phosphorous to our alfalfa meadows. We have tried 
several forms of phosphorous, each one giving satisfactory 
results in its way. There is nothing better than bone meal 
only it is a little slower to act and must be dug into the soil 
by cultivation. There is basic slag which is a by-product of 
the steel factories of Germany. It contains phosphorous 
and lime and gives fine healthy, thrifty alfalfa. The only 
trouble with basic slag is that it is costly and now since the 
war is on we can get it no more for a time. Then there is 
acid phosphate. That’s our standby at the present time, 

and it certainly gives us marked results, making the alfalfa 
grow vigorous and strong, easily climbing over the annual 
grasses. We have tried the raw rock or Tennessee rock 

phosphate as well and where it has been well mixed with 
manure and put under the ground as a previous prepara- 
tion for alfalfa I assume that it has done us good because I 
cannot very well gainsay the experiments of Dr. Hopkins 
of Illinois and Director Thorne of Ohio. But where we used 
it as a top dressing for alfalfa we found that it gave us little 
or no results. As a matter of fact where we had applied 
1,100 pounds to the acre of floats we were disappointed 
with the appearance of the alfalfa and afterwards applied 
strips of acid phosphate and basic slag across this field leav- 
ing other strips unfertilized with the result that we increased 
the yield 300 per cent on the twice fertilized portion. Since 
then we have used no more raw rock phosphate as we be- 
lieve that a dollar spent in basic slag or acid phosphate will 
on our soil give us quicker returns. We have, however, a 
series of experiments going on to demonstrate to us whether 
raw rock phosphate at the rate of two tons to the acre may 
not ultimately give up its phosphorous to the alfalfa plant 
and prove profitable. -I cannot tell about that yet because 
the experiment has not gone far enough. As to the amount 
to be applied, we apply about 400 pounds to the acre of 
slag or acid phosphate and a little less of bone meal. Re- 
member how big an area an acre is with its 160 square rods, 
for when you apply 320 pounds you have given only two 
pounds to the square rod. If you were to give 3 pounds to 
the square rod or 480 pounds to the acre you would apply 
none too much.
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As to potassium, we have used muriate of potash on black 

soils inclined to be peaty with very marked benefit indeed. 

That we applied at the rate of about 200 pounds to the acre 

when we seeded the alfalfa and we are now growing about the 

heaviest alfalfa on Woodland Farm on land that once was 

so light and chaffy that it would not grow corn more than 

knee high and would not grow alfalfa successfully at all. 

To-day it grows alfalfa almost waist high and the weeds and 

grasses are entirely suppressed. Naturally that land needed 

limestone as well as potash and phosphorous. 

Now the only thing to mention is the time of cutting. 

That is the most essential thing for the farmer to learn and 

sometimes the hardest to teach him. Alfalfa should never 

be cut as long as it is growing. That is the first rule. As 

long as there is any growth taking place, let it grow. How 

can you tell if it is growing? Oh, by the looks of the buds 

at the top of the plant. As soon as it ceases making new 

leaves and the branches have begun to form flower buds, 

then it is probably time to cut it. But then before you start 

the mower get down on your knees and examine close to 

the ground to see whether the little basal shoots are com- 

ing forth. These little shoots or buds appear close to the 

surface of the ground, sometimes a little under the ground. 

Oftentimes I take hold of the stems and vigorously pull 

them up. You will never get the roots, of course, but you 

break off the stems under the ground a little ways. Then I 

can examine carefully to see whether the new shoots are 

ready to come and if they are half an inch long or an inch 

long, then you may as well start the mowers. To cut the 

alfalfa before these shoots appear is to cause it to be un- 

healthy and to turn yellow, to blight and to be sickly per- 

haps for all the rest of the year, maybe cause it to winter- 

kill as well. Why that is true I do not know and no one else 

has ever found out. To delay cutting long after the shoots : 

appear is to lose the benefit of their growth and to make the 

last cutting come too late in the fall. So the safe rule is to 

watch closely for the shoots and as soon as they appear in 

most every part of the field, take out the mowers and cut 

the alfalfa as rapidly as you can. 

Now the last I will mention is the time of cutting. Alfalfa 

should be cut promptly as soon as it is ready in the spring 

Ag.Ex.A—7
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which I suppose would mean here about the first of June or 
maybe the tenth of June. The next cutting will come off in 
approximately 35 days, watching, of course, the shoots to 
determine accurately, and the third cutting will come off 
in about 40 or 45 days depending upon the season and how 
much rainfall you have had and how much moisture is in 
the subsoil. After the third cutting is taken off, which 
should not be later than the first of September in this lati- 
tude, then cut it no more, neither pasture it, but let the 
alfalfa grow as high as it will and let it stand all winter to 
protect the crowns and to prevent winterkilling. Winter- 
killing hardly ever will take place in a field when it is tile- 
drained and a good growth stands up through the snow. 
But when the ice sheet forms on the alfalfa and the stems of 
the last year’s growth stick through the ice they will often 
carry down enough air to keep the roots alive and it will 
come through where the late cut was absolutely destroyed. 
Now some have asked me what is our rotation on Wood- 
land Farm. Well, it used to be two years of corn and 
then four years of alfalfa following, then back again to 
two years of corn, but you know since we have learned to 

. apply all the phosphorous it needs and give it potassium 
occasionally, we find it so markedly strong and vigorous 
year after year and producing better as it gets older that 
we are all mixed up about our rotation. We cannot bear to 
plow up any of the fields and we are really thinking that perhaps 
we will get the whole farm down to alfalfa and buy the 
corn of the neighbors. Alfalfa is a wonder plant, a miracle 
worker, but it cannot work its miracles unless you give it 
its raw materials—drainage, limestone, phosphorous and 
sometimes potassium. Despite the drouth of last year our 
‘alfalfa made 4 tons of hay to the acre on most of the land, 
our corn but two-thirds of a crop. The feeding value of the 

; alfalfa was at least equal to a crop of 150 bushels, and the 
cost of production was so much less. 

To conclude, lime well, if you need lime, manure well 
and plow it under deep; use plenty of phosphorous, cut at 
the right time and your alfalfa will remain to bless you for 
many years, growing stronger and stronger for several years.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT OF KEWAUNEE COUNTY 

ORDER 

Cuas. F. Teske, Kewaunee. 

The Kewaunee County Order of the Wisconsin Agricul- 

tural Experiment Association has been organized one and 

a half years. We now have fifty-four members. The first 

meeting of the order for 1914 was held at the Bohemian 

Hall at the time of holding the County Spelling Contest on 

May 23. Prof. C. P. Norgord addressed the members on 

Alfalfa. At this meeting it was decided to appropriate $20 

in prizes to be given for premiums on the exhibit of pure 

bred grains to be made at the annual meeting, Nov. 13. 

The arrangement for prizes was referred to the executive 

committee. At a meeting of this committee on August 3rd, 

it was decided to issue prizes on the following sheaf and 

threshed grains: barley, rye, wheat, and oats, also on the 

different varieties of peas. 

The members receiving first prize had their grain shipped 

to Madison by the secretary of the county order to compete 

at the grain show held the 18th and 19th of December. 

That good pure bred grain can be raised in Kewaunee 

county was evident, for the spring and fall wheat and the 

No. 13 barley received sixth place at Madison, and if the 

exhibitors had been more careful in cleaning their grain 

would have come very near capturing first place. 

With a steadily growing membership and the interest 

manifested in the corn contest carried on by the pupils in 

the country schools the past year, we may confidently pre- 

dict that our membership will be doubled the coming year 

and that the farmers belonging to this order are being 

greatly benefited thereby. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT, RACINE COUNTY 
ORDER 

E. A. Pottery, Burlington. 

The past year has been the best in the history of the 

Racine County Order. The work of the year 1913 was one
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of promise but the season of 1914 brought the County Order 
to the attention of practically every person in the county. 
Our membership has increased and we now have sixty-six 
members. After paying for our printing, premiums for our 
grain show and other necessary expenses we have $82.55 
in the treasury and have $510.00 promised for our corn 
and grain show the coming spring. 

The County Order has had the hearty support of the 
banks of the county and enterprises such as Horlick’s, J. I. 
Case Company and Wisconsin Condensed Milk Company. 
The Order has also codperated with the Racine County 
School of Agriculture and Commercial Club of the city of 
Racine. This codperative spirit has brought success to the 
order and has meant much to the agricultural interests of 
the county. 

The annual meeting was held on Friday, February 13, 
1914, at the County School of Agriculture at Rochester. 
This was the closing day of the four days Farmers’ Course. 
The corn and grain exhibit of the order was collected during 
the week and judged by Professor Stone of the College of 
Agriculture. The variety and quality of exhibits was a reve- 
lation to the people of the county as a whole. All agreed 
that it was the best exhibit of agricultural products ever 
collected in the county. There were almost 300 exhibits and 
prizes amounting to $350.00 were given. A picture of the 
exhibit was given in the 1914 Annual Report of the Wiscon- 
sin Agricultural Experiment Association. 

Two weeks later the prize winning exhibits were taken 
twenty-five miles to the city of Racine. The Commercial 
Club arranged for a farmers’ meeting and dinner and the 
exhibit was displayed here for several days. It was then 
taken to Union Grove, near the center of the county. A 
Corn and Soils School was held, March 3,7, at Union Grove, 
by the County School and the College of Agriculture. The 
exhibit was shown here during the week. The last day of 
the Corn and Soils School was given to the County Order 
at the conclusion of which an auction sale of exhibits was 
held. 

It was planned that the County Order should arrange 
for a county exhibit the past summer at the state fair but 
this was postponed for the year in favor of the Farm Man-
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agement Contest. This has been organized and twenty 

farms have entered. Later it is planned to have dairy cow 
competition contests. This is in accordance with the plan 
of the order in being of general help in all departments of 

agricultural activity. During the past year Racine county 
has produced more pure bred seed than ever before and this 

has meant much more in the matter of sales. We are 
planning our annual meeting and corn and grain show this 
winter at the Commercial Club Rooms at Racine. From 
present indications the meeting should be one of the best in 
the history of our order. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT OF THE ST. CROIX 

COUNTY ORDER 

‘Ws. Scuwanpt, Deer Park. 

This is our sixth annual report and we believe it shows 
the St. Croix County Order to. be in a thriving condition. 
The year 1914 has been a strenuous one for the order owing 
to the numerous enterprises we have been in. We have 
held our own in membership but look to a larger number 
next year. At the state fair our County Order took third 
place with its exhibit; one of our features being the many 
and superior varieties of pure bred grains. 

A boys’ acre corn growing contest was carried on in the 
county last year in charge of H. A. Aune, superintendent 
of schools, and under the auspices of the County Order. 
The County Order offered a scholarship at Madison as a first 
premium. The prize was won by Earl Uber of New Rich- 
mond, who produced 1093 bushels of Golden Glow corn on 
one acre, certainly an excellent showing for this young man 
and the pure bred corn. 

We are just completing a very successful five days’ Far- 
mers’ Course at Deer Park. These courses are of great value 
and we hope to have one every year in St. Croix county. : 

Owing to the fact that many of our best members are 
dairymen and feed practically all of the grains produced on 
their farms, we have not been able to do so well in the selling 
of pure bred grains as some of the counties. But as the mem-
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, bership increases, we will be in a better position to advance 
our county along this line during the coming year. 

In our county we hear reports from time to time that the 
university is in politics and how it is the cause of all our 
high taxes. It is very unfortunate, we feel, that such things 
have been said for our farmers are finding out that such is 
not the case and that their university is certainly a profit- 
able investment. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT OF THE MARINETTE 
COUNTY ORDER 

D. S. Buttock, Marinette. 

The Marinette County Order has just closed its second 
year’s work and we feel very well satisfied with what has 
been accomplished thus far. 

Practically all of the active members are growing pure 
bred grains of some kind. All who had any grains of any 
kind for sale last spring had no trouble in disposing of them. 

Last spring an effort was made to secure the codperation 
of members in the growing of soy beans in different parts of 
the county. Thirty members located in practically all parts 
of the county put in small plots. Through the kindness of 
Prof. E. J. Delwiche these men were furnished with seed 
and soil for inoculation. During the summer the secretary 
visited most of these plots and found them in most imstances 
very successful. With only one or two exceptions all the 
men who had these plots are planning on putting in much 
more the coming season. In nearly every instance the re- 
sults of inoculation were very apparent. In one field visited 
on September 11, one end of the plot, the part not inocu- 
lated, was entirely killed by frost, while the remainder of 
the plot was almost entirely untouched by frost. 

In the month of January we issued our first members’ 
list, and with this we published information concerning the 
breeds of live stock kept by members as well as the varieties 
of grains and tubers grown by them and the amounts of 
each for sale.
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Our membership at the beginning of the year was 114. 

Since then we have lost two members by death and one by 

removal from the county. We have received during the 

year 151 new members, thus making the total membership 

at the present time 262. 

Our plans for the future include the publication of an- 

other list of members in January, codperative experiments 

with different varieties of grains, and plans for a county ex- 

hibit at the state fair next fall. 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE COUNTY ORDERS OF 

THE WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT 

* ASSOCIATION 

Arricte I.—Name. The organization shall be known as the...........----. 

ccstmtesssuessstsseeeeeee County Order of the Wisconsin Agricultural Ex- 

periment Association. 

Arrticte I1.—Object. The object of this organization shall be to pro- 

mote the agricultural interests of the County and State in general. 

1st. By codperating with the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment 

Association in growing and disseminating pure bred seed grains. 

2nd. By having Associations’ exhibits at agricultural fairs. 

3rd. By having annual meetings in order to report and discuss topics 

beneficial to the members of the Order. 

ArticLe III.—Membership. 1. Any person may become a member of 

this Order who has taken a course in the College of Agriculture at Madison 

or at any place in the State under the jurisdiction of the College. 

2. Any one who is interested in pure bred grains and live stock or 

in progressive farming in general may become a member of this Order. 

3. Honorary membership may be conferred upon anyone interested in 

progressive agricutlure by a majority vote at any annual or special meeting. 

Articte IV.—Dues. A fee of fifty cents shall be collected from each 

member annually. 

ArtIcLe V.—Officers. The officers of this Order shall consist of a Presi- 

dent, Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer, whose terms of office shall 

be one year, or until their successors are elected. 

ArticLe VI.—Duties of Officers. 1. It shall be the duty of the presi- 

dent to preside at all meetings of the Order and to enforce the observ- 

ance of such rules and regulations as will be for the best interest of the 

organization; to appoint all regular committees as he may deem ex- 

pedient for the welfare of the Order. 

2. In the absence of the President, the Vice President shall preside and 

perform the duties of the President.
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3. The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep the records of all meetings and 
proceedings of the Order, also the names of all members and their ad- 
dresses. He shall also keep the funds of the Order, collect all fees, pay 
all debts, and shall submit a written statement of all moneys received and 
paid out by him and shall balance his books not later than one month 
before the annual meeting. 

ArticLe VII.—Disbursements. The funds of the Order shall be used to 
defray its expenses or by vote of the Order for such purposes as_ will 
advance the agricultural interests of the Order and shall be paid out only 
upon an order signed by the President and countersigned by the Secretary. 

ArticLe VIII.—Amendments. This constitution may be amended at 
any meeting, by a two-thirds vote of the members of the Order present. 

BY-LAWS 

Articte I. The officers of this Order shall be elected by ballot at the 
annual meeting. 

ArticLe II. This Order shall be governed by Robert's Rules of Order. 
ArticLe III. All members joining at the organization of this Order 

shall be known as Charter Members. 
ArticLe IV. The time and place of holding the annual meeting shall 

be determined by the officers. 

ROP de eo caeencnsteoen zamena sheave oes NO seasect 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE TOWNSHIP AGRICUL- 
TURAL CLUBS OF THE COUNTY ORDERS OF THE 

EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION. 

ArticLe I. Name. : 

The organization shall be known as the (Name of township) Agricul- 
tural Club of the (Name of County Order) of the Experiment Association. 

ArticLe II. Oxgecr. 

The object of this organization shall be to promote the agricultural 
interests of the town, county, and state. 

Ist. By codperating with the County Order and State Experiment 
Association in growing and disseminating pure bred seed grains. 

2nd. By having town and individual exhibits at County Fairs and 
other agricultural exhibitions. 

3rd. By having at least one annual meeting and several special meet- 
ings in order to report and discuss topics beneficial to the members of the 
club. 

Ath. The special meetings should be social in character and the pro- 
gram shall consist of debates, discussions, readings, together with vocal 
and instrumental music. :
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ArTICcLE III. MEMBERSHIP. 

1. Any person may become a member of this township club who is 

especially interested in agriculture. 

2. Honorary membership may be conferred upon anyone interested 

in progressive agriculture by a majority vote at any annual or special 

meeting. 

ArticLeE IV. Dues. 

A fee of twenty-five cents shall be collected from each member annually. 

ArtIcLeE V. OFFICERS. 

The officers of this organization shall consist of a president, vice presi- 

dent, and secretary-treasurer, whose term of office shall be one year, or 

until their successors are elected. 

Articte VI. Duties oF OFFICERS. 

1. It shall be the duty of the president to preside at all meetings of 

the club, and to enforce the observation of such rules and regulations as 

will be for the best interest of the organization, to appoint all regular 

committees as he may deem expedient for the welfare of the Association. 

2. In the absence of the president the vice president shall preside and 

perform the duties of the president. 

3. The secretary-treasurer shall keep the records of all meetings and 

proceedings of the club, also the names of all members and their ad- 

dresses. He shall also keep the funds of the club, collect all fees, pay all 

debts, and shall submit a written statement of all moneys received and 

paid out by him and shall balance his books not later than one month be- 

fore the annual meeting. 

ArticLe VII. DisBURSEMENTS. 

The funds of the club shall be used to defray its expenses or by vote 

of the club for such purposes as will advance the agricultural interests 

of the organization and shall be paid out only upon an order signed by 

the president and countersigned by the secretary. 

ArticLe VIII. AMENDMENTS. 

This constitution may be amended at any meeting by a two-thirds vote 

of the members of the club present.
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BY-LAWS. 

; ARTICLE I. 

The officers of this club shall be elected by ballot at the annual meeting. 

ARTICLE II. 

This club shall be governed by Robert’s Rules of Order. The secre- 
tary shall report the organization of the club with names and addresses 
of officers to the secretary of the county order and the secretary of the 
state association immediately after organization and all changes annually 
in officers thereafter. 

COUNTY ORDERS OF THE WISCONSIN EXPERIMENT 
ASSOCIATION AND OFFICERS WHO GUIDE THEM. 

BARRON COUNTY. 

President—Wnm. Bartlett, Barron, 
Vice President—W. H. Clark, Rice Lake. 
Secretary-Treasurer—Frank D. Otis, Barron. 

BROWN COUNTY. 

President—R. A. Ryan, De Pere, 

Vice President—Geo. A. Lucia, Green Bay, 

Secretary-Treasurer—J. B. Brockman, De Pere. 

CLARK COUNTY. 

President—Fred Sears, Neillsville, R. F. D. 2, 
Vice President—J. E. Counsell, Neillsville, R. F. D. 1, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Geo. E. Crothers, Neillsville. 

COLUMBIA COUNTY. 

President—F. E. Bell, Columbus, 

Vice President—S R. Webster, Columbus. 

Secretary-Treasurer—E. J. Fritz, Columbus, R. 3. 

DANE COUNTY. 

President—Chas. A. Lyman, Madison, 
Vice President—Otto Toepfer, Madison, R. F. D., * 
Secretary-Treasurer—J. J. Garland, Madison.
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DODGE COUNTY. 

President—Theo. Lehman, Watertown, 

Vice President—J. G. Jones, Beaver Dam, 

Secretary-Treasurer—H. E. Krueger, Beaver Dam. 

EAU CLAIRE COUNTY. 

President—Chas. L. Koll, Eau Claire, R. F. D., 

V ce President—J. H. Halbert, Augusta, 

Secretary-Treasurer—A. C. Russell, Augusta. 

FOND DU LAC COUNTY. 

President—A. W. Hargrave, Ripon, 

Vice President—Frank Donovan, Van Dyne, 

Secretary-Treasurer— 

: GRANT COUNTY. 

President—W. J. Steinhoff, Platteville, 

Vice President—Ray M. Bushnell, Platteville, 

’ Secretary-Treasurer—J. C. Brockert, Platteville. 

GREEN COUNTY. 

President—M. L. Karney, Brodhead, 

Vice President—Wm. Smiley, Albany, 

Secretary-Treasurer—C. Tochterman, Jr., Monroe. 

GREEN LAKE COUNTY. 

President—W. F. Kolb, Berlin, 

Vice President—Bert Brewer, Berlin, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Wm. Michaels, Berlin. . 

IOWA COUNTY. 

President—J. F. Davis, Barneveld, 

Vice President—Otto Oimoen, Barneveld, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Jesse A. Van Natta, Dodgeville. 

JACKSON COUNTY. 

President—C. S. Ristow, Black River Falls, 

Vice President—P. A. Hemmi, Humbird, 

Secretary-Treasurer—P. W. Jones, Black River Falls.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY. 

President—Frank Guttenberg, Jefferson, 
Vice President—O. J. Emmert, Johnson Creek, 
Secretary-Treasurer—Arthur O. Popp, Jefferson, R. F. D. 

KENOSHA COUNTY. 

President—Don Vincent, Wilmot, 
Vice President—W. L. Dester, Kenosha. 
Secretary-Treasurer—Edw. Holt, Kenosha. 

KEWAUNEE COUNTY. 

President—Frank Pelisek, Kewaunee, R. F. D. 2, 
Vice President—W. C. Katel, Kewaunee, R. F. D. 1, 
Secretary-Treasurer—Chas. F. Teske, Kewaunee. 

LA CROSSE COUNTY. : 

President—S. P. Markle, La Crosse, R. F. D. i, 
Vice President—Wm. Moos, Onalaska, 
Secretary-Treasurer—T. H. Campion, Onalaska. 

LA FAYETTE COUNTY. 

President—H. D. Schreiter, Darlington, 
Vice President—John Stephenson, Darlington, 
Secretary-Treasurer—W. W. Woolworth, Darlington, 

LANGLADE COUNTY. 

President—Chas. Stengl, Antigo, 
Vice President—H. Hersant, Antigo, 
Secretary-Treasurer—F. G. Swoboda, Antigo. 

LINCOLN COUNTY. 

President—A. H. Morse, Merrill, 
Vice President—Hall A. Brooks, Merrill, 
Secretary-Treasurer—A. H. Cole, Merrill. 

MANITOWOC COUNTY. 

President—A. H. Bauer, Manitowoc, 
Vice President—Herman Roethel, Kiel, 
Secretary-Treasurer—C. W. Meisnest, Manitowoc.
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MARATHON COUNTY. 

President—Fred Bandy, Wausau, R. F. D. 2, 

Vice President—Herman Amhaus, Edgar, 

Secretary-Treasurer—A. G. Burg, Wausau. 

MARINETTE COUNTY. 

President—Fred Sweningson, Peshtigo, 

Vice President—J. A. Tiedjens, Peshtigo, 

Secretary-Treasurer—D. S. Bullock, Marinette. 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY. 

President—W. C. Schroeder, Elm Grove, 

Vice President—Nelson Guenther, So. Milwaukee, 

Secretary-Treasurer—F. J. Sievers, Wauwatosa, 

Asst. Sec.—H. F. Schroeder, Sta. D., Milwaukee. 

MONROE COUNTY. 

President—C. F. Hansen, Sparta, 

: Vice President—L. A. Miller, Sparta, 

Secretary-Treasurer—C. E. Hitchcock, Sparta. 

OCONTO COUNTY. 

President—Geo. Beyer, Oconto, 
Vice President—Chris. Peterson, Oconto Falls, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Ellen B. McDonald, Oconto. 

ONEIDA COUNTY. 

President—Geo. H. Dawes, Tomahawk Lake, 

Vice President—Willis Jewell, ———————. 

Secretary-Treasurer—W. D. Juday, Rhinelander. 

OZAUKEE COUNTY. 

President—Wm. J. Bichler Belgium, 

Vice President—Chas. J. Nieman Cedarburg, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Richard F. Berger, Fredonia. 

PIERCE COUNTY. 

President—W. O. Peirce, River Falls, 

Vice President—Ed. Campbell, Ellsworth, 

Secretary-Treasurer—W. W. Clark, Ellsworth.
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: POLK COUNTY. i 

President—Clinton Lindber, Dresser Jct, 
Vice President—G. A. Hendrickson, Dresser Jet, 
Secretary-Treasurer—J. S. Klinka, Balsam Lake. 

PRICE COUNTY. 

President—Geo. Lawton, Park Falls, 
Vice President—C. A. Peterson, Prentice, 
Secretary-Treasurer—Griffith Richards, Phillips. 

RACINE COUNTY. 

President—James B. Cheesman, Racine, 
Vice President—C. L. Gittings, Racine, 
Secretary-Treasurer—C. E. Fawcett, Rochester, 
Asst. Secretary-Treasurer—Arthur E. Skewes, Union Grove. 

; - RICHLAND COUNTY. 

President—J. R. Thorpe, Tavera, 
Vice President—H. T. Draheim, Gotham, 
Secretary-Treasurer—H. L. Post, Sextonville. : 

ROCK COUNTY. 

President—Geo. Hemingway, Hanover, 
Vice President—A. G. Russel, Janesville, 
Secretary—E. L. Bingham, Milton, 
Treasurer—Edgar Huebbe, Beloit. 

ST. CROIX COUNTY. 

President—R. W. Brunner, Hudson, 
Vice President—Geo. H. Kruschke, New Richmond, 
Secretary—Wm. Schwandt, Deer Park, 
Treasurer—Chas. Stiles, Hudson. 

SAUK COUNTY. 

President—Riley Martiny, Baraboo, 
Vice President—A. K. Bassett, Baraboo, 
Secretary-Treasurer—Geo. W. Davies, North Freedom. 

SHAWANO COUNTY. 

President—E. S. Hildeman, Belle Plaine, 
Vice President—Ben Smith, Shawano. ‘ 
Secretary-Treasurer—Paul Ashman, Belle Plaine,
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SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. 

President—W. J. Zelm, Plymouth, 

Vice President—A. Miller, Plymouth, 

Secretary-Treasurer—W. G. Streiber, Elkhardt Lake. 

SUPERIOR ORDER 

ASHLAND, BAYFIELD AND DOUGLAS COUNTIES. 

President—C. F. Bogenrief, Washburn, 

1st Vice President—Roscoe Hosmer, Ashland, 

2nd Vice President—E. C. Stevens, Washburn, 

Secretary-Treasurer—E. J. Delwiche, Ashland. 

: TAYLOR COUNTY. 

President—John Gamper, Medford, 

Vice President—Anton Drake, Medford, 

Secretary-Treasurer—R. A. Kolb, Medford. 

VERNON COUNTY. 

President—Nels O. Neprud, Coon Valley, 

Vice President—Cornelius Sebion, Westby, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Walter McClurg, Viroqua. 

. WALWORTH COUNTY. 

President—Harry Dunbar, Elkhorn, 

Vice President—Ross H. Ells, Darien, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Jesse S. Harris, Delavan. 

WASHBURN-BURNETT COUNTIES. . 

President—M. W. Cadle, Shell Lake, 
Vice President—E. H. Allen, Shell Lake, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Ed. Rylander, Shell Lake. 

WAUKESHA COUNTY. 

President—Sam L. Maun, Waukesha, 
Vice President—Wm. J. Wright, 

Secretary-Treasurer—Dr. G. S. Love, Waukesha.
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, WINNEBAGO COUNTY. 

President—A. J. Cross, Allenville, 
Vice-President—E. Race, Omro, 

Secretary-Treasurer— 

WOOD COUNTY. 

President—M. H. Jackson, Grand Rapids, R. F. D., 

Vice President—A. P. Bean, Vesper, R. F. D. 1, 
Secretary-Treasurer—O. J. Leu, Grand Rapids, R. F. D. 3. ‘ 

OUTLINE OF COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENTS 

THE USE OF ACID PHOSPHATE IN SEED CORN PRODUCTION . 

This year some thirty members of the Experiment Asso- 
ciation in different parts of the state are conducting a series 
of experiments on the effects of acid phosphate on seed corn 
production. Owing to the lack of potash this year the use 
of high grade acid phosphate alone is being tried. Acid phos- 
phate is said to hasten the maturity of the seed and give a 
larger number and better filled and finished ears, a very im- 
portant matter to our seed corn growers. 

The member undertaking this experiment agrees to care- 
fully and accurately spread a certain amount of this fer- 
tilizer over a measured quarter acre of his cornfield. At 
harvest time he must weigh the ear corn from this plot and 
from a similar sized check plot grown in the same field with- 
out the use of phosphate. The ear corn from each plot 
should be gone over carefully and divided into two grades, 
(a) seed corn, (b) feeding corn and nubbins, each lot to be 

weighed separately. He should also try and determine 
whether or not there is any difference in the size of ears and 
their maturity from the two plots. 

This experiment will give an excellent opportunity to our 
members to see whether the addition of a phosphate fer- 
tilizer will be profitable in the production of a larger per- 
centage of seed ears, also if it hastens maturity. 

The members of our Association who are carrying out 
these experiments certainly deserve the thanks of the As-
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sociation for the careful and painstaking way in which they 

are giving their time and attention to the work. 

It is very seldom that agricultural colleges or experi- 

ment stations can get the farmers out in the state to con- 

duct as extensive experiments as our members are carry- 

ing on, so the officers of the Association are especially proud 

of the codperation they are getting from the members. 

The results which the experimenters get from these tests, 

no matter if they be negative or positive, will be of great 

value to the other members of the Association in guiding 

them towards getting better yields from their farms. 

The directions for carrying on these experiments are as 

follows: 

MEASUREMENT OF PLOTS 

The two plots or sections of your cornfield on which the 

fertilizer is applied should be fairly uniform as to soil and 

location. Likewise the third or check plot. For example, 

one plot should not be on a sandy knoll while the others are 

on lower or richer soil. Also it is important to see that the 

same seed is used for all the plots and it is planted on the 

same day. Often a few days’ delay between planting will 

have an appreciable effect on the yield. 

Before you are ready to plant the corn and when the field 

is about ready select any side or corner answering the above 

requirements and measure off three one-fourth acre plots. 

The shape of the plot is not so important, but 4x10 rods or 

5x8 rods will be very convenient. 

With a piece of string or binder twine four rods long 

(66 feet) one can quickly lay off a line about 12 feet from 

the fence and parallel to it. Then at right angles from both 

ends of this line take 2} lengths of the measuring string 

and you have 10 rods. Thus making a plot 4x10 and en- 

closing one-fourth of an acre. It is well to tie something to 

the fence or put in a stake close to it and opposite the cor- 

ner of the plot so the exact location of it can be determined 

if other stakes are lost. 

In a like manner lay off the two other plots but leave a 

strip wide enough for two rows of corn between plots so 

fertilizer will not be washed or scattered from one to the 

Ag.Ex.A.—8
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other by rains or cultivation. By having the plots set 12 feet 
from the edge of the field there will be room for at least two 
rows of corn which will serve as guard rows and prevent any 
of the rows in the plot from being injured by insects, ani- 
mals, or while cultivating. 

If the plots are not measured off accurately so fertilizer 
is correctly distributed and a correct yield determined, such 
a mistake, in this sort of experimental work, makes an error 
which is multiplied many times in the results. 

The plots can be measured off and fertilizer applied after 
corn is planted but it is necessary that this be done within 
three days after planting. 

‘ APPLYING THE PHOSPHATE 

Due to the fact that the phosphate comes in 125 Ib. 
bags and the fertilizer companies do not ship it out in smaller 
lots, we are forced to ask you to apply this amount on two 
plots in place of one as was first intended. 

With the limited amount to be applied it will be rather 
difficult to get the fertilizer evenly distributed. Care, there- 
fore must be taken not to put it on too thickly at first or 
there may not be enough left to cover the rest of the plot. 

In spreading such small amounts, the fertilizer is often 
diluted by mixing with it an equal or larger amount of 
dirt, sand or other fine material. Thus, there is more 
to spread and it can be more evenly distributed over the plot. 

The bag of phosphate sent you should weigh 125 pounds 
thus making an application of 50 pounds to one plot and 
75 pounds to the other. This will be putting on the acid 
phosphate at the rate of 200 and 300 pounds per acre respec- 
tively which is about the rate recommended for some soils. 

Note—To one set of experimenters will be sent two bags of the phos- 
phate and they will make an application of 100 lbs. to one plot and 150 
Ibs. to the other. They will be putting on the acid phosphate at the rate of 
400 and 600 lbs. per acre. 

If the sacks should be lacking a few pounds in weight, it 
will probably be best to make up a full application for one 
plot and let the other plot receive the balance.
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The phosphate should be scattered or broadcasted on the 

plot just before planting or immediately after and har- 

rowed in. Do not plow or disc the fertilizer under or it 

will not be of greatest value to the crops. Care should 

be taken not to spread the fertilizer on a windy day or much 

of it may be blown off the plot and the results influenced: 

If the member possesses a fertilizer attachment on his 

corn planter or drill, then the phosphate can be put on 

quite easily. 

DETERMINING THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS 

To determine whether or not the acid phosphate has in- 

fluenced the maturity of the corn, examine a number of the 

ears in each plot several times before frost. Note if there 

is any difference in their ripeness, hardness or maturity. 

In the fall when the corn is well matured the plots can be 

harvested and the yields of the experiments determined. 

It would be well to examine the boundaries and measure- 

ments of the plots before husking, to make sure that no rows 

will be harvested which are not in the plots. 

The corn can either be husked out from the standing 

stalks or it can be cut by hand and shocked in the center of 

each plot, and at some later time husked out and weighed. 

But the corn from all the plots must be husked out or weigh- 

ed at the same time. If several days or weeks lapse between 

the time of weighing the different plots, the corn will dry 

out some and the results are of no value. 

In weighing up the corn you will want to know first the 

total weight of ears from each plot. 

If there isn’t a wagon scales on the farm so the entire corn 

from one plot can be weighed at one time, a basket full can 

be weighed on smaller scales and the total weight estimated 

from that. 

Now divide the corn of each plot into two grades—lIst., 

seed ears, 2d., feed corn and nubbins. No difference need 

be made between nubbins and feed corn but put all which 

is not good enough for seed ears into the second grade. 

After the corn is divided into the two grades, weigh up 

each lot.
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You can now tell how the weights check by adding the 
two last separate weighings together and seeing if it equals 
the total weight of corn as first determined. 

Weigh the corn from each of the plots on which the acid 
phosphate was spread, also the check or blank plot on which 
no fertilizer was spread. If the check plot is not carefully 
measured and yield weighed there will be no guide to show 
whether there was any increase in yield with the use of the 
acid phosphate. 

If a member is interested to know how the fertilizer affect- 
ed the growth of fodder it would be worth while weighing 
that after husking. 

A sheet will be sent you about harvest time on which to 
record the results. It will be similar to the following one. 

RECORD AND WEIGHT SHEET. 

Acip PHosPpHATE EXPERIMENT. 

Name of experimenter .....c.cso.s./:isssscsssauc POME OMMOC 0 .csoesccsecee cesses 

What were the dimensions of the plots? ............0..cccccccssssssssssvessesseesseversveseessece 

CME AE LOE GE COU OA PURE oe vieecsecysed nds racioscontlscroracastvace alee vconicd 

Variety of cori grown oni plots?. dec. cass ose aot ean. 

When was corn raked?) 030. cis te A WeOR cee ee ere 

Was corn weighed on large scales or by basket? .......0000....cccceccsccsssesesseecsssecee 

What results did you find in regard to maturity of corn on different plots? 

Did you notice any difference in size of ears on fertilized or unfertilized 

PRC ES Goo oa ttsficseaec ria caer eee ene eee I ren ee
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ONE-FOURTH ACRE PLOT FERTILIZED WEE ii... LBS. 

ACID PHOSPHATE. (Fill out) 

Weight of total yield of eaf.............:cceseeceeees 

Weight of seed earrs...........--ccceececssecsessscsesenssatenneeneeene 

Weight of feed corn and nubbins..............---..-e 

ONE-FOURTH ACRE PLOT FERTILIZED WITH 

seuss -BS. ACID PHOSPHATE. 

(Fill out) 

Weight of total yield of ears..........csesssceeecet 

Weight of seed earrs..........cscesscsceneesssecssssesrssnsessensecees 

Weight of feed corn and nubbins...............-.- 

ONE-FOURTH ACRE CHECK PLOT NO ACID PHOSPHATE USED. 

Weight of total yield of ea9s...........cc esses 

Weight of seed eaf...........-..::csecsseeeestecsseecressssenesneenenees 

Weight of feed corn and nubbins...............--.-1:00 

WISCONSIN AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC EXPO- 

SITION 

Through the codperation of the Wisconsin Agricultural 

Experiment Association and the Wisconsin Exposition Com- 

mission our state is well represented agriculturally at the 

Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco with an ex- 

cellent exhibit of farm products. It is surprising the great 

interest people are taking in Wisconsin out there. Our state 

has a reputation which extends from coast to coast, for its 

progress along agricultural and industrial lines. Thousands 

of westerners and visitors from all parts of the United States 

have shown a deep interest in the exhibit as well as in the 

undeveloped northern section of Wisconsin. The exhibit 

is well located in the Palace of Agriculture. Only the prize 

samples at the Experiment Association Grain Show and 

State Fair were sent to represent Wisconsin’s grain and 

forage crops. These are of rare quality and when they enter 

into competition with the products of other states they will 

maintain Wisconsin’s reputation as a Pure Bred Seed State.
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We were particularly fortunate in having Mrs. Adda F. 
Howie, of Elm Grove, Wisconsin, in charge of the exhibit. 
Mrs. Howie was recently a member of the State Board of 
Agriculture and for eight years was connected with the 
Farmers’ Institutes. Mrs. Howie has been called the leading 
woman farmer in Wisconsin, if not in the United States, 
having developed her farm along practical and profitable 
lines until now it is recognized as one of the leading pure 
bred Jersey farms of the state. Wisconsin may feel proud 
that its agricultural display is in charge of such an eminent 
authority and one of such wide reputation as Mrs. Howie. 
She will give weekly lectures and daily demonstrations on 
Wisconsin’s opportunities and our progress in pure bred 
seeds and dairying. Her connection with the exhibit has 
doubled its value. It is the one exhibit where the visitors 
of the exposition will find a mine of valuable and interest- 
ing information and not merely decorative designs with 
grains, grasses, seeds, etc. Education and utility are the 
keynotes of the Wisconsin Exhibit rather than decoration 
and design and in this regard it shines out above many of 
the other state displays which cost from three to five times 
as much. 

The Exposition is wonderful. In its broadest sense it is 
one vast university representing the world’s progress in 
science and art and in all industries. Marvelous exhibits 
from all parts of the United States and from foreign lands 
are housed in eleven colossal palaces covering from three to 
ten acres each. Wisconsin’s rapid advance in the last few 
years along agricultural lines makes us more than worthy 
of participating in this memorable international event com- 
memorating the opening of the Panama Canal to the com- 
merce of the world. The Experiment Association has been 
fortunate in securing the necessary financial assistance from 
the Wisconsin Exposition Commission to portray our high- 
class agricultural products and agricultural activities with 
facts and figures, photographs and oil paintings, charts, etc. 

Entering the Palace of Agriculture and proceeding along 
most any aisle one will see an immense sign “WISCONSIN, 
THE LEADING DAIRY STATE” calling attention to 
our leading industry. Directly beneath is an enormous 
artistic painting 106 ft. long and fifteen feet high—in center
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of which is a beautiful dairy scene representing typical 

animals of our leading dairy breeds grazing in a beautiful 

‘Wisconsin pasture. On one end is a representation of an 

immense cheese about 14 ft. in diameter and 6 ft. high so 

divided into three parts as to show graphically who makes 

the nation’s cheese. Wisconsin produces over 47%, New 

York 34% and other states 19%. Beneath this one will find 

that one-half the cheese factories of the United States are 

located in Wisconsin. On the opposite end is an artistic 

painting of three tubs of butter the sizes of which show 

graphically the production of butter for the three leading 

states, Wisconsin (131,000,000 Ibs.), Lowa (127,000,000 Ibs.), 

and New York (69,000,000 lbs.). That Wisconsin has more 

dairy cows than any other state is a fact also characterized 

in an artistic manner. 

Beneath this large sign Wisconsin crops are featured on 

a wall space 106 ft. long and fifteen feet high which is artisti- 

cally divided into appropriate sections for Wisconsin Pure 

; Bred Corn, Wheat, Oats, Barley, Rye, Grasses, Clovers, 

the Experiment Association and College of Agriculture and 

the central section—“OUR SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE 

DIVERSIFIED CROPS AND LIVE STOCK FARMING.” 

In this section is shown why Wisconsin avoids the dangerous 

one crop system of farming and that our agriculture is on 

permanent and lasting basis. 

On either side of this central display the crops are illus- 

trated with the very finest samples of all the pure bred 

grains, grasses and forage crops. Nothing but the prize 

samples of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Associa- 

tion’s state grain show held in December and the State Fair 

are on display in the exhibit. .Their excellent quality and 

the fact that they are displayed in open boxes where they 

can be conveniently handled and examined instead of being 

bottled up as is the case with many other exhibits has proved 

a great drawing card for those visitors who are particularly 

interested in Agriculture. A large relief map of Wisconsin 

loaned to the Experiment Association by the State Board 

of Immigration has been of great value in demonstrating 

Wisconsin’s ideal location near the world’s greatest market 

for farm products. With Duluth and Superior to the 

North and their excellent harbor facilities for lake traffic and
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Minneapolis and St. Paul to the West and Milwaukee and 
Chicago and Lake Michigan on the East Wisconsin farmers 
are surrounded by the best possible markets for their farm 
products. 

Wisconsin’s rapid rise as a corn producing state is shown 
by the results of the introduction of the pure bred varieties 
such as Silver King, Golden Glow, etc., which have rapidly 
replaced the scrub corns and late maturing varieties which 
were not adapted. Fortunately Wisconsin crops are not sold 
off the farm but are fed on the land and particularly is this 
true with the corn crop. Wisconsin has more silos (48,000) 
than any other state in the Union and over 40 per cent of our 
corn is harvested for silage purposes. Wisconsin is a state 
of rural population—over 50 per cent of our people live on 
farms or in small villages. That 85 per cent of our farms are 
operated by owners is indicative that we are not a renting 
state—that our farms are being well-maintained to fulfill the 
pride of the owners. Such important factors as these are 
emphasized throughout the exhibit in an attractive manner 
but in such a way that the facts rather than the decorations 
are the important features. 

From an artistic standpoint the exhibit contains a minia- 
ture farm scene constructed by C. J. Berg of Tigerton, 
Wisconsin. It is a scene of his farm made entirely of mosses, 
grasses and seeds grown on his farm. It is fourteen feet in 
length and 7 feet high and has proven a great attraction. 
Thousands of people have admired this scene and proclaimed 
it, in every detail, a work of art. 2 

The Wisconsin Exhibit is housed in the Palace of Agri- 
culture with the other state agricultural exhibits. Over 400 
samples of pure bred grains and corn and seeds will been- 
tered in competition for awards of merit at the Exposition. 
Judging will take place in May and Wisconsin is well pre- 
pared to maintain her old time reputation in securing world 
championship prizes on her pure bred seeds and grasses. 

BUSINESS MEETING 

Friday, 2:00 P. M., Auditorium Agricultural Hall. 
Meeting called to order by President Bonzelet. The
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minutes of the last meeting were read and adopted, after 
which the following officers were unanimously elected. 

President, Henry Michel, Malone. 
Vice President, J. R. Thorpe, Tavera. 
Secretary, Ransom A. Moore, Madison. 
Assistant to the Secretary, John J. Garland, Madison. 
Treasurer, Henry E. Krueger, Beaver Dam. 
On motion, W. A. Hayes, Milwaukee, and Joseph E. 

Wing, Mechanicsburg, Ohio, were unanimously elected 
honorary members of the Experiment Association. Both 
responded with words of kindly encouragement to the mem- 
bers of the association. 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS 

Executive Committee— 
The following report of the Executive Committee was read 

by Chairman George W. Davies and unanimously adopted 
" by the association. 

Report of Executive Committee of the Wisconsin Experi- 
ment Association. : 

Meeting held Thursday evening, Dec. 17, 1914. 
Meeting was called to order by Geo. W. Davies, chairman, 

and the chair appointed J. A. Van Natta secretary. 
Present:—R. A. Moore, A. L. Stone, J. J. Garland, H. E. 

Krueger, William Leonard, J. R. Thorpe, J. P. Bonzelet, 
J. A. Van Natta, G. W. Davies. 

Prof. R. A. Moore explained fully the duties of the Execu- 
tive Committee, enumerated as follows: 

1. Use of funds. 
2. Needs of the Association. 
3. Recommendation for the continuance of experiments. 
4. Needs of operative plans. 
5. Planning of future projects. 
6. Ways and means of caring for the growth of the associ- 

ation. 
7. Plans for the further development of the County 

Orders. 
Mr. H. E. Krueger was voted a member of the com- 

mittee to fill the place on the committee of Mr. Bell of 
Columbus, Wisconsin.
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Motion made and carried that the secretary of the State 
Experiment Association be authorized to expend not to 
exceed $100 for the purpose of experimentation with com- 
mercial fertilizers. 

Moved and carried that the Secretary be authorized to 
expend not over $1,500 for the purchasing and disseminating 
of pure bred seed grains. 

Moved and carried that this committee recommend the 
adoption of the budget as proposed by Secretary R. A. 
Moore, for the years 1915-16 and 1916-17. ’ 
Moved and carried that the secretary be authorized to 

draw an order upon the Wisconsin Experiment Association 
funds for $217.27 to reimburse Secretary R. A. Moore for 
his expenditure in settling personally a portion of the deficit 
of the National Corn Association, said assessment being made 
upon Mr. Moore as a director of the National Corn Associa- 
tion. The state of Wisconsin and the Experiment Associa- 
tion were the benefactors of the National Corn Show, and 
the assessment rightfully should be paid by the association. 
Moved and carried that the association expend not to 

exceed $50 in purchasing seed for experimentation of Sudan 
grass. : 

Moved and carried that the association expend not to 
exceed $100 for the advancement of the production of soy 
beans. 

Moved and carried that President Bonzelet appoint Geo. 
W. Davies, J. A. Van Natta, and J. R. Thorpe to act in 

coéperation with H. E. Krueger upon recommendations 
for changes to be made in the rules governing the county 
exhibits and grains at the Wisconsin State Fair. 

Moved to adjourn. 
Geo. W. Davies, Chairman. 
J. A. Van Natta, Secretary. 

Committee on Resolutions— 

The following resolutions were read by the Chairman, 
Mr. Cheesman, and unanimously adopted. 

This association in fourteenth annual meeting expresses its high ap- 

preciation of the work of the County Agricultural Representative. We 

earnestly desire that the agricultural committee of the Legislature will 
so amend the law providing for the support of this work as to increase 

the term of service, and place it on a more permanent basis.
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The increasing demands on the Agronomy Department of the College 

of Agriculture necessitate increased housing accommodation. We there- 

fore respectfully request such an appropriation of money as will complete 

the original building plan of the Agronomy Building within the year 1915. 

WHEREAS, The various agricultural societies of the State of Wisconsin 

deem it advisable to confine the efforts of these organization to the pro- 

duction of a few varieties of seeds, fruits, and vegetables, that are most 

practical in meeting the needs of the state and the market, and 
WHEREAS, The agricultural organizations wish to encourage the grow- 

ing of such products possessing excellent quality, and 
. WHEREAS, The county exhibit building at the State Fair grounds 

does not permit the adequate exhibition of a large number of varieties, 

and 
WHEREAS, The county exhibits could be arranged to a better ad- 

vantage, thus allowing counties to make special displays representative of 

their products and counties, 
BE IT RESOLVED; That this organization, the Wisconsin Agricultural 

Experiment Association, go on record as favoring the following changes 

in the rules governing the county exhibits of the Wisconsin State Fair: 

Minimum number of varieties of wheat... 5 
Minimum number of varieties of COrM...........cceeee 10 

: (6 field corn, and 4 sweet and pop corn) 

. Minimum number of varieties of oats... cece 7 

Minimum number of varieties of barley..........0.0cccccc0e 5 

TREASURER’S REPORT 

Mr. Noyes Raessler, Treasurer, reported on the financial 
condition of the association as follows: 

Balance in Association Treasury, Jan. 10, 1914.00. $708.52 

Received from fees, auction fund and premium donations........ 1,139.92 

Baal Recep tes ioe Ae eI Re. es ynaciceceenennnysveant) QM ORL aS 

Total Disbursement Jan. 1, 1914 to Dec. 18, 1914.00.00... 1,205.17 

Balance in Association Treasury, Dec. 18, 1914.............. $643.27 

R. A. Moore, Secretary, reported on the use and condition of state 

funds. His report showed a 

Balance in State Treasury Jan. 1, 1914.............c..cccccscseseessessseess $3,897.48 

* State Appropriation July 1, 1914.0..0..ceeeceeeeeteeeteceee 5,000.00 

SEEN NA COON DER co secczccceneccscensconssccsconsacseseremiiexccoeisccsssecidicnre SO ORT 48 

Total Disbursement Jan. 1, 1914 to Jan. 1, 1915.00... = 5,388.11 

Balance in State Treasury Dec. 18, 1914.00... $3,509.37
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We the undersigned committee appointed to examine the Treasurer’s 

and Secretary’s reports of receipts and disbursement of funds for the 

past year, beg leave to report that we found them correct. 

(Signed) H. N. Lonaiey, 

C. P. Norcorp, 

H. E. KrueGer. 

Fourteenth annual meeting Dec. 18, 1914. The itemized financial re- 

ports are on file for inspection in the office of the Experiment Association. 

THE NEXT ASSOCIATION PURE BRED GRAIN 
SHOW 

HONORARY CLASS 

Last year a new plan was adopted in the exhibiting of 
grains at our Annual Show and from all indications it was 
regarded as very successful. Now all members who have 
ever taken a first prize on a certain variety of grain are to 
exhibit in a class by themselves, called the Honorary Class. 

The exhibitor is only in the Honorary Class for that par- 
ticular variety of grain he has taken a first on and for other 
grains he exhibits as in the past in the general class. 

This lets the inexperienced and new members exhibit by 
themselves. They are, therefore, not placed at so great a 
disadvantage as when competing with the old experienced 
exhibitors as was heretofore the custom. The names of 
those eligible to exhibit in the Honorary Class will be found 
in the 12th Annual Association Report. Those winning 
1st. prizes last year (see premium awards page 118) are also 
eligible to exhibit in this class. 

It is hoped that there will be a large list of entries for both 
classes, as large elegant ribbons will be awarded as well as 

: substantial prize money at the coming show. 

HIGHEST YIELDING EAR CONTEST 

Another interesting feature at next year’s show you will ; 
desire to see will be the results of the Highest Yielding Ear 
Contest. Some forty corn growers have each entered a 
single ear of corn and it will be determined which is the 
best yielding ear. Half of each ear is to be planted at the





__It is easy to prepare an attractive sheaf of wheat for your County Fair or the 
eonerment Association Grain Show. Prize winning sheaves exhibited at our 1914 
Show. 
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Three well made sheaves of the Pedigree Oats at the Experiment Association 
Grain Show. From the left,—Swedish Select or Pedigree 5; Wisconsin Wonder or 
Pedigree 1, and Sixty Day or Pedigree 6.
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University Farm this year and the remaining half will be 
exhibited next winter at the show with its yield. Prizes 

- ‘will be given the grower who entered the highest yielding 
ear. 

HOW TO PREPARE GRAINS AND GRASSES FOR SHOWS 

Now is the time to think of making an exhibit at the next 
show especially in regard to grasses and sheaves of grains. 
A very small amount of work at the right time will insure 
your having some nice samples. Let the young folks get 
the clovers, grasses and other forage plants ready, they will 
find it interesting and instructive. 

The following directions may be helpful and if you desire 
further information read the article by Prof. Stone in the 
1914 report. . 

Collect tall, healthy, leafy samples having medium sized 
stems and cure slowly in a rather dark room or shady dry 
place. Don’t pile too thickly or leaves will turn yellow or 
red and may mold. Stirring the hay will prevent this. Put 
up neatly in bundles or sheafs about three or more inches in 

. diameter at the base. Tie these bundles with strong cord. 
Do not use wide ribbons or binder twine. With timothy 
and blue grass choose large heads and long stems and strip 
off the leaves of each stalk before making sheaf. With 
alfalfa and clover the dry leaves may drop off in handling. 
This may be prevented by covering your samples with a 
damp cloth for a short time before making up the sheaf but 
do not get your sample too damp. It may mold. Prepare 
two or more nice sheafs of timothy, red clover, alsike, alfalfa, 
blue grass, and red top to send to our grain show next winter. 
Collect clover when in blossom, alfalfa when just beginning 
to bloom, and timothy and other grasses when heads are 
nearly ripe. 

SHEAF GRAINS 

Pick out of your field some nice ripe heads and tall stalks 
of oats, barley, wheat, rye or whatever grains you may be 
growing and allow to cure out under cover. Then strip off 
all leaves on each stem, put together in a three or four inch 
bundle. Try to secure well filled out heads and as bright
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straw as possible. We are going to give very liberal awards 
on all sheaf grain. ; 

THRESHED GRAINS 

The first step is to get good color and plump grain. You 
know how the rain will discolor oats and barley for example. 
This can be avoided by hauling a small load of the bundles _ 
and let them cure in your barn. Then thresh this grain 
separately. Later run your grain through the fanning mill 
and blow out all light seeds, chaff, etc. To increase the 
weight of your sample put some in a sack and tramp it. 
‘You will observe that this treatment rubs off the beards and 
tips of oats and barley and chaff which may adhere to the 
kernel. Blow this light stuff out of grain you have tramped 
and you can readily see how the weight will be greatly in- 
creased. There is danger, however, of overdoing the tramp- 
ing. If, for example, the tips of oats and barley are rubbed 
off so that the meat of the kernels is exposed badly the 
judges will object and say that the grain has been over- 
worked. Get a half bushel or more ready. Pick out by 
hand any bad kernels you may find. It is not a very diffi- 
cult matter to get a show sample of any good grain ready. 
Every member of the Association should send samples of 
their grains to the show next winter. But now is the time 
to get ready for it. 

THE 1915 GRAIN SHOW 

Pror. A. L. Stone, Judge of Exhibits. 

It might be possible to find a show where there were 
varieties of corn with larger ears, oats weighing more to the 
bushel and alfalfa of taller growth than were shown at the 
1915 meeting of the Experiment Association. It would be 
extremely difficult, however, to find a show where the 
quality and the general excellence of the exhibit would excel 
the one put up by the Association. [here is a slow but 
steady growth in the size of the show and the Association 
may well be proud of the results of the careful work on corn 
and grain breeding being conducted by its members and 
evidenced in its remarkable exhibit.
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The impression seems to have become general, however, 
that it was useless for the majority of the members to make 
exhibits and that all the premiums were being won by a few 
men who were so situated that they could produce crops 
with which it was impossible to compete. While there was 
a time when there was some foundation for this impression 
that foundation no longer exists. Under the new rules of the 
Association the winner in the amateur class each year 
graduates into the honorary class and is no longer able to 
compete against those with less experience or who are not so 
favorably situated. There is a fine opportunity for anyone 
who wishes to show what he can do and to build up his repu- 
tation for the production of good grains and forage crops. 
While our exhibit is a good one it can be doubled in size if 
more members will decide to plan for exhibits and show 
what they can do. Even should success not come the first 
time persistence will win. The victory means not only great 
personal gratification because of work well done, but will 
be a source of financial gains also. Even should no pre- 
miums be won, each exhibit helps to make the show better 
and larger. 

Wisconsin has now a great reputation as an agricultural 
state. We pride ourselves on raising corn and small grains 
which can compete successfully with like crops produced any 
where in similar climatic conditions. Our exhibit should 
be an exponent and a demonstration of that pride. This 
improvement of living condition is a form of patriotism as 
valuable as that which leads a man to face the enemy’s guns 
and sometimes entails even more endurance and courage. 
So let us exhibit, whether we win or lose and make the 
Annual Show such that it cannot be equalled anywhere on 
this continent. Wecandoit. Will we?
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PREMIUM AWARDS 

At Annual Pure Bred Grain Show held by the 

WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT ASSOCIATION 

Dec. 18-19, 1914 

College of Agriculture, Madison, Wisconsin. 

10 Ears Sitver Kine (Wisconsin No. 7) Corn. 

First J. E. Brunker, Ridgeway 
Second Hieron Block, Burlington 
Third C. S. Ristow, Black Riven Falls 
Fourth Geo. H. Leonard, Jefferson 
Fifth 0. A. Haney, Lone Rock 

10 Ears Earty YELLow DENT (Wisconsin No. 8) Corn. 

First Wm. Schwandt, Deer Park 
Second A. C. Ellickson, Arlington 
Third J. W. Jung, Randolph 
Fourth Frank Joos, Alma ieee 
Fifth H. P. West, Ripon 

10 Ears GotpEN GLow (Wisconsin No. 12) Corn. 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Second H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Third 0. J. Hecketsweiler, Alma Center 
Fourth R. E. Freehoff, Coon Valley y 
Fifth E. E. Clingman, Reedsburg 

10 Ears Ciark’s YELLow Dent Corn. 

First HH. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second Bert Thorpe, Tavera 
Third Joe Hans, Jefferson : 
Fourth Bupene B. Thorpe, Monroe 
Fifth J. W. Jung, Randolph 

10 Ears Nortu Star Corn. 

First William Wichern, Baraboo 
Second Albert Wichern, Baraboo 
Third Rob Rodwell, Baraboo 
Fourth Ray T. Bohl, Beaver Dam 

10 Ears Murpock. : 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera . 
Second H. C. Brueckner, Jefferson 
Third H. S. Hintz, Oak Field 
Fourth A. N. Kelly, Mineral Point 
Fifth Arthur Popp, Jefferson
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10 Ears YELLow FLINT. 

First | Fred Grebe, Fox Lake 
Second Arthur Popp, Jefferson 
Third Joe Hans, Jefferson 
Fourth Charles H. Howitt, Randolph 

Fifth E. L. Benedict, Beloit 

10 Ears WHITE FLint. 

First | Geo. H. Leonard, Jefferson 

Second Wm. Leonard, Jefferson 

Third A. O. FORD. Jefferson 

Fourth H. L. Draheim, Gotham 

Fifth H. P. West. Ripon 

10 Ears Por Corn. 

First | Joe Hans, Jefferson 

Second H. P. West, Ripon 
Third Wm. Leonard, Jefferson 

Fourth H. L. Draheim, Gotham 

Fifth 0. F. Miritz, Fond du Lac 

SinGLE Ear DENT. 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Second H. C. Brueckner, Jefferson 

Third J. E. Brunker, Ridgeway 

Fourth Adolph Thompson, Black River Falls 

Fifth John Dettwiler, Monroe 

: 50 Ears Sitver Kinc Corn. : 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Second Hieron Block, Burlington 

Third C. §. Ristow, Black River Falls 

Fourth A. C. Ellickson, Arlington 

Fifth S. H. Messerschmidt, Madison 

50 Ears Any STANDARD WIscoNstN Corn. 

First H. C. Brueckner, Jefferson 
Second J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Third ae Wielinga, Midway > 

Fourth William Wichern, Hacaboo 

Fifth Kaltenberg & Son, Waunakee 

Peck BARLEY PEDIGREE AND ODERBRUCKER. 

First Ray T. Bohl, Beaver Dam 
Second H. P. West, Ripon 
Third J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 

® Fourth Alfred Klein, Lomira 

Fifth Herman Schoeneck, Enterprise 

Peck 2 Row BarLey. 

First H.T. Draheim, Gotham 

Second H. P. West, Ripon 

Ag.Ex.A.—9
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Peck Oats PepiGrEE No. 1. 

First H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Third E. C. Pommering, Oshkosh 
Fourth M. R. Zachar, Racine 
Fifth 0. F. Miritz, Fond du Lac ° 

PepiGREE 5 orn Swepisu SELECT Oats. 

First H.T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second Alfred Klein, Lomira 
Third Chas. Getchmann, North Freedom 
Fourth J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Fifth Geo. H. Leonard, Jefferson 

60 Day on KuERSOoN Oats. 

First | Wm. Leonard, Jefferson 
Second Geo. H. Leonard, Jefferson 
Third J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Fourth H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Fifth Alfred Klein, Lomira 

Any VaRIETy Oats. 

First | Wm. Moos, Onalaska 
Second A. C. Ellickson, Arlington 
Third Jos. Koltes, Dane 
Fourth A. G. Russell, Janesville, R. 8 
Fifth Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 

Sazer’s REJUVENATED. 

First _ Alfred Klein, Lomira 
Second J. L. Krause, Beaver Dam 

Peck WinTER WHEat. 

First J. L. Krause, Beaver Dam 
Second Hieron Block, Burlington 
Third H. P. West, Ripon 
Fourth Arthur Popp, Jefferson 
Fifth H.T. Draheim, Gotham 

Peck Sprinc WuHeat. 

First H. P. West, ae 
Second J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Third Theo. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Fourth Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Fifth Joe Hans, Jefferson 

Peck Rye PEDIGREE. 

First ara Hubbard, Evansville 
Second E. E. Clingman, Reedsburg 
Third Joe Hans, Jefferson 
Fourth H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Fifth M. R. Zachar, Racine
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Peck Mepium CLover. 

First J. L. Krause, Beaver Dam 
Second Arthur Ochsner, Plain 

Third ney Sebion, Westby 
Fourth E. L. Benedict, Beloit 
Fifth J. W. Jung, Randolph 

Peck Mammortu CLover. 

First Stanley Sebion, Westby 
. Second Jos. Koltes, Dane 

Third Schmidt Bros., Foxboro 
Fourth H. P. West, Ripon 
Fifth J. W. Jung, Randolph 

Peck Atstke CLover. 

First | J. L. Krause, Beaver Dam 
Segond H. P. West, Ripon 
Third Schmidt Bros., Foxboro 
Fourth P. A. Hemmy, Humbird 

Peck Trwotny SEED. 

First — A. C. Ellickson, Arlington 
Second A. N. Kelly, Mineral Point 
Third H. P. West, Ripon 
Fourth Chas. Getchmann, North Freedom 
Fifth J. W. Jung, Randolph 

Peck Buckwueat, StnvER HuLt. 

First H. P. West, Ripon 

Peck BucKWHEAT, JAPANESE. 

First J. L. Krause, Beaver Dam 
Second H. P. West, Ripon 

Peck Soy Beans, BLaAck. 

First | H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second M. E. Gorsege, Haven 
Third A. O. Popp, Jefferson 
Fourth H. P. West, Ripon 

Peck Soy BEANs, GREEN. 

First | Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Second H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Third Wm. Leonard, Jefferson 
Fourth Geo. H. Leonard, Jefferson 

Peck Soy BEANns, YELLow. 

First Wm. Leonard, Jefferson 

Peck YELLOw FIELD PEas. 

First | H. P. West, Ripon 
Second J. W. Jung, Randolph
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Peck GREEN FIELD PEas. 

First | H. P. West, Ripon 
Second J. W. Jung, Randolph 

Peck GARDEN Peas, SMOOTH. 

First H. P. West, Ripon 

Peck GARDEN PEAs, WRINKLED. 

. First | H. P. West, Ripon 
Second J. W. Jung, Randolph 

Peck Navy BEans. 

First H. P. West, aun 
Second Peter Kneeland, Windsor 

Peck Kipney Beans. 

First Peter Kneeland, Windsor 

SHEAF PEDIGREE OR ODERBRUCKER BARLEY. 

First | Chas. H. Howitt, Randolph 
Second Wm. Leonard, Jefferson 
Third Joe Hans, Jefferson 
Fourth Geo. Leonard, Jefferson 
Fifth H.T. Draheim, Gotham 

Swear 2 Row Bartey. . 

First J.‘R. Thorpe, Tavera 

SHEAF PEDIGREE Oats or SWEDISH SELECT OarTs. 

First Theo. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Second Peter Dengel, La Crosse 
Third Arthur EoEP: Jefferson 
Fourth Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Fifth Chas. Howitt, Randolph 

Suear Any Variety Oars. 

First H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second N. Raessler, Beloit 
Third Arthur Popp, Jefferson 
Fourth Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 

Suear WINTER WHEAT. 

First | H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Third Theo. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Fourth N. Raessler, Beloit 

SHEAF SPRING WHEAT. 

First | Theo. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Second Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Third Joe Hans, Jefferson 
Fourth F. E. Bell, Columbus
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Suear PEDIGREE RYE. 

First | N. Raessler, Beloit 
Second Louis Groth, Cedarburg 
Third M. R. Zachar, Racine 
Fourth W. C. Katel, Kewaunee 

ALFALFA Hay. 

First | Swartz Bros., Waukesha 
Second P. A. Paulson, Hudson 
Third Chas. Howitt, Randolph 
Fourth Enoch Hans, Rochester 
Fifth Arthur Popp, Jefferson 

Rep CLover Hay. 

First Sony Sebion, Westby 
Second J. R. Thorpe, Lomira : 
Third Walter Steinhoff, Platteville 
Fourth Arthur Popp, Jefferson 

Austke CLover Hay. 

First H.T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 

| Third Joe Hans, Jefferson 
Fourth F. J. Lindly, Fox Lake : 

Trotuy Hay. 

First | H. T. Draheim, Gotham 
Second L. Hanson, Eleva 

' Third A. N. Kelly, Mineral Point 
Fourth Fred Grebe, Fox Lake 

Bue Grass Hay. 

First H.T. Draheim, Gotham 

Suear Soy BEAN. 

First Robt. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Second Theo. Ward, Ft. Atkinson 
Third A. O. Popp, Jefferson 
Fourth J. L. Krause, Beaver Dam 

_ HONORARY CLASS 

10 Ears Ciark’s YELLOw DENT. 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 

10 Ears Sitver Kina Corn (Ws. No. 7). 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 
Second Fred Grebe, Fox Lake 
Third N. Raessler, Beloit 
Fourth H. E. Rosenow, Oconomowoc
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10 Ears Earty YELLow Dent (Wis. No. 8) : 

Sing Sar eile gate 
10 Ears GoLpEN Giow (Wis. No. 12). 

First _ N. Raessler, Beloit 
Second Chas. H. Howitt, Randolph 

noe F ae wie eas 

Peck Pep. No. 1 Oats. 

First _ N. Raessler, Beloit 
Second H. P. West, Ripon 

Peck Pep. No, 5 Oats. 

First H. P. West, Ripon 

i SWEEPSTAKES 

Best 10 Ears Sitver KiNG oF ENTIRE SHow. 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 

Best 10 Ears YELLow Dent Corn or ENTIRE SHow. 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 

Granp Cuampion 10 Ear SAMPLE oF ENTIRE SHOW. 

First J. R. Thorpe, Tavera 

Best Peck PepiGReE BARLEY oF ENTIRE SHow. ; 

First Ray T. Bohl, Beaver Dam 

Best Peck PepiGree No. 1 Oats or ENTIRE SHow. 

First H. T. Draheim, Gotham 

Besr Peck Pepicree No. 5 Oats or ENTIRE SHow. 

First H. T. Draheim, Gotham
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First prize sample Wisconsin No. 8 corn exhibited by Wm. Schwandt, Deer Park, 
Wisconsin. Mr. Schwandt finds the No. 8 corn well-suited to his locality and cures 
considerable seed each year.
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MEMBERSHIP LIST, 1915 

HONORARY MEMBERS 
a —ooeeeeeeeeee—————— 
PTR WW 2 i onsan ener ceescenseneae/ 3 OMAR McCormick, G. W..Menominee, Mich. Babock, Dr. S. M .................Madison McKerrow, Supt. Geo...........Pewaukee 
Wee Er Pac setcseeece nese Newman, Geo...........Mobile, Alabama 

souseze St. Anthony Park, Minn. Philips, A. Seresesoseeererreseeseees West Salem Cary, Prof. C. Ponceeee..---+--..-Madison Renk, Katharine......Boise City, Idaho 
Cheesman, Jas. B.......................Racine Rosa, Hon. Chas. D...........-....:-.. Beloit 
Christie, Prof. G. I...........Purdue, Ind. Russell, Dean H. L................Madison 
Emery, Prof. J. Qe gg Madison Schauer, Hon. A. G............. Kewaunee 
Harvey, Prof. L. D..Menomonie, Wis. Toole, William..........................Baraboo Hays, W. =e Nanogen D.C. True, Hon. John M.................Madison 
Hayes, W. A..............-..-..-... Milwaukee Utsunomiya, S. T.........cs00isegeeeneee: 
Heng. Dr. W. A...Wallingford, Conn. sos... Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan 
Karel, Hon. L. A.................. Kewaunee Utter, Delbert....................Lake Beulah 
Lehmann, Mrs. Eva.............. Woodland Wing, Joseph Sens Ohio 
Lehner, Philip........................Princeton Wojta, Prof. J. Poo... Madison 

EEE oe 

MEMBERSHIP BY COUNTIES 

E ADAMS COUNTY BUFFALO COUNTY 

Cook, E. D............2..0......:.....-Plainville PC CON, Te Boao sseenngstnnesensneteneeaesc AIMS Crothers, Floyd......................Kilbourn Adams, Wayne........................ Mondovi Johnson, Billie..............Strongs Prairie Biederbach, W. J......0s0.-......... Mondovi Prochaska, Geo. W........... Friendship Bilderbach, W. T................... Mondovi 
Bond, Samuel.......................... Mondovi 

ASHLAND COUNTY Dillon, Jobn.............sse0-c2------ Mondovi 
Engel, G. H................... Fountain City 

Catlin, Ira M., 110 Ellis Ave.,Ashland Fetting, Elmer........................Cochrane Catlin, F. P., 110 Ellis Ave., Ashland Fetting, Romeo......................Cochrane . Johnson, L. Meceeeecsveeeseseuns,AShland Haigh, Ervin... 00000000007. Cream Peterson, Andrew Jr................. Ashland PRR, POR a cssccneesaneiscsocsc: CRERIR”” 
TR oc ces otek sseyssicticp 

BARRON COUNTY Jahn, Chas... scceccesccssosss CTCAM ‘ Megat Ae Fs sccdecstics CHOON Driver, Viven........................Rice Lake Kennedy, B. Jo... ecceecceesee- Nelson Erdahl, M.N........0.00.0--..-Riee Lake Kennedy, L. Joneses Nelson Huser, F. E......................... Cumberland Kennedy, P. H.......00000000000......Nelson WARCCMN ME Fons once Chetek Muehleisen, Gottlieb....00000........... Alma Ness, Arthur... sss-+-.., Cumberland Rasenthal, Fred, Jr.................Mondovi Ness, Einar.....R. F. D. 1, Cumberland Suhr, Adolph.........0............. Cochrane Phillips, Everett....................Comstock Stahr, O. An..........esjsces.se.0...0.-. COChTaNE Plenty, R. Ju... Rice Lake Whelan, J. V.......00-.00.:cc000.0-.... Mondovi Rasmussen, D. R.................Rice Lake NON Beis ssncacacsseccasssnascqine oe A 
Rauchenstein, John..............Rice Lake 
Tyvoll, P. M.......00...0..10.0-. Comstock BURNETT COUNTY 
EGON, To PB ocscvcicieiscciscsssiss COMMBCK 
Svacina, Jacob, Jr................Rice Lake Barge, W. R..........0.00-... Yellow Lake 

Olson, A. H..........-.-+0.0---..Grantsburg 
BAYFIELD COUNTY 

CALUMET COUNTY 
Anderson, J....-ccce-.--.Grand View 
Bresette, Edw........::.::0:.0-.+..Bayfield Christoph, Theo. F...................Chilton Bowen WS... cele Bayfield Huebner, O. A........-....-0.......... Brillion Powell, J. [a Koehler, J, P., R.F.D. 1, New Holstein MEO FR Bocas ssassnoxssesenne OREN Sevenich, Tony..........0..e...y-+-., Hilbert Yderstad, Thoralf........................ Mason Webber, E. J................... Néw Holstein 

Wipperman, Wm.....................Chilton 
BROWN COUNTY 

CHIPPEWA COUNTY 
Anderson, Sol.......................Green Bay 
Dillon, James H.......................De Pere Brereton, Hugh H..................... Stanley Nies, Peter...............se:esee--ses-s++- MOFrison Brown, Garfield... sereeesiaes Se Petersen, Paul........................ Denmark Burnell, Roy................ Chippewa Falls Eaters, J.A., R.F.D.3, West De Pere Cherrier Bros..............Chippewa Falls 
Schmidt, Arthur... ...De Pere Christiansen, W. O.....Chippewa Falls Schmidt, Harold.............. Wrightstown Kramer, H. F..........00............. Bloomer
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Lebeis, Frank.....................----..Bloomer. Bergum, P. B........................De Forest 
Loether, E. J..........c.0s-s2.-.,---Holeombe Best, Thos. A...............--..;--...- Belleville 
Martioy, L. P.....0....-.-Chippewa Falls Brickson, oP one Grove 
Roe, Edwin... Stanley Brictson, A. M......................... Deerfield 
Siepert, F. eer eee Falls pogeaes Chas. I.............Blue Mounds 
Vincent, Chazs..................New Auburn Birkinbine, R. C.................Sun Prairie 

Senne, Robt. oe ae 
ASC, J. Poi ic eecceeceereoseee SUM Prairie 

CLARK COUNTY Chatterton, R. W.200000000.......... Basco 
Chatterton, W. E....0.0...............Baseo 

Anderson, Henry V..................Stanley Chipman, W. Ro..." Morrisonville Crothers, Wendall..................Neillsvjlle Daley, Edwin........ ....De Forest 
Div res Be Doesnt seeeenennss GHOOMWOO Daley, S. S.....................,De Forest Ehlert, Geo. Wo. Columbia Deis Wale San pee Hanson, Wi.......sssssssssccese-. Withee Dane, De Wik... eee 
Hembre, Helmer J.............Greenwood ia, 2 1. ee 
Hembre, Julius 0...............Greenwood ben ic ee 
Joreaby, Carl.........Gresmwood | pyere pugipa erro ermaees 
Kienholz, Ralph...................... Stanley Dreger Smt a ae 
Nelson, Carl.............-........Greenwood Drumasky.....).00.....- Sun Prairie 
Sample, F. W.........R. F. D. 2, Withee Elvehjem, BE. $.20000000000.) Macfarland 
Thompson, Arthur....c.e-.e..2--..- CUFtiSS Fadness, J. H 4 ..Deerfield 
Umlauft, Rudolph." Dorchester | Ford SFo Maron 
Wo0d, Fred.ensscceessseeeeseessesece Owen Garland, J. Jo... ceesscsess Madison 

Gehrand, G. W.......408 N. Charter 
COLUMBIA COUNTY Soa prarGateisa cot scone 9s NEO 

Geib, W. J., 314 Campbell St.,Madison 
Anacker, Bernhardt..................Portage Gillette, Rufus............................ Verona 
Anacker, Leonard, R. F. D. 2, Portage Goth, W. H.........R. F. D. 6, Madison 
Bell, Prank...0.000..00.................Columbus Graber, L. F...........cecssee--- Madison 
Boyd, H. Je... scceeccseesseeese-ss COLUMBUS NOONE Sv rcsedesec esc fenrnstctor ee ae 
Brereton, Geo. He..sscececveeccersceesse LOGE Holman, Peter............0.0........-- Windsor 
Brereton, Hugh... cece LOGE Hopkins, B. F................... Morrisonville 
Brereton, Thos. Lu... Lodi Hopkins, J. W.................Morrisonville 
BROW Hoyos shaichesaeiyrtork ais Howie, John... Waunakee 
Buckley, Lawrence..................Kilbourn James, J. A............cc00sssceoss-0.--, Madison 
Carneross, J. Eo.......-escseo-ccssssessve:ss Odi Johnson, L. O......00000.--.--Sun Prairie 
Church, W. H.............R. F. D. 1, Lodi Jones, E. F............-..0..0........5UD Prairie 
Derr, Arthur..............-s0e-00+--..Columbus Teatenbers & Sons..............Waunakee 
Derr, Eugene............0..........columbus Kendell, F. W.....................Sum Prairie 
Ellickson, A. C....0....00...........-Arlington Kendell, G. W.....................Sun_ Prairie 
Gloeckler, Theo.........................Portage Kneeland, Peter........................ Windsor 
Hughes, J. W..R. F. D. 1, Columbus OMCs, FAB. Foose iesineeecessssvisesniesns OO 
Johnson, The0.....0..00..cscsereceseserseeseee REO Larson, A. C........0sssces0e-0e----.. Madison 

é EN yh sss cne coppers Lee, Lewis J.............0...+..---..De Forest 
O'Connor, Edw. Foie. Lodi Lee, Oliver...............0000---Klevenville 
Beek Fe esas csc sccsecensins ss PORERED Lee, P. A. Go.secca-ono-seesneseeer-.- Deerfield 
BRST, BEG sion sss chgs ce Sion Lein, L. O., Sr........++-+--------Cambridge 
Richards, R. E..............00-esseseess--1e OGL Leith, Bo. Dy... conscosoonstussoree-.s MSGIBOR: 
Richards, W. Mo... -ceccecc-csce-e---: Odi Lewandoske, H..........00.:+0-0.,-.-Milton 
Ridgeway, C. C., R. F.D.1,Randolph isan CA venseenscosnescsss:<: SUD: PTRIEIO 
Ridgeway, H. W...................Randolph andt, Gilmore G.....505 E. Jefferson 
Sharpee, C. Av... eee Columbus eidsaticsasoseanssusasessssteg), SROUSRCOT: 
Stace, A. J..........veccsoceeneossse-1.-POPtASe Marks, John, 818 W. Dayton St. _ 
Trapp, Peter......R. F. D. 1, Columbus epee enereeoeceeros teers OE 
Trapp, Zeno O., R. F. D. 6, Box 17, McCoy, Everett..................Sun Prairie 

ssuoaantnns sted basessiesseuohenvesessis SaONE EES: Messerschmidt, L. H................ Madison 
Weber, Gi. He....e-se-ceeseese+---Columbus, Mitchell, Geo.................Cottage Grove 
Wheeler, J. Roi... ..-ceeese-see-- Columbus Mitchell, James.......... Co Grove 

ae - = cere aan 
elson, O. L...........e+.:+.--..-..- cambridge 

CRAWFORD COUNTY Norgord, C. Pw... Madison 
Notseter, O. H...................+.....Deerfield 

Aberg, Jacob............:.10:e-1.4.De Soto Noyce, Elmer... Oregon 
Brodt, C. He Oldenburg, F. W...923 Clymer 

Pathangh. BF. A...........Townville, Pa. itor erecencaecwternesecesres CO, DARCIROT: 
Hijelle, Ole H.................Soldiers Grove Ped Boe. ” “Wind: 
Hudson, Willie 8. FD. 3, Boscobel ee ee 
Olsen, Archie, R. F. D. 3, ‘Ferryville Bite ee 
Patten, Wayland......................Boscobel unzel, Max..........................Cambridge 
Stevenson, Carl, R. F. D. 5, eae PUR cine eae 

= © "Soldiers Gr asmussen, H. G................Black Eartu saeetntusdissonsssessseeasesniessss POMGIOES GEOVO Reda A. Kee 

Renk, W. F......................-.Sun Prairie 
DANE COUNTY BMOr ge, Be Fo cohol cet on 

Rosen, Ben...R. F. D. 5, Box 78, 
Anderson, Fr. Ran....000sc0ss00sc0s ae steattaseeassnssnsouccessenscucasevesere:+es MQGISOR 
Anderson, H. C...................Cambridge Ross, M. F.............0:000-0+0-.2+---- Belleville 
Anderson, Henry..................Mt, Horeb Ruste, C. E......eee-+eBlue Mounds 
Bacon, C. W......-s.-ceccseecsneesersee-++ BUPKE Ruste, C. 0....................-.-Blue Mounds 
Belda, W. F.........0-cse-ss:00-D€ Forest Ryan, Gerald T...................Sun Prairie 
Bergum, Andrew....................De Forest Schaffer, Dan A., 615 Lake St.Madison 
Bergum, Arthur.................-..De Forest Showers, M. W...................Mazomanie
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Slinde, Sata F. D. 1, Madison DUNN COUNTY 
Sorenson, G. Av......--...-Klevenville 
Sprecher, F. F.............:2--.2---¢c-+e+-, BUFKE Campbell, Hugh C...R. F. D. 2, | 

Stoeber, E. J... .....R. F. D.7, Madison Macs susssesrssssvsveeeesss Menomonie 

Storie Boao catia Donald, R. M.............-....... Menomonie 

Strouse, N. L................0:+----Edgerton Emerson, Albert..............--:.:... Wheeler 

Tee, P. A. Go.n-csoos..s0..ssss0-++-2., Deerfield Gehrking, F. J.......-.....-..-Elk Mound 

Thompson, Melvin...............Mt. Horeb Johnson, John W...............Elk Mound 
Veith, Arthur J...................Sun Prairie OR a cs cieneacerenttiacs ee LO 

Veium, Halvon......................Stoughton MN Pairs eoe noe cccstecennsce Rusk 

Weer ans Fi. Benn. -csecscoensrn-vzcrzc- VERODE Kopp, Elmer F................ Caryville 

Wagner, John........................Middleton Langseth, cngvele sssss+s Menomonie 

Warner, R. E.......R. F. D. 7, Madison Lassen, Fi. W...........00ce00+0 Knapp 

Wernick, Wm.........................De Forest Larson, J. M............-.-+ Knapp 
White, Wave..... deeeeeseeseeeses Marshall Larson, Lewis O..................-.... Downing 

Whitmore, Lester M...............Madison Meacham, C. Wo. Downing 
haul ae E. E.......sss:-0----5un Prairie Meacham, E. R...........00 Downing 

erbel, Louis............:-:::++-++---- Madison Mitzger, H. B..................... Menomonie 
Schlough, Roy............... Wheeler 

DODGE COUNTY Stegne, Chris... Wheeler 

Adams, A. W.........0::::ee++2:- Lowell EAU CLAIRE COUNTY 
Anton, Chas.....0..000.0e00-----Randolph 
Barstow, Jas. E..................... Randolph Allen, C. Lu.........--..00:00+ Eau Claire 
Becker, H. Ho..........-:s0ese-se2+-++--- JS UMEAU Agries, B. M................04: ae 
Beule, E. A.......................Beaver Dam Faast, B. F... nee Eau Claire 
PRO GN Ao Fe oooh desiowtieseecns ses OE Frye, E. C.....110 Rust St., Eau Claire 
Bohl, Anton......................Beaver Dam Halbert, J. H................-----. Augeare 
Bohl, Raymond T.............Beaver Dam Hatch, C. L...123 Barland, Eau Claire 
Bradley, J. Le...s. Randolph Jackson, Vernon....................Eau Claire 
Bremer, E. O...................-..--, Hustisford Mayo, J. H., Jr..........-..- Eau Claire 
Berown, ©. FA... oic.c.:.0.<....:.-00, WROD Pierce, M: A......... we. Fall Creek 

apa Worse WO OD Pritchard, J. T..... sore Eau Claire 
Bush, Leonard.......................... Waupun Rebendorf, Fred............. Fairchild 
Bussewitz, Orlo J., R. F. D.2, Juneau Rounds, Douglas, So. Farwell St., 
Bussewitz, WM..........se0000--.Suneau an soteeeesees Eau Claire 
Canniff, H. T..............:.000-1.0;-0+----SUREaD Fussell, A. C.............-.0.-0 ate 
Canniff, Russell.........................Juneau Winter, W. W........... Eau Claire 
Constance, F. R...............-.--. Waupaca Wright, W. C...R. F. D. 4, Eau Claire 
coe A. Ree EBs eee 
artman, Aug. C., R. F. D. 3, Juneau E y 

Grebe, F. P............:.:c00.000:.F0x Lake eneeenee coun’ 
re Goetsch, A. A............s:-sece:--+++--S UNEAU Anderson, Victor....... Florence 

aoe ne sesssasneesenntene —— Bergaten, Emilion Florence 
Howitt, G. H.......0.0..s.-Randolph tackon eeeacnree Brea 
Indermuehle, #. A...0...Beaver Dam FOND DU LAC COUNTY 
Iskin, Armin........................ Brownsville 
Jones, J. G........0.0+-.ee---- Beaver Dam Bonzelet, J. P..... Cm Eden 
Jones, O. Ro..ceeeeceeveees Beaver Dam Briggs, E. T...R. F. D. 7, Fond du Lac 
Tung, J. Wee. eececeeceeceessereea:--- Randolph Burg, Harold O......... Peebles 
Krause, J. L.........0....-.+.-.Beaver Dam Chopin, Arthur J.....................Brandon 
Hrenger, H. E...................Beaver Dam Dickman, Ed............. Brandon 
Luebke, Frank W................. Hustisford Donovan. F. J........... ‘Van Dyne 
Luebke, Otto...............-..-.... Hustisford Finder, Fred.......... Van Dyne 

Meyers Albert....................Beaver Dam Gibbard, P. J......R. F. D. 17, Ripon 
Miller, Arthur G............... Oconomowoc Goebel, Henry N., R. F. D. 8, 
Neuberger, Wm. T............. Meeseville F Box 52, Fond du Lac 

Owens, W. E..........................Fox Lake Grennell, N...... vee Brandon 
Palalkke, IN. Aisc.<-00:10.0+006252-+--+- SUNERU Hammen, Louis H... .....Ripen 

Schumann, Hugo 6...........Beaver Dam Hargrave, Robt............. Ripon 
NR RC aia oxsvecacecenec ne Lomira Hills, L. H......... -Waupun 
Voigt, Wm. Cu... eee ne ss Lomira Hintz, Hugo F......... 2 Oakheld 

Horner, G._B............000-rcce-c-reeeseoeeFd POD. 

DOOR COUNTY Hughes, John................Campbellsport 
Kuehn, Chas. A....................... Brandon 

Abramson, Joll...............:02..---- Sawyer Leemon, Roy E........c.e....... Waupun 
Barry, Rudolph..................Egg tiahor Leith, R, H..:....R. F. D. 9, Van Dyne 
Beyer, Ge0....cceecee egg Harbor Martin, H. A............00.00.+5 ....Eden 
Goff, M. Bio... Sturgeon Bay Meekin, H. W...................Fond du Lae 
Dem TN i sssta sissies OE. Michels, H........0.-..-:.-se--+000++ Malone 
Powers, W. C....................-Ellison Bay Michels, Math.................. Peebles 
Swenson, Walter....................Sister Bay Miller, A. H....................... waspan 

Miller, L. H..R. FD. 8, Fond du Lac 
DOUGLAS COUNTY Miritz, O. F..................-...Fond du Lac 

Moore, A. B............... Camppeaee © 
piety TR WV a ccneneicessorionsoteni-n REEIOR’ Rather, A. P........... cen anesessoss CODICES 
Schmidt Bro...........0:ceee++--FOXDOTO Redmond, E. M.....R. F. D. 4, Calvary 
SET Bias cssnceeeen-nas- SE DORIOR Roach, J. M.......... Fond du Lac 

Smith, R. L..........................-..,,..Gordon ME AE Ee he ioreercrn ss conse wespan 
Stone, B. N............-.:.+0-+,,50, Range Schmoldt, Clarence..............Rosendale 

Webb, W. H., 1425 Tower St.Superior Schussmann, Harry..........-......... Malone
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Sheldon, Ben F.........................Brandon Brunker, J. Bon senssacaceesnessssess RIGSOWET Walgenbach, John...R. F. D. 5, Conway, i eee suse, BOX 5%, Fond du Lac Daley, Ba... cists ze ani Ween Fo Pao. closes ceepcconeee REDON Enloe, Jefferson... Rewey West, H. Vaughn... ..Ripon Grunenwold, Le Roy C....... Livingston West, oo AES Seserencrr nae ee aes: Ae an ccasccsceslees eee, Pocee ead Whiting. arren J...................Brandon Kelly, A, No Mineral Point Wilsie, T. C......0.0......................Brandon ae Wm. G................... Hollandale 
McKenzie, Maxwell............ Barneveld FOREST COUNTY Mitchell, Pee Dodgeville 
Morrissey Bros... Arena Grandine, Lester..............No. Crandon Mueller, Alfred... Arena 
Mueller, Henry.......... Livingston GRANT COUNTY Oimoen, Otto... Barneveld 7 Paulson, H. Ben 2000.-Hollandale Allen, Martin........................ Livingston Peterson, Carl... Barneveld Banner, R. E.......R. F. D. 3, Boscobel Ross, Roland................. Mineral Point Bennett, A. J.........................Platteville Shannon, H. Le... Avoca Bennett, Clarence V............. Platteville Swenson, W. Eo... Hollandale Bennett, O. J...00..0.000........Platteville Van Natta, J. Alo Dodgeville Chitwood, Loyd... Blue River 

Cubela, ‘Joseph MQ... --s.s-0--,Muscoda IRON COUNTY Cullen, Clarence....0...00......Sinsinawa 
Di Vall, Wm... Montfort Peter, Max H. A....cccccc..-Mercer ea Ce eee Een 
TOOM, H. Li. eesccsseeesessseeens, CASSVINE 

Hampton, Clark........... ee JACKSON COUNTY ahle, John............................Louisburg Kettler, Clarence J."Platteville | Bepgok. 298; Pi-.-------North Bend Fanutzon, Murel.............Livingston | Dettinger’ Waa. Boncocoo Hee Morse, Edw. B....--.......Mt. Hope Dietrick, J.J... Biack ‘River Palle Pink, Leow... ....--Laneaster Erickson, Rob..................:......:. Melrose Preston, Geo.....0..0oooo css. ..Montfort Engleman, John... Hixton . Ralph, Le Roy... Guba City Haag, Frank... Melrose Runde, August.................Sinsinawa Haag, Henry... Melrose Runde, Elmer..................... Louisburg Hecketsweller, 0. 3..”~/Alma Center Runde, Praiak..c.ciscc..ccscc: aS Huseboe, H. M......07. Taylor Spencer Re Becrwnnneen Boscobel | Jones, 8 W... Biack Hives BARE Steinhoff, Walter... -Platteville coma FB... tae Cakes Stivarius, Geo. A.............. Fennimore Lane, 0. Jo eccgee ze... Hlixton Tiedemann, H. G.....__..._ Platteville MeNab, Av J. Black River Falls Wayne, Joseph....R. F. D. 3, Boscobel Odeen, Axel L....Black River Falls Wienbergen, Oscar...........Platteville Olsen,’ A. O....00"""" Black River Falls Wise, John H., Jr............. Platteville Olson, Peter $0000.00... Northfield 
Patterson, Harvey................. Melrose GREEN COUNTY Ristow, C. S.............Black River Falls 
Thompson, Adolph..Black River Falls Ames, F. M. & Son................Brooklyn Wallen, Aron... cesses Taylor nen eS Zenon = NICER WM ss csccinssiscesssicni OR " Detwiler, Joba. Monree See PEaON COURT: ouglas, Robt. J... Juda Hans, Joe, R. F. D. 1........... Jefferson Douglas, O. M.....0000..... Brodhead Albertz, E. F., R. F. D. 5. Watertown Geigel, John,......R. F. D. 6, Monroe Albrecht, John, R. F. D. 6.. Watertown Haman, E. E.,.....R. F. D. 2, Monroe Bauer, Victor......0.0................ Jefferson Hoesly, Clarence.......... .... New Glarus Bridge, Russell W..00000 Lakemills Jeffery, F. D....ccsccsosss.........Monroe Broctkaer BOG eee Kiassey, Henry......................Monroe Brueckner, Justus... Jefferson Man, H. G.... 0... Brodhead Emmert, H. L...... Johnson Creek Morgan, Chas......0.0000000000...... Albany Emmert, 0. J... Johnson Creek Richards, Ed.......0000............. Brooklyn Goecke, P. L.......000.000......... Watertown Thorp, E. Be Monroe Grill, H. J. Johnson Creek Thorp, H. Bow LL Monroe Guttenberg, Frank, Je............. Jefferson pe Bnet cconss 1s Hardtke, ao suas... Watertown Eschu Ry es Phan veces ceesisne cs, Monroe Haselen, E. Bo Waterloo Tullis, Victor G2... Brooklyn Hooper, SG." Paimges Van ea Lewis................ Monroe Huppert, Clifford... Ft. Atkinson Waelti, Sam Wo..esseceesseeeee. Monroe Huppert, Loran.....000........Ft. Atkinson 
REET TE occ csssce conte ee GREEN LAKE COUNTY Kracht, Albert...000000000000. Jefferson 
Hreager, Alex...................... Watertown Davison, Harley.................... Markesan Langl eye Walter M.................Dousman Frei, John... 0... Markesan Lang, R. H............................... Jefferson Kutchin, V. S...0000000 Green Lake Lean, G. Ann cece Palmyra Kutchin, Victor M. D......;Green Lake Lehmann, Theo.................. Watertown PE Bho ssn sctesonsdens cu. BO Leonard, Geo. H.................... Jefferson 
Leonard, Wm. Rw... Jefferson IOWA COUNTY Longley, H. N.....0..00............Dousman 
Longley, Walter M................. Dousman Bainbridge, os G....... Livingston Lowe, Harry.....................Ft. Atkinson Bainbridge, R. J................... Livingston Lowe, Laverne................. Ft. Atkinson Brunker, J. A... 00000000. Ridgeway Niere, Stuart...000000000000.... Watertown
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Northey, F. G..........................-Palmyra GROMI IRE Eien soc neocn se ornnses Rockland 
Northey, W. G.................5...... Palmyra Lauterbach, Adolph..............La Crosse 
Parsons, Wm. A............... Ft. Atkinson Lawrence, F. W............... Bangor 
your. Arthur................:+.+.-.-.Jeflerson Lovejoy, H. D.......0..... West Salem 
Rabenhorst, B. W.................. Jefferson Markle, S. P............... La Crosse 
Reynolds, Glenn C.......Ft. Atkinson Moos, Wm... Onalaska 
Tschudy, A. H.........................Palmyra Nuttelman, Alfred..............West Salem 
Soe croc Seo eset ene Nuttelman, Fred................ West Salem 
Ward, R. W............0...---Ft. Atkinson Ofstedahl, Walter......................Holmen 
Ward, Theo. S...................Ft. Atkinson Peters, Kaw.....:.....:.... ....La Crosse 
Woelffer, Herbert....................Waterloo woe ns cscasioncosrassnesicnn EY 

istow, Harry..............-...--. Onalaska 
JUNEAU COUNTY Schaller, F. J............................. Holmen 

Schaller, Geo. W...................... Holmen 
Braund, Luther................ Elroy Van Loon, John.......... La Crosse 
Cuenot, Fred L............ Mauston Westerhouse, Garret, R. F. D. 1 
Curtis, EB. L..000000 Mauston eee vo sseeee Onalaska 
Frederickson, E. A...................Necedah Whitbeck, W. F...................... Onalaska 
Hansen, Harry....................New Lisbon Whitehead, H. W................... Rockland 
Mead, R. E...........00.000....... New Lisbon Wielinga, Jippa........................Midway 
Moore, Henry G............. Mauston 
Niles, Milo (ieee soeseesess Mauston LAFAYETTE COUNTY 
Nowicki, John, Jr................... Mauston 
Remington, H. E...................... Mauston Andrews, A. L.....................$0. Wayne 
Remington, Merl O................. Mauston Chapman, J. R.......... ...So. Wayne 
Wagner, J. M., R.F.D. 1 Union Center Glindinning, H. L................. Shullsburg 

EL er rrec cs wee 
HOE, EWI ca oem cones elmon 

mRENeSHs COUNTY Homb, H. GC... So. Wayne 
alice Ghor ye Salam Ingweil, Albert.......... Blanchardville 
Betzer, R. A..o....0..............Kenosha pace a eee en see Mees 
Bradley, Frank............................Somers REDS Fe DSi ciciveorinnnssiesnesonees odor 
Coopley, W. RB. Kenosha Merriam, L. J............-..- pene 
Curtis, Me Wer 80 Biv SSalem | Monson.’M. O20" Woodford 
torts, WB. Trevor Foes ter Gratiot 
Dexter, Walter S.....:.... Kenosha eee eee 
Holt, Frank & Son... Pleasant Prairie Mth, A. Teevevsncceeseeess aratiot 
Kreuscher, Wm. R.................... Somers Smith, J. F................ Darlington 
Babene, He Be... ce-scses: ‘Trevor “ee 
Neuhaus, gohn... ade Bristol LANGLADE COUNTY 
Wee Re Mss alem 

Roberts, F. W.....00...... Woodworth Follstad, Anton................. Elcho 
Sheen, G. J Salem Hutchinson, Paul................. Bryant eee Ce deers oe Schmidt, Roose Be Antigo 

: a chwartz, John......R. F. D. 4, Antigo 
eRe Le Wes nreern ne enoene || Oldenburg, Albert Rt. FD: 1, Antigo 

KEWAUNEE COUNTY LINCOLN COUNTY 

Boudnick, John, R. F. D. 1, Kewaunee ‘ 
Cherveny, Wenzel................ Kewaunee Parrott, G. Levees Merrill 
Collin, D. W..................... Luxembourg Wrabetz, Frank.................. Tomahawk 
Glandt, R. C......................... Kewaunee 
Haevers, Martin................ Luxembourg MANITOWOC COUNTY 
Jelinek, Wm........................... Kewaunee 
Katel, Wm..... s+... Kewaunee Axley, Walter........................ Cleveland 
Krofta, Rudolph, R. F. D. 3, Box Bauer, A. H.......R. F. D. 2, Manitowoc 

NN Air cacanpsernnatr nan toonrs OS Berge, Albert............. Valders 
Nelson, Ben. O...................Stangelville Bernhardt, Oscar................ Two Rivers 
Nemetz, Frank... : ... Kewaunee Beyer, Hans...................--: Mishicot 
Peckman, John, R.F.D. 1,Luxembourg Brockhoff, Paul................... Manitowoc 
Prochnow, F. F................. Luxembourg Bruhn, J. F.....R. F. D. 1, Two Rivers 
Schmidt, Wm. Jr....................... Algoma Clusen, Reinhold.................. Manitowoc 
Servais, Ole............. Luxembourg Dvorak, Henry....R. F. D. 3, Mishicot 
Shestock, F. E................ Kewaunee Eiseman, Harvey, R. F, D. 2 
Stangel, Richard.................. Kewaunee See << ...- Two Rivers 
Teska, Chas........................... Kewaunee oo James, R. F. D. 6..Manitowoc 
Thibodeau, Elmer............Luxembourg Geraldson, M. E, G............-Manitowoe 
Zahorick, A. J....................... Kewaunee Gunderson, Clifford, R. F. D. 4 

re 
LA CROSSE COUNTY Gustavson, Chas., R. F. D. 4 

SeesSeeatostcrieaiesbosssiiscisssc MESO WOS 
Geepion, De Misses scsciccae  ORSISSER Hetzel, Gilbert........................ Cleveland 
Cashberg, C. M......................... Holmen Hoefner, Herbert, R. F._D. 1 
Way Es Ein iccssecccanne Bangor osbiasisatesgeshseocessestestaecs MAGRECOWOS 
Dawson, W. J....--.0..-..000++.++-.8 Crosse Jackson, Van E.........................Walders 
De Boer, Martin...................... Midway Johannes, Albert................ Two Rivers 
Dengel, Peter....R. F. D. 1, La Crosse Kiel, Fred........................-..-.. Manitowoc 
Eggler, V...........R. F. D. 1, La Grosse Klann, Adoiph.................... Reedsville 
Griswold, H. W................... West Salem Klessig, Edwin.................. Cleveland 
Harrison, F. A.........0.0..0000000+.:.-- Bangor Koellmer, Gustav..................Cleveland 
Hoeth, Geo............0...0.0.0.0-.-..6 Crosse WOMORRMS De Pic oscsssayssccticas Mishicot 
Hoffma, C. Fo...e...cseeeeeees-ss- Midway Linnane, Dan J.................... Reedsville
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Lorfield, A. E.........................Cleveland MONROE COUNTY 
Lutze, Geo............-.-+++0++052; Cleveland 
Mandel, Arthur.................. Two Rivers Aarness, O. C..............::0:+---Cashton 
Moldenhauer, W. E., R. F. D.1 Aney, Earle L....................-.. Norwalk 

saynateracsaiakeensntcaterarerseoht ERENCE Ebert, Francis...............0.......... Tomah 
Nelson, Lawrence................Manitowoc Froth, Fe. Bos ccccsssesaccs sc ORO 
Paulson, J. E.......................Manitowoe POU Bs cis sccssscccste sence DO, 
Reinertson, Thos. E................... Valders Freeman, G. A..............0se00se-01:eSParta 
Riederer, Blasius............................Gato Harris, R. E.........::+0:sscsseee0--0--: WOFrens 
Roethel, Herman.............................. Kiel MR Siocon cs orca ee vcinnecendsoss 
Rogney, BE. T.............---recrsr-s-2+ V SUGGES Wivewt Pred... n.nsnennoyeeneeseueees ROU ENMERE 
Cee Fred C..................... Manitowoc Leverich, J. E..........0.:.::-:eec--+--- Sparta 
Specht, E. A..............::::+++- Manitowoc Beyertehh, V5 Wes. .cccenciccecsnssce0-002 POEM 

ee Wn. A.................-..Cleveland Mistele, Wm. O......................... Kendall 
Tyler, J. G....... ..R. F. D. 1, Valders Olson, Louis F................0-0+..-...lomah 
Wagner, aoe M................. Cleveland PORES APENOTY 5.5565 cscs cit Eee 
Wiegand, O. R....................,.,Cleveland UO, FE Eos ccscescsnsseses cc EO 
Witte, Fred........:.............:..1 WO Rivers RNS PI ei iia racssscsasenece 

MARATHON COUNTY OCONTO COUNTY 

Baisemann, Otto..........................Edgar Anderson, Alfred......................Mosling 
WG a ors cose n canon iensenes pn os WE Berger, J. H.......................0conto Falls 
WPA NARBE nn cnesecormnanesr reseed OE BONS, BC, cnrsnsensorese sees OE 
Helmke, Ben W...................... Hamburg Brock, Martin L., R. F. D. 1, Box 

. Lueck, Martin........................ Hamburg See eee eect 
Maguire, Leo.........................-..-.-- Halder Bubolz, Otto......R. F. D. 1, Underhill 
Munkwitz, W. E. R..................... Edgar Cole, Schley............................ Mountain 
Olson, Melvin L...R. F. D. 1, Mosinee Howell, John............ Gillett 
RGD, Goo a ssc escevsecinaes7s ROMEIOS: Jonm, AOC os... J sosseacenssasssReee 
Parsch, Gustav..........000000., Wausau Kehl, John..............R. F. D. 1, Oconto 
BRSIRE, ACCT no-no scneenrrnesres BL os Marek, Viola............--0csce-00e0---+-OCONtO 
Steinhaus, W. E...................Rozellville Martineau, Andrew....................Gillett 
Steinwand, Theo...........................Colby Pevenburg. i I ea 
Vaughan, John M......................... Unity a es PANES co csscaescecnonect+.n+ace-» ODED 

Weber, Aug....:........................ Underhill 

MARINETTE COUNTY 
e ONEIDA COUNTY 

Bullock, D. S.....c-.ccsse0---g: Marinette : 
Christ, Harold 3.000000... Wausaukee Grusch, JOS........:000::0:0.s00.. Enterprise 
Miller, Frank J........................Peshtigo Haase, Wm.................0..00+-s-.Mterprise 
Remington, Ee ne Luther, E. L....................... Rhinelander 
Ramsay, John L....................... Peshtigo Schoeneck, Adolph................Enterprise 
Ramsay, R. C...............-2000-++-+--PCSDE RO Schoeneck, Herman..............Enterprise 

Schoeneck, Gust, Jr.............Enterprise 
MARQUETTE COUNTY Schoeneck, Otto.................... Enterprise 

Schoeneck, Paul....................Enterprise 
Hamilton, R. S....................... Westfield 
Manweiler, W. L..................... Westfield OUTAGAMIE COUNTY 
Marti, H. E....................... Packwaukee 2 
Parrott, A. H., Jr..................Endeavor Brusewitz, C.......................Black Creek 
Reid, Dy Hi... .....4..<s0.0r-0serers0r+ ES RGCRVOF Cull, O. Poo..sessee-en---2.+-- Hortonville 
Williams, J. R...................Packwaukee Jamison, Clarence, R. F. D. 2...... 

Sp a i i 
MILWAUKEE COUNTY Jamison, Harvey, R. F. D. re : 

fica alana Soe sss OND 
Angebroth, Chas. H., 1303-8th Jamison, Howard, R. F. D. 2....... 

sistigeensesee te, Milwaukee Se eee si. Appleton 
Austin, Edward, Jr., Station D., Jamison, Rob., R. F. D. 2............ 

..R. F, D. 2, Box 15, Milwaukee [olen uiearensecriceeeet crease Om 
Babcock, Chas. L., 404 Colby- Jamison, Stanley, R. F. D. 2........ 

......... Abbot Bldg., Milwaukee beeper ct Sershg et ROR 
Basse, Wm. H...R. F. D. 5, West Allis Jamison, W. G., R. F. D. 2........0 
Bernhardt, Chas. R.......Hales Corners ee ee -Appleton 
Dodd, L. A., 788-38th St., Milwaukee Knapstein, Wm...............New London 
Duve, H. F., R. F. D. 5, Box 126, Letts, E. F.........R. F. D. 4, Appleton 

teleracyctantarnericececcse Ween Ee McDaniel, Chester, R. F. D. 13.. 
Hickcox, J. Gilbert...... White Fish Bay Se iesestaestinineiat acca savenseesccn1i=se i OR 
Kremer, Paul, 434 Wells Bldg. Meulemans, Mathiazs..............Kaukana 

ssedtorsc ka bastacrraatoesneevesizereoces MAE EOO. Mueller, Ed. O............:0-.--. Appleton 
Kurtze, Otto....R. F. D. 4, West Allis Nieman, Arnold..............--.,,-Greenville 
Marti, Herman, Sta. D., R. F. Pirner, Fred.......................-Sugar Bush 

getgeersseseD. 2, Milwaukee Rahmlow, Edward, R. F. D. 4.... 
Meyer, Alfred J., R. F. D. 18 Oakwood serosa certo naeeree POeOR 
Pagenkoff, Louis, _1486-17th Rahmlow, H. J. .........R. F. D. 4. 

serssstsicasas ices ey MARWORKCE es saees eee cece aancnsso earn OOD 
Patton, Wm. H. 556 Frederick Ryan, Malachi..................$0. Kaukana 

sessievenssersceenenserseeee AVE, Milwaukee Stichtman, H. C...............New London 
Rasche, A. L., 785 Indiana Ave. Thoma, Ernest....................Sugar Bush 

planeteninta techs ete neta a Tubbs, Frank W..................-S9eymour 
Sievers, F. J.........:::::1:-+1++-- Wauwatosa Tubbs, Herbert..................... Seymour 
Swan, N. Joes Wauwatosa Wussow, C. An...ccrrcceccseesseereenee- SCYMOUL
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OZAUKEE COUNTY RACINE COUNTY 

BRIN Go Acie eecscens tec GEOR Block, Hieron J., R. F. D. 22...... 

Blank, Harry..........-.:+2.---..---...Grafton 
oe as 

Brunnquel, fierbert, RF. D.2.... Chambers, 0. Q...0.0000- Union Grove 
cesses erssssengeeee-Port Washington Cooper, Archie H...............Franksville 

Brunnquel, Wolfram, R. F. D. 2, Dunkelow, W. H................Franksville 
«_cwwnzg-reBOX 25, Port Washington Erbe, Ge0.......-....1see een Caledonia 

Dineen, C. Foi... ...-..-22-- Cedarburg Faweett, C. E................--...---- Rochester * 

Harbach, Raiph, R. F. D. 2, Hinchliffe, Walter ....R. F. D. 18, 
Box 25................Port Washington Faint lcleaieesiesipeciaacasisssss¢sie REED UOM 

Kieffer, Mike. --vcecv:2..-:20---..-Fredonia Nelson H. A.................---Union Grove 
Kressen, Gustav, R. F. D. 1........ Nelson, R. W..........-..:..-,Union Grove 

Baca casei ed Dea O, Reeseman, H. G. .....R. F. D. 12, 
Kressen, Reinhold, R. F. D. 2...... PI ae eracedacaesensj 

Oe RN cect cencpse Renak, EdW............-cse:eesse- Racine 

Kressen, Wa............-..0---.--- Cedarburg Rhodes, Clarence................Kansasville 

Mueller, Nick J............-....-Grafton Rhodes, F, L..............-..- Kansasville 
Nero, Wm. G......0.0y---Gedarburg Robers. W. J. ........R. F. D. 20. 
Pierner, J. Wo. ccece--,-Thiensville Se eeiidisie oh sh. SOE LOR: 
Sorweid, Wm...R. F. D. 2, Cedarburg Roberts, Lynn J...-..-........---...--Corliss 

Schelling, Edw. W. ....R. F. D. 2. 
te ec Racine 

PEPIN COUNTY Scheiling, J. J.......R. F. D. 2, Racine 
s > Skewes, Arthur E............Union Grove 

Fleishauer, CG. K.......00...,Atkansaw Eorenace. Hubert... AF. D. 9. 

Gustafson, Theo................. Stockholm folds da pescehattv erage oR be 
Jahnke. Julius... Pepin Stephen, Geo... RFD. 1, Racine 

Zachar, M. R.........R. F. D. 1, Racine 

PIERCE COUNTY : 
RICHLAND COUNTY 

Anderson, Oscar...........0...-,Elsworth 3 
Batho, Lester......-..00;Plum City Draheim, H. T..................-;,,Gotham 
Chapman, J. L....................River Falls Fogo, G0... 0c Gillingham 
Chapman, W. A200 River Falls Ghastin, Floyd... .Sextonville 
Finstad, Frank...................Beldenville Ghastin, Wm... Twin Bluffs 
Fuller, R. J... «Maiden Rock Helm, Elmer... Boaz 
Goodwin, Ho W000... Prescott Honer, Wm. M............... Twin Bluffs 
Hanson, H. 0... ............Spring Valley Jewel, Harold... Richland Center 
Jacobson, Chas.............-Spring Valley Matthes, Fred G..... : Viola 
Peirce, W. O.....0000s0ere----River Falls Nourse, Glen........-----........ Sextonville 
Smith. Fred........0..........River Falls Sent BE cg ccc Gotham 

Thorpe, Burt... : Tavera 
orpe, J. Ineseee: avera 

POLK COUNTY Furgasen, JH... Richland Center 

Berg. Ne Beene o.Centuria aPC erence One 
Chelstrom, H. Herb...0"Turtle Lake 
Larsen, Fred S.........00-...--;..Milltown ROCK COUNTY 
Klinka, J. S....0.... ......Balsam Lake 
Pedersen, H. M. Boece LUCK Austin, C. P.......R. F. D. 6, Janesville 
Peterson, Henry.........R. F.D, 1, Austin, Frank... Janesville 

Sais ain Bor Sm Contaria Austin, G. M...R. F. D. 6, Janesville 
Perry, BoB. ssscsccssssssseseeersssevecsee Amery Austin, Ira D............. Janesville 
Berry, Be Besos “Amery Austin, W. B.......... Janesville 
Rehbein, Al BoB. F_D_1, Benedict, E. Lo. Beloit 

DO a a ersaape ree, SOL EBS Bergh. Lawrence E... Orfordville 
Rouzer, Paul €..000000St, Croix Falls Bingham, E. L. ..... : Milton 
Tasker, J. Bo... Turtle Lake Bingham. HT Milton 

Bradley, James, 1240 Chapin St. 
PORTAGE COUNTY . . Beloit Brown, Sherman. Janesville 

Breppe, oe Soe raldo, Leslie........ anesville 
BeRUCS SUNG eee ere Donner, Chas. F...... ‘Janesville 

Fisher, Ray... Almond Dougan, W. J........... ~<..-Beloit 
eo aon Coon, Elam P......... Milton Jet 
Woae N&O EE. Craig, Walter S.......603 Court St. _ 

Ete oo Amhertst Jet. CS SS Janesville 
Kollock, Henry......................Baneroft Creydt, Ervin... Watertown 
Peterson, Arthur. ............ Nelsonville Emery, S. bocce Edgerton 
Puteuae A 0... LR De Foerster, M. F......... Whitewater 

Pikiaiacnae ai hembeeat tet, Gooch, 0. D..... Hanover 
Shelburne A. tlc. ov... Baneroft ete eter ee ae 

affer, Basset sais ss ea Clinton Jct. 
- ainane Hahn, Robt. FR. F. D. 3, Clinton 

Peraines sy, GL... Hanover 

PRICE COUNTY Holmes, G. Al... Beloit 
‘ Howorth, Arthur........R. F. D. 1. 

Frank, Dismas.........0000000.:00.0..Phillips Sen. i Janesville 
Hoffman, Conrad......................Phillips Huebbe, Boo Beloit 
Maeder, J. W......s-sPrentice Johnson, Roy M.................. Edgerton 
Morner, Arvid.....--.----.---------..Ogema Jones, Arthur E.................... Janesville 
Nelson, Elmer..................-..----Prentice Kramer, Lawrence A... Edgerton
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Marston, A. E,. ............-:0:0::,0:.---Beloit Erickson, Elmer..................Rose Lawn Miller, Robert, Jr... Koshkonong Gjermandson, Martin.............. Tigerton Moore, F. W..........R. F. D. 30, Beloit Grinstad, Arthur.................. Wittenberg Offerdale, P. Wo... Clinton Hildeman, Alex E...............Belle Plaine Raessler, F. He... Beloit Johnson, Rudolph.......0.0....Rose Lawn Raessler, N. R.....c.ccsesseesseessses Beloit Noorbom, Gust.....00000.0000............Eland Sarrow, Otto... Evansville Olson, Willie G.....00R. FD. 2, Sayre, J. DB resep va docscencsassssejesc EO seirteete ges sonecerseencesseessesees Wittenberg. Sherman, Chas................. Koshkonong Peterson, W. F..... R. F. D. 2, Pulaski Sherman, Frank..." Koshkonong Pleshek, ‘Frank.......001....1.........$hawano Shuman, Charlie... Koshkonong Pushek, Frank.........00000000....... Shawano . Shuman, Frank.......0......... Koshkonong Sorley, E. Boi... eccesceseeeeee Tigerton Smith, L. Cu... nes Beloit 
South, Geo. Burr... Evansville SHEBOYGAN COUNTY Waldmen, Fred...................... Janesville 
West, C. BB Edgerton Bechlem, E. Moe oot bee Wheeler, E. Do... Beloit Athorp, Geo. O., R. F. D. 1, Box 59, Winkley, C. Aw... Clinton Jet. toeesesssssensensneesersesereseceserses- SRCDOY GAD 

Athorp, W. G..............R. F_D.1, 
RUSK COUNTY pagekshnpastanasintatacaipinnasessa aSbeboygen 7 ; Borke, Bodo eae Brainerd, Beni. Anscnossesinaeeseee OS: Gorsege, W. Eo........ccccsceesseesne Haven Brainerd, E. Ko... Bruce Heberer, C. H..,........R. F. D. 19, Adell Gillies, J. H.......00..000.......Glen Flora Hoppert, M.J., R. F. D. 4, Sheboygan Nelson, Earl......000000............Glen Flora Kaufmann, Ernst L......905 Indiana Reihmer, Carol. ote epeenmueer AVE... as -ceesoescrooess--2- SHEDOVSAN Van Patter, Jim......0..........Glen Flora Marx, O. H............R. F. D. 6, Haven 

Opgenorth, Anton.......R. F.D. 4, 
SAUK COUNTY piteetetaerersceesenenensneneseseseseees SNEDOY SAD 

Parrish, J. O.........00..ce--00-.-.--Plymouth Bayles, D. A.................-- Merrimack Reineking, Rudolf Heo... Bickford, B. M......000.Prairie du Sac eeeosssibe, oi Seen Falls Borck, Sam........................No. Freedom Streiber, W. G.....00R. F. D. 33, . Clingman, E. E..................... Reedsburg © b terttetsceerssceeeseeeesesseereereLel chart Lake . Davies, G. W...............North Freedom Ubbelohde, F. G......... Sheboygan Falls Fraust, Albert................Prairie du Sac Wagner, Bo Veco ncoc.2 cose AVE Getchell, Dwight...................... Baraboo Wunsch, Alfred J. C...R. F. D. 6, Grass, C. F..000...............Prairie du Sac sasiganivensssesecersestesensnsstvatzanseesstss0 TARVER Grasser, C. Oo... ............Baraboo Wunsch, Hugo...... R. F. D. 6, Haven Hahn, Wm. Jo Reedsburg 
Hatz, J. Aw Prairie du Sac ST. CROIX COUNTY Hatz, O. J... Prairie du Sac A Herwig, ROOS Fo siesesng st OR. Alton, C. Poi ees River Falls Hinrichs, Ernest.................... Reedsburg Arnquist, J. F...............New Richmond Hillmer, Benj................. So ee Arnquist, J. P...............New Richmond Johnson, Glenn,..R. F. D. 2, Baraboo Ane, FE Acs ccsescseessss BRIO WIR Kinsman, Glenn.......................La Valle Bader, Alfred................New Richmond Kuehn, H. F.......000000........ Spring Valley Bader, R. C...................New Richmond Lachmund, Robt...................Sauk City Beebe, C. Co.......seeeeee-s----- Boardman Langdon, Earl.....20000000.....,.Baraboo Bennett, W. E.............New Richmond Lochmund, Rob....................Sauk City Buttner, Albert............New Richmond Luetsher, Alvin... 0lc......Plain Carlson, Carl.............. Glenwood City Martiny, Pierce........................Baraboo Casey, W. H.................New Richmond McGinnis, Chas.....000000000...........Baraboo Chapman, Lyman................River Falls Metcalf, Raymond..........Spring Green Christensen, V. F.......................Roberts Ochsner, Arthur... eecePlain Cook, Winfred..............New Richmond Owen, George..........0................ Baraboo Cody, John F............... New Richmond Peck, Burton....................Spring Green Dowling Bros..............-..--.00..., Hudson Peck, H. B........... corre Green Fay, A. W.....................New Richmond Premo, W. Heino cccceeeezs.+-.;- Baraboo Fay, R. E.....................New Richmond Richardson, A. Merrill....Spring Green Foster, S. S...................New Richmond Rodewald, W. C...................... Baraboo Gridley. Bert...0..0................... Hudson Rusch, E. W...0000000000.......... Reedsburg Gust, Wm F. D. 2, Deer Park Steidtmann, Edwin ...... .... Merrimack Hanley, O. How... Roberts Schuette, H. W.,..R. F. D. 3, Lavalle Hennessey, R. E.........R. F. D. 2, Thorne, F.L............sssere:-e----s--Ableman stsssesteevennseeseseeseseeee EW Richmond Voeck. G. E...............North Freedom Hogan, E. J................New Richmond Vonder Ohe, W. H.....R. F. D. 2, Imrie, David........0.....0.............. Roberts Sieber Snnetistvonsttse ren ete aS Jabusch, Arthur, R. F. D. 2,Deer Park Weirich, M. J...............c-++-.-Baraboo Jabusch, Henry, R. F. D. 2, Deer Park Wheeler, I. W....................... Limeridge Jabusch, Wm.......................Deer Park Wichern, Wm.....0.000000000..........Baraboo Jones, F. Bo... Deer Park 

Jones, Walter.....000000000........Deer Park 
SAWYER COUNTY Koltke, Geo. P.......000.0......Deer Park 5 Krueger, Arthur........,...........Deer Park Lindner, Walter...................... Hayward Kruschke, A. C...........New Richmond Uhrenholdt, S.J... Hayward Kruschke, G,. H...........New Richmond Uhrenholdt, Jens....0..000.........Hayward Lamb, W. A.............ecs0ceese-00u2- RODETES 

Legvid, H. E....R. F. D. 1, Deer Park 
SHAWANO COUNTY Legvid. Wm.....R. F. D. 1; Deer Park 

Lowe, Hugh....0...................River Falls Berg. CRN Tans cncesesasaey PAOEEOR Meimpe, nites Boldig, W. L......R. F. D. 1, Tigerton Neitge, Ed..................Deer Park
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Ohman, E. D.................Glenwood cits Rogers, H. Jo... Stoddard 
Olson, Chas......R. F. D. 2, Deer Par! Sebion, Stanley......................... Westby 
Paulson, P. A...........0-::cs:-:-+---Hudson seaetel: UI oan acne CHOMOD 
Pederson, Theo............Glenwood ony Welch, R. S..........R. F.D. 3, Viroqua 
Rudd, R. R........................... Deer Par 
Ruemmele, Albert.................... Hudson WALWORTH COUNTY 
Ruemmele, Geo. J..................... Hudson 
Ruemmele, J. F....R. F. D. 1, Hudson Pam eg Fa acca cseen stn eneracaes EER OFR 
Schwandt, Wm... Deer Park Anderson, H. B20... Whitewater 
Setter, Nels. ....R. F. D. 1, Deer Park Bowers, C. W...........:::0e+02-++:-- Delavan 
Silver, W. W................New Richmond Brennan, G. E.................Lake Geneva 
Stiles, Chas. L............c.sseerees--Eudson Brennan, John..................Lake Geneva 
Stindt, C. W.................New Richmond Church, A. P....................... Whitewater 
Stindt, Forrest..............New Richmond Cooper, W. H..................... Whitewater 
PROM, PROG .......00.06-:6.cs0sose00-s00e- FT UASOR Cowles, ee ..Elkhorn 
Thome, SERRA erica eee Coyner, J. M..............0..0s+0++++- Mondovi 
Thoreson, David....................Barronett Dunbar, H. D..........cceeeee- Elkhorn 
Torkelson, Arthur.....R. F. D. 2, ELIS, FW nnscscseoesseoesneereeseeeseeeese SL NOFD 

Oc Riis aries asnnckaseie OE IL, TEM EOE BN oc oece onc crrssesscsnressnn EES 
Tracy, Lyman..............New Richmond Fuller, E. M.....................Lake Geneva 
Uber, Dewey................New Richmond Haps, Oscar...................-....--Genoa Jet. 
Webster, W. E.................+-..-+..- Hudson FAGECES, SF. So esse onnensessoe-c LEVER 
Williamson, G. S........R. F. D. 2, RN TN Pics cc cass cnncvansnsacsici sce 

Beeecice sstuesre ies secessicersos eee eee ERC Kassman, Oscar........................Elkhorn 
Kassner, Edward..R.F.D 6,Kewaunee 

TAYLOR COUNTY Kimball, L. A................R. F.D. 1, 
lair seiconts isabertotacisennasssk RO GOROUR 

Bergmann, Paul W.................. Medford Kiteley, Leonard W...................Sharon 
Brandt, Henry.......................... Medford Kossman, Osear........................Elkhorn 
Buehler, Geo......................-.+... Medford Kuenzli, H. C...................Lake Beulah 
Harden, Henry C..................... Medford Pet Kenneth............ Lake Geneva 
Schemanski, Albert............Stetsonville Ledger, Albert..................Lake Geneva 
Schmoldt, P. C............. a ees Lewis, E. H.....................-... Whitewater 
SCRE y FR Oe oosccseahosssscenssceees OMAN Mathews, M. D................. Whitewater 

Pester, C. J.....ceceeesescesss+e1.- Whitewater 
TREMPEALEAU COUNTY Pester, J. H........R.F.D. 3,Whitewater 

Pester, Walter J.,..........R-F.D. 3, 
PROGR OE PV. on scctcoresea-nnsrreress CMOS VANS: Bat RN harvey caearentinersecnsaie WV REGO OEE” 
Bishop, W. E............:::+0:+sec+e-- Arcadia WCCO G, TENA onsen snns es cietenceness ROM 
Bohrnstedt, L. So: wee benene Peters, Ralph A.................... Darien 
Broveld, A. Ti... oscccssesscsvepiesvsce IO Peterson, Ira L................... Whitewater 
Chappell: G. E................. Trempealeau Peterson, R. F.............:.........Bast Troy 
Eid, Albert..........................Pigeon Falls Piper, Harry...................:..--...----, Sharon 
Ford, Lester...................... Trempealeau Reith, Edward.................. Lake Geneva 
Graul, Geo....................... Independence Robinson, A. S..... -Lake Geneva 
Hagestad, A. C...............0-.00e0--ettrick Schultz, K. J............-:00--++.-1...- Delavan 
BRMmsON, Be) nn 5 -n se eceeteren sateen ROVE Sweno, Harley...R.F.D. 4,Whitewater 
Hlegee. Albert.............-0:+-:.---Galesville Taube, Fh. Be .c.n...n:n.ceeeceree SEDO 
Holderson, R. H............... Trempealeau Thacher, Ed. F....................00.0+s.0e 26008 
Johnson, J. G................R-F.D. 3, Blair Thompson, Alfred....................Delavan 
Kinservick, Thor.................... Whitehall Thomson, Peter....................Genoa Jct. 
Markhan, F. C............... Independence Utter, Delwin....................Lake Beulah 
Mattison, Thos........-.............-...-,.Blair Wermuth, Geo.......................Richmond 
Moen, Gilbert... eeeseeeee BEV Westphal, Ray......................... Elkhorn 
PB EEESEN OI 00 cinnscornenrnentoneet== UE” 
FRR Ee Oe a cnsocnenerentnn etre -nnee ORMOD WASHBURN COUNTY 
Strader, Rolla A.................0.:.1--Osseo 
Thompson, A. L.............000------Blair Carlson, M. J.........R.F.D. 2, Spooner 
Whompaon, Bo Wns... cc0scscesis5: Ee WON DORI 5a cscsecscancn scones Spooner 
Speerstra, Peter J...................Whitehall Rylander, Ed......................... Shell Lake 
Lowe, Robert...........-:.......::........ Sam Rylander, Frank...................Shell Lake 

Soholt, G. L. eutesereers-eeteso ae apoio 
VERNON COUNTY Soholt, Ole S........... Madge 

Bendel, John............................ Stoddard WASHINGTON COUNTY 
IR I  rsrns cen ristatcan tonto xenare AERA 
Davis, J. Kenneth.................... Viroqua Baertlein, W. A.....South Germantown 
Eckhardt, Burton...................... Viroqua Bartel. Paul....................:..-....... JRCESOR 
Errickson, H. N.......................Cashton Ebbing, Albert A.....................Richfield 
Framceoli, Emil............................Genoa Frohmann, R....................... Kewaskum 
Gianoli, John A................ ..Genoa Gesner, Ba OW oo cisccs: Barton 
Freehoff, R. E...................Coon Valley Groth, Albert........... 2 Rockfield 

: Getter, Pearl............:..0....ceceseser- ViFOGUA Groth, Henry. soertseeereress ROCK field 
Hanson, M. L..........................- Viroqua Groth, Hugo..........................Cedarburg 
Hoilien, Dave........................-... Westby Groth, Louts............. Cedarburg 
Johnson, Allf.................:0.0:000000-.. Westby Groth, Walter.........R.F.D. Cedarbur; 
McClurg, Harrv........................ Viroqua Gutschenritter, F. J............. West Bad 
McClurg, Walter...................... Viroqua Hoelz, Jacob, Jr.....................Rockfield 
MeMullin, Ray............0..0..-.... Viroqua Inundt, Wm. F....... - Hartford 
Mills, Kenneth.......................... Viroqua Joeckel, H. G.......... 4 Jackson 
Molley, Glenn F.......................Ontario Klinka, Joe................... West Bend 
Oberson, Selmer........................ Westby ee acre as ctiae ..Hartford 
Paulsen, S. J...............-::.::10:-+---- Westby Pile; FORM. ..........---.encecovee-----s FRO tOrd
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Quandt, Wi. Feesnnnnee Hartford WAUPACA COUNTY | 
ather, Wvvsiscnsescessersneansionenssns see . 

Rather, Herman............ oo Colgate ales Dee roe ee ee 
Salter, Milo.....R.F.D. 5, a a0 2 Daniels tes. KE er. 

Seer crssereraeseayerorszaetornteas WN COE Seem by besitos 
Schottler, C.J..000So. Germantown ; ae eee 
Schowalter, EB. J...........0.........Jackson Erickson, Archie.....................Waupaca , 
Techtman, C. W.................Kewaskum Glocke, A. Sa a Nee 

Woldt, Be a ee eel D..........R. F. aS: Potaen 
i APLAN, JAY... cee eee cseeee NOW LO! Ziemer, P. F..............R.F.D. 2, Jackson Harrington, Mn weapaee, 

ge: OL Cuereeeeceeseeszess Waupaca 
WAUKESHA COUNTY I Tae 5 Boonton 

Keating, F. B00 Ogdensburg 
Blott, Lorimer,....R.F.D. 3, Waukesha pee Me eae 
owe, . it Dee OCONOMOWOC + SEO nce eas 

Boyd, J. T........... R-F.D. 7,Waukesha a HEUBO. foot emenele 
Brady, L. A..................... Mukwonago Fnuteon, AL ee OMee urg 
Clarke, Hi Le... Genesee Station pants, hein e.Dt eenee 

jaffey, Jas.................+2.--/Pewaukee res BM anneneracenneneosneanseriseasne 
Comstock, Robt... Geonomowoe Meisner, Se 

Craig, Geo. D................... deonomowoc Hee F. ee pune rere oe 
Connell, E. J..." Menomonee Falls Ison, Ludvik C...............Scandinavia Pirner, John.......R. F. D. 4, Manawa an Wm. A.......Menomonee Falls Potts. AR 'Waupaca 

Bipple oe: rie br pees Procknow. W. G............ New London 
Edwards, Davia R.,..R.F.D_ 31,Wales PRON NN re ncctics cageates se oneee 

Evans. David J........R/F.D. 31,Wales Se SO ers ee eee 
Freehoff, W. A..occe.-.., Waukesha Schmidt, Nicholas............New London Goats Clarence. RED. 22 Schroeder, Av M.......... New, London 

pore a ambean, a -sveseereeees Ogdensburg 

Gack a ateesva Smith, Henry... Rh. F. D. 4, Waupaca 
Greene, H. To Genesee Depot Sh ra emer 
Gunderson, A. Lee.......... Oconomowoc ubaas, O. G..... lola 
Gunderson: Forrest... Oconomowoe Weinnann, H..............R. F. D. 2, Iola 

all, Frank....000000...00000........Hartland ; 
Hall, John. Hartland WAUSHARA COUNTY 
Hensel, Herbert E.................Dousman Barnes, P. H. : ..... Hancock 
Hensel, Max H................... Dousman Bartleson, H. G20: Pine River 
Teper eee Bartleson, Roy F.................Pine River 
ES seeeeeees peed Bridgeman, C. G00. Wautoma 
Hill, W. 2 "Brookfield Bee ie enone 
Holt, FL G20 Oconomowoc Sakae tien Holt, bo eae eee ee eesii wees 
Musten, Lawren E...... Hagle men is... *Weutom & 
genety, Eaas Segre owe ene Harris A; Maine Plainfield S- EEMEPY ccs cscoseeenesseeeeeses Wales mghes, John D......1 BF. D. 
Tones, LoDo recccrgscgsnen Wales vi 
Kollath, Wm... Menomonee Falls ok CE ee 
Kuhtz. Conrad H................. Waukesha Rauteon &.L Wautoma 
Kuhtz, P. H......... RLF.D, “; Waukesha aoe eee 
Lean Roy. io0R.P iS) Dousman Roberts, Bilis WocLWild Hose 
Dy ee = a wonago Shippee, Geo. L. Jr...... -Plainfield 

Lowry, 8. S.. Wankesha Simonson, Clgvance: if eueee 
Lacbis, Wa ED 26Oconeumeee | Storzback, Emil N........... Plainfield : ae eee ompson, Ellef. N...... automa 
McAdams. A, Jones. ie e Thompson, H. A... Wautoma 
Mitchell. C. J....«..... Brookfield Thompson, Martin................ Wautoma Mitchell, Dean S... Brookfield Wiley Wed Hancock 
Mitchell. Paul... “Brookfield Wilkins ide oe wala tee 
Mitwede, Henry... “Waukesha a diogs aay 
Nicholas. D. C...R-F.D. (Waukesha WINNEBAGO COUNTY 
Reyer, W. R.............. Templeton 
Rosenow, Arthur............. Oconomowoc Boo, Ue Ca cccoepsteonteceéeloveerse Ooh 
Rosenow, H. E....... Oconomowoc Boss, Sam Jr.....................-..-... Oshkosh 
Schmidt, Barney....................Skidmore Bussey, W. Py ....:ssssssssssssssseesegeuyOMTO 
Swartz Bros.........0..0 Waukesha Calkins, U. Bo 000000Allenville 
Tebbetts, Frank....................Plainfield CreG8, A. IT ocicsccccsssescs.tsacsssteien ACR VES 

Note, J. s = Sesscreegan Ceo ar ee roe = SS Seyi capicresansnccoseenat ee 
eaver, KE. snosaaceneaevasheen aukesha AB, De Dn. secessnereccreesssenseseeseses OBI 08 

Weeks, ‘Allen... Templeton Jahnke, Albert.’ #.D. 17, Neenah 
Weir, Robt. J..........., «<-- Mukwonago - Jennings, J. E.............-.sreesr-oreePlCkett 
Will,’ Chas. J... Menomonee Falls Jennings, J. W...sssssscceesgseeeeeess Fisk 
Williams, Alvin cece Krings, Joseph...................Winneconne 

wo 218 Borney St. Waukesha McFetridge, Wm., R. F. D. 4, Oshkosh 
Williams, Edw. T.....R. F. D. 31, Miller, Homer...........0..0000.00..-..Piekett 

ieotilnubinin georges oe Parks, Wm. S.....0..0s..-Piekett 
Wilson, Lewis K.. RB. FD. 29, Pommerening, Edw. C., R. F.D. 2. 

o> Lesheciratacastersiopsagrieopos We rato niaerasnnae. Onan 
Zimbehl, Erwin... Brookfield Race, Edw... F. D. 22, Omor
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Raucenstein, Emil................0--+...Omro Von Doemining, Ernst.....1947 Hud- 
Roberts, Kiel S....................:3-.-Piekett GOR AVE.....0.0.-..0-occecenenseeeesss GC MECRZO 
Teela, F. W.................:-+.-- Winneconne Westlake, Mark H................Sycamore 

| Treleven, Gayo csvesessssse+sOMTO Whipple, Wm. S$... ....,Genoa 
Westcot, George Lee....................0mro Willams, R. K......465 Adams oe 

Sesrassetvsevclecneacderenssasssstoatssisec< OMEDEOS 
WOOD COUNTY 

| RO I pss oto aec weny stone ORE INDIANA 
Bening Wm. R.....R. F. D. 1, Vesper Jessup, Don Carlos..................-.Camby 
PE cerca aera seers eee OR Ponaltan: Floyd C.......... West Newton 
Huser, C. J.,................R. F. D. 3, | Webbe, W. E........0.0---Fort Wayne 
eoaco eo ee a 

OU, O. Socvvseeerneessseeeneeeee-Grand Rapids 
Mats, Chas..." Marshfield IOWA 
Moss, Chas........-.-----ceeeeeeeeee-- Marshfield Gronna, Theo..............0.+0.... Waterville 
Ten Pas, John A.........-.seeesee-se- APPIN Mever, Clifton Jo... MeGregor 

CANADA Schlick, M. F....................Charles City 

Kramer, C, N....Walkersville, Ontario MICHIGAN 

Arnold, H. A.................,-....Boyne City 
carreonn* Bailey, Herbert A... “Sault St. Marie 

Betz, F. A..,.......R. F. D. 2, Box 89, Blanchard, Wm. B.............Elk Rapids 
Scaes cestatesecvstestecsseeiecescersc VENIAM Cook, Chas. I...........310 Main St. 

ps earenacrnets ernezcenr vsti =s-r{7s OO RNEOO: 
DELAWARE Eskill, O. B..........dccscsessosesomecee W DItHEY 

Hatch, L. M............-.cc-s-s0---s05e LANSING 
Gawthrop, J. N. Jr........814 Wash. St. Maesenaire, J. L................. Menominee 

tdetegseitnpnccnnentnsses WW AE SSEOR 
IDAHO MINNESOTA 

Hillier, H. B.....................:..Brownsdale 
Douglas, C. 0O...............:............Payette Holcomb, W. R......................-Plummer 

NOR Pe Eb oooasscoacicc cen sessnsesee DOD 
ILLINOIS 

Akins, C. Eoesssssescssnemenene Warren PROMFANA 
Allen, Frank................ ea Bennett, C. S..........-.-.-e0-csceseseore-- SOMEFS 
Bartos, Otto T., 1824 S. Ashland Ave. MOTOS CS ocsscosaceoscessssesentsnsnes SRICSVING 

eagsysssicqssssbitssccusesusteeissensesss Ae O Sattler, Jas. H.........................Glendine 
Bathun, S. C., 6377 Ingleside — 

dctegsocdiansesevsssnestenestsesetaeicsaeess CRNCMEO. 
Bennett, Ho Jo Gerry Valley old gees 
recieh ee F. C........ceseeeereeese-- Chicago Hunter, Roy................ West Claremont 
Briggs, Se 
Brown, Floyd............-+--seecseeee+-GENOR NEW YORK 

Bruning. See ee 
Campbell, Fred T., 314 So. Hale St., Cady, Foster B................... Troupsburg 

Ee eeaheanasvasiaivetecsiasapioenssarcsaces WV AGED Clark, WW Bcctasscccnesssie eh By 
Chetlain, L. A...........s.-:0:-+-+0---Galena Seis aeveiienseene i UE COmter 
Donerner, WW Beco sso sncensscse RROCR Colenso, '. E....L.1.N.Y.,..Oyster Bay 
Evans, Merle L........Charter Grove Low, Fra “is.......22 Holland St. 
Frank, W. M...........-.2----2;-+-.-.Red Oak Pisshodecaspeatiaicensevs he TE 
Graham, M. Y..............East Dubuque Sche -rhcrn, G. B............. Keeseville 

oc S Donald.. 10347 Eonarcsd 
EVE aointonnecarsoneesenesoratee RCE 

Hill, Donald.“ Monee NOs rE AES 
* Hill, Grant........................---Solon Mills Chidlaw, L. S........217 Euclid Ave. 
Hitchcock, H. R......................Pectonica Hse rsh sielsco ccRN, OE 
Hoyt, Ralph &, Elizabeth Ave... Daly, R. E..............-.... Wahpeton 

peowroueatosnecns esau csecobpestnial ers ORY Lawson, A. C.,.....R.F.D. 1 Box 46, 
Huet, L. P.........1139-5th St. Rockford Seeseactes asesn ec caer oncsvnastensastcrs< SCE RES: 
Franeginn Cc. Roce eee pone 
Eo serernerero sense RC 

King, Emmet Wo eee GEECOnN 
Krumn, F. 0........................Glenwood Drolshagen, A. F................... Hermiston 

Eaoipere. Carl M ....313 N. Bi fe 
eee analogs asta eres re E 

Maxson, W.........cs0eeeecu..--. Waukegan pi aes F 
Miller, Louis S.......157 5th St. Fowler, pe ee eee 

Be aera eiecicnen coer sercas este cnpae see Rorer, Wm. A.....................Mt. Gretna 
Ane, R. es oe ee 
ewburn, D. A., R. F. D. 5, Hoopeston 

Palmer, Ghetto cencer gee Yorkville Sou nore 
Ruser, Arthur...........1943 N. Kuler Conklin, Raymond D...............0ldham 

DM tset ty eceneee esto a 
eee ee ee UTAH 

epherd, W.......-.essee---- Rockfor c 
smith, Lounie......---4;.- Ringwood Carey, J.B. Le .ccon...;or-eser-ee.- Fruitland 
mith, S. M..............Box 69, Cedarville 

Swayer, Wilbur J.................. Waukegan WASHINGTON a 
Turnbull, K. L....................-....Glencoe Newberry, W. T...........R-F.D. 1, Mica 7
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